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**acoustic intelligence**

"In brief, this is an impressive and surprisingly sophisticated and affordable speaker package."

What Home Cinema, 2006

"The iQ3 is a very respectable performer at its modest price."

Hi-Fi Choice, 2006

"The iQ7s offer an exceptional listening experience."

Active Home, 2006

"Once again the iQ5s prove too much for the competition. Big confident, poised sound belies the modest dimensions. KEF's gauntlet is well and truly thrown down."

What Hi-Fi Sound and Vision, 2006

"This latest generation doesn't just add an 'i' before the 'Q'; it is also the proud bearer of some of the best speakers KEF has made ever."

Hi-Fi Choice, UK, 2006

All the reviewers seem to agree - Q series, the intelligent choice.
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As we move into 2007, it's fascinating to think that this latest issue of Hi-Fi World has a surprising number of names from yesteryear - thirty years ago or more, in some cases...

Classic brands don't get much bigger than Thorens. As well as selling vast numbers of turntables in the sixties, this company inspired a generation of superdecks in the seventies, and now the company is back in this very market. The striking TD2030 is a high end design with style to match - read all about it on p10.

Then we have our standmount speaker supertest, and lo and behold, the likes of Monitor Audio, KEF, Tannoy, Quad and B&W are to be found - all big selling brands back in 1977. With interesting drive units and clever cabinetry, there's nothing old about their designs though, as we find out on p13.

Naim Audio is another classic badge from 'the decade that style forgot', but now a vibrant company with a tremendously loyal following, its products are more accessible than ever - and the NAC122x/NAP150x pre-power amplifier combo shows why. Read all about it on p36.

Then we have a classic Danish cartridge brand - Ortofon's VMS20E moving magnet was probably the most popular serious cartridge on the market this time thirty years ago, and now the company is repeating the formula with moving coils. The Rondo Bronze is destined for success, as we find on p43.

SME is Britain's oldest tonearm brand, dating back to the late fifties, and Michell Engineering has the same status in the turntable market, starting just a few years later. On p46 we put their latest tonearms, the M2-10 and the TecnoArm respectively, up against one another.

On p50 is NAD's M3 power amplifier - this company shot to fame in 1979 with the classic 3202 integrated, but 'New Acoustic Dimension' had been trading since the mid seventies.

Predating this by almost a decade was Cambridge Audio. The brand is very different now, as the shiny new 840C CD player shows on p52, but the value for money stays the same...

So, in a way, it's a case of 'plus c'est la change, plus c'est la meme chose' – the more things change, the more they stay the same. In today's hi-fi market, so many of the names remain. Looked at another way though, I'd say hi-fi has never been better value, nor has there ever been greater choice. I'll drink to that! Happy New Year.

David Price, editor
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testing

To ensure the upmost accuracy in our product reviews, Hi-Fi World has extremely comprehensive in-house test facilities, and our test equipment - from big names like Rohde & Schwarz and Hewlett Packard - is amongst the most advanced in the world.

Loudspeakers are measured using a calibrated Bruel&Kjaer microphone feeding a Clio-based computer analyser, using pulsed and gated sinewaves, in a large room to eliminate the room's influence. Pickup arm vibration is measured with a Bruel&Kjaer accelerometer.
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33 Direct live - Ultra modern Japanese club classic for under £500.

52 Upsample this - Cambridge Audio's brand new CD-80 CD player.

56 Celtic Rock - My loaner Audiorespresented Mail component.

50 M&K's new subwoofer M3. Variation - a real showstopper.

70 Zune-y tunes - Microsoft's brand new iPod rival gets a UK scoop review.

10 Blue Velvet -蹂躏 now, TGS90 is a real smoothie.
Adam Smith auditions a super new high end design from this classic marque.

Noel Keywood takes this £500 Japanese Direct Drive for a spin.

This sassy £500 moving coil gets the treatment from Noel Keywood.

Noel Keywood compares these two very different pickup arms.

This technology-packed silver disc spinner is auditioned by David Price.

Adam Smith pumps up the volume with Naim’s excellent entry-level pre-power.

David Price is charmed by this superb tube phonostage from Graham Tricker.

This monster £1,900 integrated gets a damn good thrashing from Adam Smith.

Noel Keywood and Adam Smith round up the best new sub-£500 standmounting loudspeakers.

Adam Smith tries two designs from Alphason Designs and Sound Organisation.

Adam Smith gives this charismatic pair of Celtic speakers the treatment.

David Price listens in to Denon’s slinky new mid price ‘style system’.

Last month’s Edinburgh show was attended by roving reporter Sharon Mehlhorn...

Channa Vithana looks at an upgradeable LP replay system for under £1,000.

Haden Boardman tunes in to Sequerra’s legendary Model One tuner.

Noel Keywood previews the forthcoming Manchester hi-fi show.

This month Peter Comeau discusses ABRs and TLs in loudspeaker design

Peter Comeau explains the design principles of this new preamp.
Well built and stylish with superb sound quality. The TD2030 is a fine turntable that can be comfortably recommended."
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SAMPLING UP!
The new £750 840C CD player marks the zenith of Cambridge Audio's popular Azur stereo separates line up. The company says it promises "unseen levels of performance and engineering excellence at its price point" in the mid-price section of the market. It embraces a raft of proprietary technologies including ATF (Adaptive Time Filtering), which is asynchronous upsampling developed in conjunction with Anagram Technologies of Switzerland. This system intelligently interpolates 16bit/44.1kHz CD data to 24bit/384kHz data, through the use of a 32bit Analog Devices Black Fin DSP (digital signal processor). This in turn feeds two 24bit/384kHz DACs from the same company in dual differential formation. There is also DC servo circuitry with no capacitors in the signal path, two digital inputs allowing upsampling and playback of other sources, and digital outputs allowing the recording of upsampled audio.

[For a full review, turn to p52 - Ed.]

The new Azur 640R is said to be a high performance 7.1 receiver with three input HDMI switching and HD compatible component switching. It has seven 100 watt "audiophile grade" fully discrete amplifiers, kept separate from the processing and input stages, with a "substantial" power supply and an oversize low flux toroidal transformer. HDMI switching allows the latest satellite receivers, DVD players and games consoles to be routed to the TV with full digital video transfer, fully HDCP compatible. There's a wealth of decoding options, including Dolby Digital/EX and DTS/ES/Matrix/Discrete formats in all 5.1, 6.1, and 7.1 variants, Dolby Pro Logic II or Iix and DTS Neo:6 decoding in all 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1 variants, plus DTS 96/24. An analogue stereo direct mode for audiophile stereo sources (pure analogue, no DSP) is fitted, along with an On Screen Display (OSD) and navigator style Azur remote control. Price is a very reasonable £600. For more information, click on www.cambridge-audio.com.

SIGHT AND SOUND
As Hi-Fi World's own Patrick Cleasby intimated in his review of Arcam's super DVI37 last month, the company's flagship DVD universal player is just about to be launched. Well it's official - the DV139 should be in the shops by the time you read this, and as expected features a plethora of features and great attention to detail paid to its sonics.

Indeed, Arcam say that, "it delivers marked improvements in picture quality from DVD and beats almost any competition at any price", no less! It sports "cutting-edge video technology" using the latest generation Zoran Vaddio 8885 core processing engine, "broadcast quality" ABT 1010 1080p video upscaling technology from Anchor Bay, "broadcast quality" ABT 102 video deinterlacer, twin audiophile-grade toroidal transformers, unique Arcam 'Mask of Silence' electro magnetic damping technology and unique Arcam tri-laminate damped SDS (Sound Dead Steel) chassis. It plays DVD-Video, DVD-Audio, CD audio, SACD audio, DivX video playback, with HDMI digital video/audio output. There's also a CD Direct mode for superior music playback. For more details, click on www.arcam.co.uk or call 01223 203 200.

PRESTIGE NEWS
Tannoy has announced a range of updates to its Prestige range of high end loudspeakers. Having re-evaluated the performance of models throughout the range, Tannoy engineers selected the latest components to introduce several performance enhancing amendments to the crossover designs and signal path devices. The changes will be indicated with SE badged versions, namely the Westminster Royal SE, Canterbury SE, Stirling SE and Turnberry SE. The quality of the components used in the new Westminster Royal SE and Canterbury SE models has been upgraded to the highest standard. Hard wired throughout, the crossovers feature Hovland Muscaps with special Tannoy DHT (differential material technology) isolation sleeve for the HF feed capacitor. High quality ICW Muscaps are used in other areas, with Vishay thick film non inductive resistors throughout, with extensive heatsinking where necessary to provide a stable component temperature for maximum reliability. Very low loss laminated iron core inductors are used on LF, the design ensuring that there is less resistance between the amplifier and driver, resulting in superior bass control. Cable routing has been painstakingly considered "to ensure there is no degradation in sound quality". Similarly, the components have been carefully arranged to avoid any coupling effects. The overall aesthetic of the cabinet design remains unchanged with the exception of updated badges and front baffle trim panels to reflect the "SE" status. Acrolink 6N copper cable is used throughout, with high purity silver (99.99%) for noise reduction. The DSX crossover board and 5-point (bi-wire and ground point) terminal panels have been incorporated on all the upgraded Prestige models. Additionally, the Westminster Royal SE and Canterbury SE use high quality WBT connectors to ensure easier connection of substantial loudspeaker cable whilst maintaining complete signal path integrity. For further information, contact Tannoy on +44 (0) 1236 420199 or click on www.tannoy.co.uk.
SLIMLINE TONIC

NAD has a new DVD/CD player in the svelte shape of the £200 T515. With full support for DVD-Video, DivX, and DVD-Audio (2-channel only) and CD, plus MP3, WMA, DTS and Dolby Digital playback decoding, all via the same 24bit, 192kHz DACs. Keeping signal paths short and direct to minimize any interference, the 6x14bit Video DAC running at 108MHz is capable of reproducing images with extremely vivid colours, says NAD. The T515 includes an HDMI with HDCP encryption output, which can transmit encrypted picture data at rates up to 5 gbps second. This allows direct transmission of uncompressed HD video and audio in a pure digital format.

Standard 480i and 576i (480/576 lines interlaced picture) can be upsampled to resolutions as high as 1080i for use with today's HD projectors and flat panel displays that offer HDMI w/ HDCP inputs. The T515 provides three additional video connections (Composite, S-Video, and Component) aside from HDMI and three audio connection options (Analog RCA, Digital Coaxial, and Digital Optical-Toslink), ensuring compatibility with all current home cinema equipment. For more information, click on nadelectronics.com.

HEAVY ROCK

"A stunning pairing" is how Boulder describes its new 810 preamplifier and 850 monobloc power amplifiers. Designed and built in Boulder, Colorado, USA, the combination draws on the technology and manufacturing expertise gained with both Boulder's 2000 and 1000 high end amplifier series. The new 800 series maintains Boulder's traditional visual appeal, quality standards and reliability, but brings it to a much greater audience than ever before. Prices are £5,550 for the 810 Series Stereo preamplifier and £7,500 for a pair of 850 Series monobloc power amplifiers. For more information, click on www.boulderamp.com.

ZERO SUMS

Zero One Audio's new $2,380 Mercury is a digital audio player that combines the functionality of their Ti48 CD/HD Transport with a built-in digital-to-analogue converter based on the Ar38 DAC. With the standard 250Gb hard disk drive capacity, up to 380 hours of uncompressed CD audio can be digitally saved. The archived music can be easily accessed via Zero One's proprietary interface software and organised into playlists. The custom software allows users to switch between different oversampling/upsampling rates on the fly (from 16/44.1 up to 24/192), between four different digital filters (from no filter to 'brickwall') and also three different dither settings. The internal DAC is a multibit design with a fully discrete (no opamps), zero-feedback, single-ended, Class A output stage that is DC-coupled (with no capacitors in the signal path). The DAC has its own regulated power supply that is separate from the transport section and uses audio-grade components throughout. The Mercury has a standard (RCA) S/PDIF output with a data transfer rate of up to 24/96 to cater for possible future upgrades by addition of an external DAC. Zero One Audio sells direct to consumers in many countries. For more information, click on www.zerooneaudio.com.

ROCKING GOOD NEWS

Lovers of the axe will adore this new Pure Evoke-IXT DAB radio, in full Marshall stack dress! The Evoke-IXT Marshall Edition is the product of three British leading companies: PURE, Marshall Amplification and Planet Rock. This retro Digital Radio echoes the style of what are arguably the world's leading guitar amplifiers. The distinctive white "Marshall" lettering sits on black grill beside the brass-effect control panel that features a fierce red on black display. The radio has an integrated full range hi-fi loudspeaker and features a bass reflex port for enhanced bass performance, alongside a custom designed 3" drive unit and active-filters to provide a natural 'direct-from-the-studio' sound. The Evoke-IXT Marshall Edition can be upgraded to stereo with the optional XT-1 add-on matching speaker, designed to complement the radio in every way. Price is £99.99. For stockists, call 023 92 313090 or click on www.nevadamusic.co.uk.
DANE MARK
The brand new £1,000 B-410 is the new 'entry level' CD player from Densen. Following on from the acclaimed B-400+ and B-400XS, it is claimed to surpass them in every way, at a lower price. During the lengthy development phase, a completely new ATAPI controller was made for control of the CD Drive. Using Densen's own software, the controller not only controls the drive, but also the complete user interface with remote, and display (which now matches Densen's B-110, B-150, B-250 amplifiers, incidentally). The CD Drive is modified at the Densen factory with a clock controller that allows the motherboard to control the system clock, to avoid jitter by using same clock in both sending and receiving end of the datastream. The player uses a large custom-made toroid transformer, with four individual power supplies. It contains four custom-made capacitors, each of 10,000µF, giving a total storage capacity of 40,000µF which Densen says, "would not be out of place in a power amplifier". The DAC and analogue board is separated from the main CPU board, and can be upgraded as technology progresses. The DAC is a 24bit type, mounted under a shielded box to avoid digital interference on the analogue stages, which use Densen's unique non-feedback Class A topology. Sound wise, the B-410 is said to be a benchmark for what can be expected from CD players not only at the price point of the B-410, but also at those much higher. For more information, click on www.densen.dk.

NEW BRONZE AGE
Monitor Audio's Bronze Reference series is the company's new entry-level range. The seven model line up comprises two standmounting speakers, the BR I and BR2; two floorstanding speakers, the BR5 and BR6; a dual-mode surround speaker, the BR-FX; a dedicated centre-channel speaker, the BR-LCR; and a 150W (RMS) active subwoofer, the BRW-10. In upgrading the well regarded Bronze Series, the company has designed new drivers, crossovers, cabinet construction and finishes to fine-tune the performance of the original range while introducing superior aesthetic appeal. The new C-CAM tweeter has greater sensitivity and an improved response up to 30kHz, while Finite Element Analysis has refined the material specification and operational accuracy of the new MMP bass and mid-range drivers. New Crossovers are also used, with better component quality, and the cabinetry has been changed on the BR5 and BR6 models, which have discrete internal chambers for their bass and bass/mid-range drivers. The new finishes comprise a rich Black Oak and a choice of high quality pearlescent finishes in Walnut or Cherry. Prices start at £149.90 per pair for the BR Is, to £549.90 per pair for the BR6. For more information, contact Monitor Audio Ltd. on +44 (0)1268 740580 or click on www.monitoraudio.co.uk.

CLASSIC CHRISTMAS
New from The Cartridge Man is the £1,200 MusicMaker Classic moving magnet cartridge. Ostensibly a tuned up MusicMaker Mk III (itself a modded Grado Signature), it boasts very pure silver (99.99%) coils instead of copper, plus a raft of other mods including a free Isolator, and new stylus profile. The output is set at a slightly lower level than the MkIII at 4.5mV. Weight is 6.5gms, tracking force 1.6gms. An exchange scheme operates whereby for the price of a rebuild and the old unit, a new unit is given. For more information, contact HiAudio Distribution on 08450 525259 or click on www.hiaudio.co.uk.

T-TIME
REL's all-new T-Series is a three-strong line-up of ultra-high performance yet affordable sub-bass systems. Designed from the ground up, the T-Series brings much of REL's legendary performance to a new price category and opens up the benefits of true sub-bass to a wider audience, the company says. Four years of extensive research and development has resulted in what is claimed to be REL's most accomplished entry-level series to date, boasting class-leading dynamics, ultra-low frequency output and unique aesthetics. John Hunter, REL owner and lead designer on the T-Series, said, "we are extremely proud of the T-Series as the performance exceeds what we could have offered just a few years ago at twice the price." The T-Series is unique at this price point in utilising a sealed cabinet with active/passive driver array. The forward facing active driver supplies direct slam and attack while the downward facing passive generates extended sub-bass output. Retailing at £395 (T-3), £495 (T-2) and £595 (T-1), the T-Series offers fine build and flexible connecting options. It is available now in black ash or cherry composite laminate, both featuring high gloss black lacquered rails. A high-gloss white version may be available in 2007, REL says. For more information, click on www.rel.net.
Adam Smith takes Thorens' new stylish, silky sounding TD2030 turntable for a spin...

A rather different beast from the TD350 that we enjoyed last month, the TD2030 marks the current top model in Thorens non-sprung turntable range. The TD2030 is certainly an eye-catcher thanks to its blue Perspex finish, the sides of which appear clear when viewed from straight on, but blue from an angle. I think it looks superb but, if this is too much for you, the TD2010 model has a more standard clear finish, however it is not as well specified as the 2030 here.

Thorens stick to their tried and trusted method of driving the platter via a long belt around its periphery. This is a wise move as it imparts better torque performance than the popular method of driving a small diameter subplatter on which the main platter is placed. In this case, however, the motor is a completely separate unit that stands on its own rubber feet and sits in a cut-out in the plinth. The main unit rests on three spiked metal feet and protectors are thoughtfully supplied to protect more delicate surfaces.

The motor itself is an AC synchronous type with a standalone, electronically regulated power supply, incorporating electronic speed switching. It also features the same two-stage starting procedure as the TD350, which supplies double the torque at half the speed initially for quicker platter startup. Once again this works, and spins the 6.3kg (14lb) platter up to speed in a commendably short time.

The platter itself is a solid and beautifully machined alloy item that is one and a quarter inches (3.2cm) thick and has a good amount of bitumen damping as it responds to being tapped with a dull 'thunk'. This is topped with a thin felt mat upon which to sit your records and seems to be a less sloppy fit than we experienced with the TD350 last month.

Supplied with the TD2030 is Thorens TP300 arm, basically a Thorens-badged Rega RB300. This is pre-fitted and aligned and so setup is easy. Different arms can, of course, be fitted although changing to one with a different mounting pattern looks to be a tricky proposition as there is no separate armboard that can be swapped! Fit and finish are impeccable and the deck comes with a small dustcover that fits over the platter and arm to keep the spiders off. On the downside, though, the blue tint to the base does tend to reveal fingerprints more than a clear type - I recommend making use of the white cotton gloves that Thorens so thoughtfully supply.

SOUND QUALITY

The family likeness can be heard when listening to the TD2030, as it does bear a strong aural resemblance to the TD350, as might be expected. Bass is weighty, deep and well controlled and has impeccable timing. Although still ultimately lacking the rock-solid low end of an idler or direct drive unit, the TD2030 can still show many other belt drives I have heard how to crack out a decent bass line. I also felt it had better weight and an improved sense of authority over the TD350. Where it really scores is in the upper bass region, where bass instruments, either acoustic or electric, are superbly precise.

Midrange is clean, clear and detailed and, although still has the underlying slightly 'g-'ey' tonality that is a character of Rega arms, the TP300 arm is definitely a better performer in this respect than the TP250. This helps to make more of the deck, giving vocals real scale and dimension. Donald Fagen's 'Kamakiriad' showed this off particularly well, where the track 'Tomorrow's Girls' positively sparkled. This served as an excellent reminder as to why some of us strange types prefer LP to CD - although not totally impossible, you have to work hard to extract this sort of involvement from a silver disc!

The TD2030 also imparts a superb sense of atmosphere to acoustic material. This was brought...
home to me with the help of an old favourite in the form of Eric Clapton's 'Unplugged' album. I could almost swear that I was sat right in the audience and within the right sort of distance to steal his plectrum in between songs. Goldfrapp's 'Felt Mountain', from the days before they went all disco, again showed off the Thorens' mellower side and Alison's breathy vocals were deliciously intimate and husky.

Do not be fooled at this point into thinking that the Thorens is some sort of softie - far from it. The TD2030 is very happy to boogie and a trip down memory lane in the form of Tom Tom Club's twelve inch single 'Genius of Love' brought a suitably funky atmosphere into the Hi-Fi World listening room; certain members of the editorial team seemed ready to root around in their wardrobe for a big fluffy shirt to complete the journey down memory lane back to 1981. At this point I felt it was therefore best to bring things up to date again and so spun Snow Patrol's new album 'Eyes Open'. Here the track 'Set The Fire To The Third Bar' was superb, and the contrasting vocal style between Snow Patrol singer Gary Lightbody and guest vocalist Martha Wainwright was a joy to behold.

CONCLUSION
An interesting departure from the traditional idea of a suspended subchassis turntable for which they have traditionally been so famous, I feel that Thorens have really hit the nail on the head with the TD2030. Sound quality is superb and it definitely improves on the already impressive TD350 with better bass definition and a wider soundstage. The TP300 arm is a fine item and a good partner, but I still think that the deck could work even better with a higher spec unit. Thorens also offer the option of an SME arm and I would personally make this a definite consideration if your pocket is deeper to the tune of the extra £600 or so that this is likely to cost. However, as it stands, with sound quality as good as this and the looks on offer, the TD2030 definitely merits inclusion on your sub-£2,000 turntable shopping list.

VERDICT
Well built and stylish with superb sound quality, this is a fine turntable that can be comfortably recommended.

THORENS TD2030-TP300 £1895
'A' Audio Marketing
(+44) 0 870 199 3914
www.a-audiosolutions.com

FOR
- detailed, agile bass
- soundstaging and scale
- styling and finish

AGAINST
- merits an even better arm

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The TD2030 is a classic belt drive in that it has some discrete low rate speed variation components at high-ish level, but it lacks the higher frequency hash that comes from tighter coupled drive systems, especially high torque Direct Drives. So the TD2030 belt system provides fine motor isolation. There's some 4Hz wow which comes from motor pulley eccentricity, but this is at low level and unlikely to be heard. Total Wow & Flutter measured 0.21% DIN weighted, most of it due to the pulley.

There was no measurable rumble, when using a quiet acetate disc. With a DIN vinyl rumble disc we got -67dB weighted via RIAA correction, which was just disc surface noise.

The Thorens TD2030 measured well. In particular it effectively suppresses high rate speed variations.
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WOW & FLUTTER
Signature Audio Systems

Presentation of the finest audio products from around the world.

introduction

Signature Audio represents some of the finest brands in the world. At Signature, our philosophy is based on providing customers with a natural and open sound that best replicates the original recording performance, in every aspect.

Our product portfolio represents the highest quality in audio components and meets the required standards deemed by discerning audiophiles and music lovers.

contact

Signature Audio Systems
Biggin Hill, Kent
Tel: 0208 480 3333
Mob: 07918 022870 / 07738 007776
E-mail: info@signatureaudio.co.uk
Web: www.signatureaudio.co.uk

brands

Ars Aures Loudspeakers
Art Audio Amplifiers
David Gill Audio
Eggleston Works
Ensemble
Mapleshade Audio
Silver Audio

Ars Aures Loudspeakers

In a world where short lived fads and superficial values are often in vogue, Ars Aures embrace research and development to produce loudspeakers that give a lifetime of listening pleasure. Price: £5,999.

Eggleston Works

Introducing the new Eggleston Works Fontaine II. Available in stunning piano lacquer.

Introductory price £3,299 (RRP £3,999)

Ensemble

Fonobrio Phonostage. Price: £2,900. (Stereophile Class A)

"ike the Dirondo (CD) the Fonobrio produced solid tightly focused images on a huge, open sound stage", (Stereophile April 2006)

Ars Aures Loudspeakers

Hear every detail. Feel every nuance.

NEW

Digital Integrated Amplifier

CA-S10
Dual Monaural Construction 100W x 2 / 8Ω

Contact: ICG Consultancy TEL 01442 399548 E-Mail: ian@icgconsultancy.co.uk

Come and see us at the Bristol Show
Adam Smith shakes down standmounting speakers from Acoustic Energy, ALR Jordan, B&W, KEF, Mission, Monitor Audio, Quad, Tannoy and Usher...

Small loudspeakers must surely be the most controversial and misunderstood components found anywhere within a hi-fi system. Nowhere else within a system is there such a disparity between the desire for a big sound and the practicality of having something small and neat enough to ensure domestic harmony. It seems that the amplification and source ends of the hi-fi chain have been appearing in ever-smaller boxes for many years now with no adverse effects on sound quality. However, the small loudspeaker has traditionally been viewed as something of a compromise; the sort of thing that you have to explain to your mates that you didn’t really want but had to accept in order to maintain domestic bliss!

Fortunately this has not necessarily been true for a while now. The market bears plenty of smaller loudspeakers that are more than capable of showing a clean pair of heels to their floorstanding brethren and in many ways have a design that benefits greatly from reallocation of the budget. The problem with a £200 floorstander compared to a £200 standmounter, for example, is that more of the funds available for the floorstander will have to go on the cabinet, as it takes more material to build and will require better internal bracing if it is not to wobble and vibrate.

In the distant past, it was usually necessary to buy a larger floorstanding loudspeaker if you wanted anything resembling reasonable bass. Unfortunately, the above mentioned issues of larger cabinets being built to a price meant that whilst there was often a good amount of bass, it had a tendency to be of the rather boxy and bloated variety.

The standmounter obviously has a smaller cabinet, leaving more money for the important bits that go into it. A well designed example offered faster, cleaner and tighter upper bass which more people found they were happier to live with, even if it did dig less deep. Advances in drive unit and crossover design have more recently meant that good bass can be wrung from a small cabinet - anyone who still doubts this should listen to something like Acoustic Energy’s £2000 AE1 Mk3 if they need convincing! Whilst it is true that more care needs to be taken with positioning a small loudspeaker, and a good quality, heavy pair of partnering stands must be chosen to make the best of them, we have finally reached a point where a small loudspeaker can finally be more than a match for the ‘big boys’

A final big help to the small loudspeaker is the increasing social acceptability of that former audiophile swear word - the subwoofer. Purveyors of these beasties have finally cottoned on to the fact that there are people who would like to use them for music and not just for explosions, and so are coming up with designs that are fast and agile enough to keep up with the upper bass of a well designed partnering loudspeaker. This means that nowadays it is possible for a standmounter, accompanied by a subwoofer, to be just as aurally acceptable as it is visually, and should no longer be viewed as a poor relation.

Not every loudspeaker needs a subwoofer to ensure its acceptance. Here at Hi-Fi World when we recently reviewed the Usher S-520 loudspeakers we were all absolutely blown away by the performance that they achieved from such a dinky box! With this in mind, and duly fired up, we decided to take a wander through the marketplace and to see what else a similar amount of money would buy us, how they compared to the Ushers, or indeed if things went up in quality if you spent a little more.

After some research we decided on the following contenders to take on the S-520s. In alphabetical order they are the £250 Acoustic Energy Aelite Ones, a late entrant in the form of the brand new £500 ALR Jordan Classic Is, B&W’s £300 DM602 S3s; KEF’s £280 IQ3s, Mission’s £200 M60i, Monitor Audio RS Is at £350, the new £379 Quad 11L2s and finally Tannoy’s £450 Sensys DC Is.

All the units were run in for at least twenty four hours before being measured, and then auditioned atop a pair of £90 Sound Organisation Z1 stands in the Hi-Fi World listening room with a variety of fine tunes. The auditioning system comprised the Eastern Electric Minimax CD player and a Pioneer PLC-590 turntable with SME M2-10 arm and Goldring 1042 cartridge through an Eastern Electric Minimax phono stage. The "juice" was supplied by a Naim Nait Si amplifier.
**GROUP TEST**

**ACOUSTIC ENERGY AELITE ONE**

Acoustic Energy have a history of successful small loudspeaker designs, stretching back to the original Phil Jones-designed AE1 of the 1980s, so they know a little bit about small loudspeakers!

The 'One' is the first model in the Aelite range. Neat and compact, measuring 291x186x231mm (HxWxD), and weighing in at 6kg (13.2lb), the Aelite Ones are a two-way design utilising a 4.5 in (110mm) lightweight metal alloy bass/mid driver allied to a 1 inch (25mm) soft dome tweeter. The cabinets are attractively sculpted and available in black, cherry or birch wood finishes. Two sets of terminals are provided for biwiring. A rear-ported design, the Aelites are recommended for standmounting close to a rear wall to help reinforce bass output, although foam bungs are supplied in case of any booming as a result of this.

**SOUND QUALITY**

As suspected from the measured performance, the Aelite Ones are indeed lively and exciting-sounding loudspeakers. Their treble is very well extended and has excellent resolution and detail. Subtle percussive effects, for example, that lurk uncertainly in the background with many speakers were well brought to the fore by the AEs. Fortunately, this did not ever veer into any harshness, the high frequencies remaining composed and clean even with Dance music. However they also proved more than able to cope with subtle and gentle material when required, so are very versatile.

Allied to this, top end clarity was good, as well as midrange resolution, and there was a superb wide soundstage. The Aelite Ones really do sound bigger than they look, the 50W of our Naim amplifier were more than able to fill the room. The overall presentation offered by the AEs is forward and dynamic, but this could unfortunately become somewhat too much on occasion.

The measured increase in level from 900Hz to 1.5kHz does serve to give good presence to vocals, bringing them forward with good imagery. However, a voice is less than smooth than things could become shouty.

In the bass department, the AEs acquitted themselves well with excellent pace, rhythm and detail. With them positioned around eighteen inches (45cm) from the rear wall, good low end weight was achieved.

**CONCLUSION**

The Acoustic Energy Aelite Ones are a bold and exciting sounding design that take little driving to provide a lively roomful of sound. With even better treble resolution than the Ushers and a tight and tuneful bass, their only downside is a rather over-exuberant midrange that can prove wearing with some material.

---

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

The Aelite Ones have a lift in midrange in the 1kHz to 1.5kHz region which should mean that they will have a quite pronounced vocal performance. Treble is extended and still not tailing off at 20kHz, so the Aelite One's overall balance will be quite bright.

Bass roll-off is quite early due to the small cabinet but is reinforced by the port which is tuned to around 30Hz. As this is rear-facing, placement reasonably close to a wall will help to reinforce the low end and should mean that the AEs do not sound as small as they look.

There are no unpleasant surprises lurking in the impedance curve and average impedance worked out at just under 8 Ohms, dipping to a minimum of 6 Ohms. Combined with the good measured sensitivity of 88dB, the Aelite Ones should not pose a problem to any amplifiers, and will work well with as little as 30 Watts. AS
ALR JORDAN CLASSIC I

Surely these cannot be full range 'speakers', you cry? Well, the last time I had anything as small as these sat upon my upturned palm, they were Mordaunt Short Avant Premiers - excellent little units but intended for use with a subwoofer. The ALR Jordan Classic Is are indeed dinky, measuring just 220x137x190mm (HxWxD) but pack a good deal of careful thought into a small package.

Designed by German loudspeaker supremo Karl-Heinz Pink, the ALRs feature a four inch (100mm) aluminium-coned bass driver and a one inch (25mm) soft dome tweeter. Unusually, they are the only loudspeakers in the test that do not offer the option of biwiring and just have one set of input terminals for connection. UK importer Uberphon sell the matching ES72 stands, which were also supplied to us. These are very sturdy and work well with the Classic Is.

SOUND QUALITY

It is difficult to believe that such an expansive and encompassing sound can come from such tiny boxes, but it does. The ALRs sound confident and reproduce music with not only good scale, but a certain sense of sophistication. It seems a strange thing to say, but they do actually sound like the most expensive loudspeakers in the test.

Vocal performances were detailed and emotional, and the smooth midrange meant that acoustic instruments were accurate and life-like. The only downside I found was that, with increasing volume, there was a slight sense of strain, almost as if the little Classic Is were shouting to be heard. Clearly these are not loudspeakers for headbangers.

Moving onto the treble, I felt this was definitely the ALRs best feature, being sweet, clean and incisive. The 'speakers never missed a trick in terms of detail without ever becoming harsh, even at higher volumes.

As for bass, I was pleasantly surprised to find that they have some! Low output is very commendable for such a small enclosure and they are nicely detailed with instrumental material. However, once vocals start, this effect does tend to disappear into the background somewhat. Bass junkies should look elsewhere.

CONCLUSION

'Size isn't everything', as the old mantra goes, and this would indeed appear to be true in the case of the Classic Is. A thoroughly well designed loudspeaker, they do not try to break the laws of physics but use their compact dimensions to best effect. They may not offer much box for your money, then, but more than make up for this in terms of technology and sound.
With the B&W DM602 S3s you certainly get a great deal of loudspeaker for your money. They weigh in at 10.5kg (23lbs) and measure 490x236x293mm (HxWxD) - I have a pair of TDL Studio 0.5 floorstanders at home that are only a little bigger! Sadly the downside of their bulk is that they do rather draw attention to their styling which is something of an acquired taste, partly thanks to the pale grey plastic moulded front panel. Still, Noel thinks they look modern and snappy in their styling - each unto their own!

Technically, however, the B&Vs are bang up to date with their seven inch (180mm) woven Kevlar bass/midrange and one inch (25mm) metal dome tweeter. Bass loading is by a front-mounted port that features a dimpled finish at its opening for less air turbulence. Four binding posts at the rear allow for bi-wiring and bi-amping.

SOUND QUALITY

The midrange is pleasingly free of harshness and comes across as quite neutral, with the exception that the boxiness in the bass seems to carry over somewhat, meaning that some vocalists with deeper voices came across as rather 'cheesy'. This is due to box colouration being audible from the front mounted port.

The soundstage offered up by the B&Vs was a real strength, however, being wide and deep and extending well beyond and behind the 'speakers. If you like a good, 'big' sound then the B&Vs could well be the loudspeakers for you, although they have an equal ability to turn from 'iron fist' to 'velvet glove' when required.

As suggested by the measured performance, treble was strong and detailed, but without being too forward. The DM602 S3s remained clean and composed at all times, with none of the 'spitkness' that can sometimes afflict metal dome tweeters at the budget end of the market.

CONCLUSION

The B&W DM602 S3s are a big loudspeaker, both physically and aurally. They offer a great amount of 'bang for the buck' and turned in a good performance. Although a little uneven around the edges in terms of midband and upper bass boxiness the B&Vs are nonetheless an enjoyable listen and represent good value for money.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The B&Vs have something of a 'saddle' shape to their frequency response, meaning that they will be strongest in the bass and treble regions. As a result, they are likely to sound bright but with good depth.

The treble output rises up to a peak at around 9kHz which will add further presence and then starts to tail off, which will help to ensure there is no harshness from the metal dome tweeter.

Bass output is healthy down to 60Hz or so and further augmented by the port which is tuned to around 30Hz. This is a front-firing unit this time, however, and so will benefit less from proximity to a rear wall.

With a measured sensitivity of 89dB the B&Vs are sensitive but their impedance is nominally 6 Ohms, dipping to a minimum of around 4, so a matching amplifier of 50 Watts or more would be a sensible idea.
KEF iQ3

The first of two designs in the test that break from the traditional mould of two conventional drive units mounted above each other onto the front baffle, the iQ3s make good use of KEF's Uni-Q driver arrangement that sees the 0.75 inch (19mm) aluminium dome tweeter located in the 'throat' of the six and a half inch (165mm) titanium-coated polymer cone bass driver. This pays real dividends in imaging due to all frequencies emanating from the same spot.

Once again, the KEFs are front-ported and break away from the traditional square box by virtue of their elegantly sculpted cabinets that taper off towards the rear. Of course, not only does this add a different form to the design, but also serves to break up internal standing waves within the cabinet. Compact but deep as a result of the cabinet shape, the KEFs measure 365x220x327mm (HxWxD) and tip the scales at 6.7kg (14.8lbs). They also come with a handbook that features a completely unintelligible troubleshooting section - I feel sorry for anyone who has any installation problems having to try and decipher this!

SOUND QUALITY
As promised by the measured frequency response, the KEFs do indeed offer a very stable presentation across the frequency spectrum. Imaging and soundstaging were excellent, thanks to the Uni-Q driver technology and one noticeable aspect of their sound, particularly after the lively B&Ws, was that the iQ3s offer a more laid-back presentation. They sounded at their best with more gentle music and suited quieter classical and blues well.

Moving to more upbeat material, the midrange had a tendency to become a little confused - all instruments were present and correct but they felt as if they were being crowded together somewhat. Vocal presentation was rather dry and made some female singers sound as if they needed to clear their throats.

Bass was not as extended as other loudspeakers in the test, but remained taut and tuneful. KEF have avoided the temptation to add any artificial 'lift' which could make things boomy. Once again though, more pacy music left the lower frequencies rather ponderously.

CONCLUSION
The iQ3s are competent loudspeakers and have a real strength in the form of their superb imaging thanks to the Uni-Q driver technology. This endows them with a uniform performance across the frequency spectrum, one that has no unpleasant aspects lurking ready to pounce. The KEFs are nonetheless happiest with slower and more simple source material, as they tend to become a little congested as pace and complexity increase.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The frequency response of the KEF iQ3s is commendably flat across the audio bandwidth. They do, however, have a generally falling output with increasing frequency, which will minimise harshness. This may prove useful as the treble output is a little uneven.

Bass output starts to tail off at around 60Hz with the port tuned to around 45Hz, meaning that the KEFs will most likely lack the bottom end that is more apparent on some of the other speakers in the test, such as the B&Ws. The port is also forward-firing, lessening the reinforcement impact of close-to-wall placement.

Measured sensitivity was good at 89dB and the impedance curve shows an average value of 5.8 Ohms, with a minimum of 3.5. The KEFs will require an amplifier capable of driving a genuine 4 Ohm load and 50 watts minimum would be advisable. AS

VERDICT

- **FOR**
  - imaging
  - relaxed sound
  - clean, detailed treble

- **AGAINST**
  - less suited to fast material
  - 'dry' vocal presentation

£280

KEF Audio (UK)
+ 44 (0)1622 672261
www.kef.com

Relaxed and assured-sounding with excellent imagery, the KEFs work best with less complex material.
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MISSION M60i

Another well known manufacturer with a history of competent small models, the Missions under consideration here are the M60is. The base model in Missions M6i range, they retail for £200, making them the cheapest speakers in the test, but you would never know, as they are sturdy and well built. Driver lineup consists of a five inch (130mm) 'Paramid' sandwich- construction bass/ midrange driver above a one inch (25mm) soft dome tweeter. Mission are unusual in their use of this drive unit layout, which they refer to as 'Inverted Driver Geometry', but have championed it for many years, citing its advantages in terms of time alignment compared to the more common woofer-below-tweeter convention. Compact, measuring 305x180x240mm (HxWxD), the M60is are made of two U-shaped sections bonded together for strength and rigidity in order to minimise cabinet vibrations and resultant colouration.

SOUND QUALITY

Vocals are explicitly defined on the M60is and projected well, giving a great sense of depth. However, whilst the audio image appeared to extend far behind the loudspeakers, there did not seem to be much going on in between them. This did not result in a 'hole in the middle' effect as such but I could never get past the fact that it was obvious that I was listening to two 'speakers.

Another unfortunate side effect of the vocal projection was that the Missions could sometimes become rather shouty with less than sympathetic singers. Never truly grasping the M60is nevertheless could not keep up with other speakers in the test in this respect.

As mentioned in the Measured Performance section, whilst the figures in the bass end of the frequency range seem very similar to those of the KEFs, the Missions sounded deeper and more authoritative here, but lacked the tunefulness and pace of the iQ3s.

Treble performance of the Missions was probably their best asset, being detailed and clean. However there was a definite sharpness on sibilants, which was a shame, and marred otherwise commendable high frequency performance. This is most likely due to the rather uneven nature of the tweeter output.

CONCLUSION

Something of a 'not quite', the Missions seem to offer all the right individual ingredients for a good performance but never quite made the most of them. Although bass was deep and treble detailed, the M60is failed to capitalise on these promising strengths and despite their value for money, fall behind the competition here.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The Mission M60is have another generally flat frequency response but it features a gentle downward trend in output as 20kHz approaches. This should endow the M60is with a smooth treble but there is an element of unevenness in the high frequency region which may be noticeable. Bass starts to drop below 90Hz but is reinforced by the port which operates over a broad spectrum, peaking at 60Hz - a similar figure to the KEFs. However, this time the port is on the rear face and so further low end enforcement can be gained by judicious positioning.

Sensitivity comes in towards the lower end of the figures recorded in this test at 86.5dB and, combined with the measured impedance of 6 Ohms and minimum of 3.8 Ohms, means that the Missions will require a sturdy amplifier of 50 watts or more to be driven properly.

VERDICT

Well built and good value, but not up to the competition's standards.

MISSION M60i £200
International Audio Group
()+44 (0)845 4580011
www.mission.co.uk

FOR
- treble detail
- bass depth
- price

AGAINST
- soundstaging
- uneven performance
Hi-definition audio

Explore your senses with the ultimate in world class Hi-Fi

Visit www.naim-audio.com for details of your nearest retailer
or email info@naim-uk.com
The Tannoy Sensys DCIs are the only three-way speakers under consideration. The drive unit in the top pod is in fact a one inch (25mm) supertweeter that operates from 16kHz up to around 50kHz. The main driver mounted in the cabinet is, of course, a Tannoy Dual Concentric design and consists of a seven inch (175mm) multi-fibre paper cone bass driver with a one inch (25mm) titanium dome tweeter mounted in front of the bass unit.

As with the KEFs, Tannoy have chosen this concentric driver approach in order to optimise imagery thanks to a time-coherent point source from which all frequencies emanate. They are somewhere in the middle of the size range covered by the units in this test, measuring 406x210x292mm (HxWxD), excluding the top pod, and tipping the scales at 8.5kg (18.7lbs).

**SOUND QUALITY**

As with the KEFs, it was immediately apparent that these chaps know what they are doing with their adherence to the 'point-source' theory, as imaging was excellent from the Tannoy's Dual Concentric drivers. Vocal performances were superb; voices came across with great scale and bags of detail. All in all, the combination of peak-and-dip found in the measured performance not only seems to be something that is being seen more and more, it works well; boosting the range covered by vocals but attenuating the area that can sound harsh.

Tannoy's other ace up their sleeve, the supertweeter, also works nicely and pays real dividends to the treble performance. High frequencies were detailed and lively and added sparkle to every performance. Unfortunately this could be a little too much at times and could prove wearing in the long term. In addition, some cymbals could occasionally lack their characteristic metallic ring and sounded a little plasticky.

The bass of the Sensys DCIs is equally competent and I suspect aided once more by the supertweeter. On auditioning a standalone Tannoy supertweeter with some conventional 'speakers a couple of years back, the main effect I felt it had was, bizarrely, to increase bass punch and drive! This would certainly account for the DCIs detailed and fast bass, although this was spoilt somewhat by the fact that they could occasionally be rather 'thumpy' right down the bottom end.

**CONCLUSION**

The Sensys DCIs are another good choice for imagery fans out there as their combination of Dual Concentric driver and supertweeter gives real soundstaging benefits. Despite a couple of rough edges, the Tannoyss are nonetheless very enjoyable and I suspect are well worth the extra money over their non-DC brethren.

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

Frequency response of the Sensys DCIs is a little more uneven than some of the loudspeakers in the test. This is noticeable in the treble and midrange regions, with the supertweeter adding a rising output up to 20kHz, our frequency response graph shows. This will ensure good high frequency detail.

Bass output is good down to 60Hz and it is reinforced by the 40Hz-tuned, front-firing port.

The impedance curve is less flat than the other loudspeakers and the addition of the supertweeter means that minimum impedance is reached at 20kHz, rather than in the midrange region as is more common. Combined with the minimum value of 4.9 Ohms and the measured sensitivity of 86dB means that the Tannoyss will work best on the end of an amplifier of at least 50 watts output, that is happy driving a 4 Ohm load.

**FOR**
- midrange and imaging
- treble detail
- fast, detailed bass

**AGAINST**
- thumpy low bass
- wearing treble
SEE AND HEAR
THE VERY BEST
HI-FI AND HOME CINEMA
AT SEVENOAKS

Denon
DVD2930 UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER
- Multiformat Player
- Plays DVD-V DVD-A/CD/SACD
- Upscales Standard DVDs For HD Displays

Primare
Class-leading build quality and a unique blend of sophisticated Scandinavian design. Primare's range includes the award-winning CD31 CD player and 130 Amplifier.

Spendor
Spendor 'S' Series speakers feature
- Hand-made 'e' generation bass-midrange drive units reward with a uniquely clear and musical sound.
- Natural wood cabinets incorporating Dynamic Damping engineered to eliminate booming of bass sound.

B&W MT-30
Comprising five compact, stylish M-1 satellite speakers and the 'pressure vessel' PV-1 subwoofer, the MT-30 is capable of amazing power and speed - perfect for both music and movies.

Fujitsu
P42XHA58 PLASMA TV
Superb picture performance from Fujitsu's latest Plasma screens.
- HD Ready
- Twin HDMI
- Gloss Black Finish

KEF
iQ5 SPEAKERS
- Uni-Q Technology
- Finish Options
- Floorstanding
- What Hi-Fi? Award-Winner

Yamaha
RX-N600D AV RECEIVER
- Network Receiver Functions
- Play MP3/WMA/WAV music from a PC
- Play Internet Radio

Marantz
Marantz's superb product range includes high-end hi-fi, HD-ready DVD players and AV receivers. The Hi-fi range includes the acclaimed CD50010SE and PM4001 Amplifier.
Experts in Home Cinema Design and Installation

Christmas and Sunday Opening

Many of our stores are open on Sundays during December and January. For up-to-date information, please call your local store or visit our website.

Your nearest SEVENOAKS store

www.ssav.com

0800 587 9909

ABERDEEN
57 CROWN STREET
01224 252797

BEDFORD
29-31 BETTERY STREET
01234 227799

BRIGHTON
37 WESTERN ROAD
01273 733338

BRISTOL
902 WHITELADIES ROAD, CLAYTON STATION
0117 974 3727

BROMLEY
14A KINGS ROAD
020 8290 1988

BRIGHTON
57 WESTERN ROAD HOVE
01273 733338

BRISTOL
92B WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON
0117 974 3727

BROMLEY
390 EAST STREET
020 8290 1988

CAMBRIDGE
17 BURLEIGH STREET
01223 304770

CARDIFF
104 106 ALBANY ROAD
029 2047 2899

CHELSEA
50 KINGS ROAD
020 7352 9466

CHELTENHAM
14 PITTVILLE STREET
01242 241171

CRAWLEY
32 THE BOULEVARD
01293 510777

CROYDON
369 BIDFORD ROAD
020 8603 1203

EALING
24 THE GROVE
020 8579 8777

EDINBURGH
5 THE GRASSMARKET
0131 229 7267

EPSOM
12 UPPER HIGH STREET
01372 720770

EXETER
56 WIST STREET
01392 218895

GLASGOW
88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD
0141 332 9655

GUILDFORD
73B NORTH STREET
01483 536666

HOLBORN
900 KINGS CROSS ROAD
020 7837 7540

HULL
19/21 WANTNER STREET
01865 241773

LEEDS
62 NORTH STREET
0113 245 2775

LEICESTER
19 LEICESTER LANE
0116 253 6567

LINCOLN
20 23 CORONATION STREET (RT HIGHT)
01522 572397

LONDON
7-9 GLOUCESTERS HILL
020 8532 0770

MAIDSTONE
56 WIST STREET
01392 218895

MAIDSTONE
69 HIGH STREET, CITY CENTRE
01622 586366

MANCHESTER
40 LANE STREET
0161 831 7969

NEWCASTLE
19 WINGATE STREET
0191 221 2320

NOTTINGHAM
597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHIREWICK
0115 911 2121

OXFORD
41 ST CLEMENTS STREET
01865 241773

PETERBOROUGH
OPEN SUNDAY
43 FIRE ROAD
01732 459555

Plymouth
10/1 CORNWALL STREET
01752 226011

POOLE
CLAIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET
01202 671677

PRESTON
OPEN SUNDAY
16-38 PARK ROAD
01772 897697

READING
34 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE
0118 959 7768

SEVENOAKS
109-113 LONDON ROAD
01732 459555

SHEFFIELD
597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHIREWICK
0115 911 2121

SOUTHAMPTON
33-113 WARE ROAD
023 8033 7770

STAINES
THAMES STREET
01784 460777

SWINDON
89 COMMERCIAL ROAD
01793 610992

SWISS COTTAGE
21 NORTHWAYS PARADE, FINCHLEY RD
020 7722 9777

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
36-38 PLEASANT STREET
01892 531543

WATFORD
69 PLEASANT STREET
01923 213333

WEYBRIDGE
14-15 SILAS STREET
020 7722 9777

WITHAM (ESSEX)
1 THE GROVE CENTRE
01376 501733

WOLVERHAMPTON
53-55 CLEVELAND STREET
01902 312225

WYOMING
43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT
01932 828525

YEOVIL
14 SILVER STREET
01935 700078

FOR OPENING HOURS, PLEASE CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE

PRICING POLICY

We always try to ensure that prices are highly competitive. In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please bring it to our store managers' attention.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS*

Spread the cost of buying. Flexible finance options are available on the majority of products we stock.

*Subject to terms and conditions. Minimum purchase £50. Subject to stock.

PLEASE NOTE

Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling. Special Offers and Sale Offers - Not in conjunction with any other offer. Offers valid until 31st December 2007. Call 0800 587 9909 for opening hours. Please call your local store or visit our website.
SEVENOAKS

Samsung
BD-P1000 BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER
Revolutionise your home viewing forever.
Samsung’s BD-P1000 Blu-ray disc and DVD player is the perfect partner for your HD Ready TV. You can even upscale your existing DVDs for an enhanced picture and when partnered with a 1080p TV, such as Samsung’s F7, you will enjoy full 1080p high definition images.

ONLY £899 SAVE £100

Samsung
LE40F71BX 40” LCD TV
• 1920 x 1080 Pixel Resolution
• Blu-Ray DVD Ready
• HD Ready

ONLY £1599 SAVE £300

Samsung
LE32M73BDX 32” LCD TV
• HD Ready, 1366 x 768 Resolution
• 100Hz
• Freeview Tuner

£999 SAVE £200

Denon
TU-1800DAB TUNER
Hear DAB, FM and AM radio at its best.
With 200 presets, the award-winning TU-1800DAB impresses with its refined and full-bodied sound.

ONLY £199 SAVE £50

InFocus
IN76 PROJECTOR
Fill your screen with bright, vivid, crisp and detailed images with this award-winning, 720p resolution, DLP projector.

£1249 SAVE £150

MORE AMAZING OFFERS AVAILABLE IN-STORE
WINTER SALE
STARTS 27TH DECEMBER 2006

Arcam SOLO MUSIC SYSTEM
Monitor Audio RS1 SPEAKERS
- Award-Winning System
- Highly Acclaimed Speakers with Finish Options
A PERFECT MUSIC SYSTEM FOR
ONLY £1099 SAVE £249

Arcam DV79 DVD PLAYER
AVR250 AV RECEIVER
- Award-Winning DVD Player
- Excellent Audio Performance
- Silver Finish Only
£1499 SAVE £525

Monitor Audio RS8 SPEAKERS
- Wide-Bandwidth Floorstanders
- Gold Dome C-CAM Tweeter
- Finish Options Available
£699 SAVE £100

REL R205 SUBWOOFER
£499 SAVE £150

KEF KHT2005.2 SPEAKER PACKAGE
- What Hi-Fi? Award-Winner
- Silver Finish Only
£449 SAVE £150

YAMAHA & KEF PACKAGE
DVD-S1700 UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER
DSP-AX759SE UK TUNED AV AMPLIFIER
KHT2005.2 SPEAKERS
( SILVER FINISH ONLY)
ONLY £1149 SAVE £398

SEVENOAKS
SOUND & VISION
The experts in home entertainment
Whilst small loudspeakers like the items in our Group Test this month are often referred to as 'bookshelf' types, placing them on a bookshelf is a bad idea. The more correct designation for them is 'stand mounting' and this refers to the fact that they always sound best atop a pair of proper loudspeaker stands.

The important thing to remember with any loudspeaker is that it will only perform at its best when rigidly mounted and not able to move. Irrespective of the size of the loudspeaker, when the bass driver is moving forwards at speed and the cabinet is not firmly held, then it is free to follow the laws of physics and move backwards. Whilst your small loudspeaker is unlikely to slam itself hard against the wall as a consequence, the effect will be audibly noticeable as a softening of bass and lack of transient 'attack'.

There is also the problem that placing your 'speakers on a wobbly wooden enclosure, propping up a Mills and Boon collection, will do absolutely no favours for their imagery. It is far better to bring them out and sit them on the stands they deserve. This also allows experiment with placement; the closer they are to the wall, the more their bass will be reinforced. Pulling them out improves midrange detail and soundstaging at the expense of bass quantity, if not quality. Half an hour spent experimenting will work wonders by allowing the right balance to be achieved.

For our test here, we made use of the Sound Organisation's £100 Z1 stands, which are 55cm high and are about right for most of the candidates, although the B&Ws ideally suit something slightly smaller due to their size, and the ALRs come with the option of their own dedicated 72cm high stands.

We also tried each pair of loudspeakers on Alphason Designs' 60cm AG-60c, also £100, to see what differences this brought about.

Both items are provided with top and bottom spikes to couple the stands to the floor and the speakers to the stands for maximum rigidity. Some people are understandably nervous about 'spiking' the bottoms of their new loudspeakers and four blobs of Blu Tack will do the job equally well. Of course there is always the issue of trying to separate the well-stuck 'speaker from the stand after a few years of use. I have experienced the cabinet wrap giving way before the now hardened Blu Tack, removing four penny-sized pieces of veneer from the loudspeakers. Gentle persuasion is the key here!

As to sound quality, the Z1s confer a useful amount of weight upon the sound, no doubt aided by their solid construction. In general terms, the weightier and more solid the stand, the weightier and more solid the sound will be. Bass lines were clear and detailed and the Z1s seem to impart an essentially neutral character to the sound across the frequency range.

The Alphans, by contrast, made the midrange of each of the 'speakers more open but sometimes this could become a little ragged. They did, however, add a further punchiness to bass lines, most likely due to their supplied 'Sound Sink' mass loading. This is always a good tweak to consider if your stands have the option, and nothing more exotic than dry builder's sand is required.

In summary, stands should never be overlooked when purchasing small loudspeakers. It is always tricky to suggest exactly how much of your budget should be allocated to them, but certainly £50-£60 will buy some perfectly respectable items, or you can blow over £300 on the likes of a pair of Partington Dreadnought Ultimas if you wish! However, as long as your chosen items are solid and set up so that they are level and stable, your loudspeakers have an excellent chance of working at their best.
Direct Jive?

Yes - it doesn't look like a hi-fi turntable and - worse - it turns backwards! All the same we know which way we are going at Hi-Fi World and have good reasons for taking a peek at it. The Vestax PDX-2300 MkII Pro is a modern Direct Drive turntable complete with tonearm for a very reasonable price of around £399. That prices it close to the market leading DJ Direct Drive, Technics SL1210 MkV. If you want a Direct Drive - and before CD arrived they were the cutting edge of high fidelity - only DJ turntables like these are available nowadays. The PDX-2300 MkII Pro is as good as it gets - but is it good enough?

For the price, Vestax - a Japanese manufacturer founded in 1977 - manage to cram an extraordinary amount into this turntable. It has two variable speed sliders, coarse and fine. These give +/-50% and +/-10% respectively, or cumulatively +/-60% variance on 33 or 45rpm. This gives you 75rpm maximum, just a little short of 78rpm, although possibly close enough at -4% slow, should you want to spin shellac.

The big, red readout numerals show the percentage variation selected by the sliders, not actual speed, which may disappoint the more fastidious, and it is difficult to be sure speed is absolutely right, as there is no detent on the fine slider because it obstructs 'scratching' (this has nothing to do with fleas). There is no Quartz Lock either, as on the Technics, or the PDX-2000 with its short scratching arm. How this affects things is covered in the Measured Performance section.

The Reverse button is best covered by a piece of card held on by Gaffer tape if a hi-fi cartridge is fitted! Nearby is a cueing light, something I like as I often hand cue in low light. It gives an intense white light from a modern led; Adam tells me older ones gave a dimmer yellow light; and if you don't like it, it can be unplugged. Being a Garrard 401 owner I was surprised to find the cue light didn't sync with the strobe marks around the platter, as the LED works from a d.c. supply. The strobe marks appear to stand still at 33rpm only, under illumination from 50Hz A.C. room lighting. It was easy to get them stationary, as the slider has a broad 'on speed' zone, shown as zero percent error.

Other adjustments are available for pitch bending, something as interesting to hi-fi buffs as a Rigonda mp3 player, plus two little adjustment knobs for start and stop rate. This is where things get a little interesting under the hood. Vestax fit a high torque motor capable of very fast start time. Adjusting it for slow start makes the turntable look weak. However, try and stop it when up to speed and it resists with the same force as when fast start is used. So the motor's dynamic torque remains the same - and it is very high - unexpectedly so in fact. My Garrard...

Linn Products Limited.
For more information or a demonstration call 0500 888 909
www.linn.co.uk
The headshell is a lightweight force system all of which will reduce no cue lift either, so you have to hand the tracking limit a little. And there’s dynamically stable. There is no bias arms used nowadays. Tracking force gives a path across the record surface an effective length of 220mm and an arm design from the 1970s era, with planes. Unobstructed movement in both planes. See in the Thames at Richmond. The on it, reminiscent of those you can have hyperactive children. Height adjustment is provided, together with a pillar with height markings on it, reminiscent of those you can see in the Thames at Richmond. The bearings were friction-free, allowing unobstructed movement in both planes.

This is a pretty standard hi-fi arm design from the 1970s era, with an effective length of 220mm and an overhang of 15mm, which together give a path across the record surface that minimises tracking distortion, unlike the short, straight DJing arms used nowadays. Tracking force is applied by a spring, so it stays dynamically stable. There is no bias force system all of which will reduce the tracking limit a little. And there’s no cue lift either, so you have to hand cue. The headshell is a lightweight removable type with screw collar, another 1970s throwback.

SOUND QUALITY
This deck, I thought to myself when listening to it, is perfectly suited to the disco. It has fantastic timing and really clean, driving bass imbued with sledgehammer power. That isn’t to say the arm has much low frequency insight, but you wouldn’t know it unless you had lived with a Michell TecnoArm. Otherwise the bass performance of the Vestax all but took my breath away, using a Goldring 1012GX cartridge. What better a test than a bevy of components at 1.2Hz, 4.5Hz and 9Hz higher than possible, measuring 0.09%.
Boxing Clever

The Naim Nait 5i is a great budget amplifier, and Naim's high-end 'Classic' series of preamplifiers and power amplifiers are equally accomplished. But what of the NAC 122x/NAP 150x, which sits halfway between the two. Adam Smith listens in, and dons a FlatCap 2x in the process...

It's a long way from the entry level Nait Si integrated amplifier to the multi-thousand pound big Naim pre-power amp combos, and so the new NAC 122x/NAP 150x/FlatCap2x is designed to sit neatly in-between. It exists to offer Naim devotees a stepping stone between the two price extremes, but this is not an easy job, as it must be demonstrably better than the Nait, but not too good, lest richer Naim buyers be put off shelling out for the big guns...

The change from integrated amplifier to separate pre/power design has long been seen to be a major step on the audio ladder, and one of the prime exponents of the multi-box theory for many years has been Naim Audio. In fact, the Salisbury company has been a master of the upgrade path, arguably doing it better than all others. Such is the way the products are demonstrated by dealers, that virtually every new Naim is sold with the purchaser already knowing what he needs to buy next, before he walks out of the shop door!

The princely sum of £1,575 buys you a NAC 122x preamplifier and NAP 150x stereo power amplifier, almost twice as much as the Nait 5i from which these two spring. Put crudely, they are that very integrated amplifier, split into two boxes with separate power supplies. One of Naim Audio's favourite party tricks at shows is introducing one of their optional power supplies to the equation, such as the Flat-Cap 2x, and watching as people's jaws drop. In this case, its £550 price premium isn't as shocking, but it still takes the system up to a hefty £2,125.

In standard guise, the NAC 122x preamp takes its power from the NAP 150x power amp via the four pin DIN connectors common to both items, which also carry the audio signals between the two units. The NAC 122x has six line level inputs, one of which can be configured as a unity gain item for use in an AV system, and also has additional output sockets as well as the standard item, which are intended for use with active subwoofers.

The NAP 150x is a 50W per channel design but, as always with Naim amplifiers, the power rating is conservative and it will work happily into difficult loads, including electrostatics, punching well above its apparent weight. The combo is supplied with a Naim Narcom 3 remote handset which features amplifier, CD player and tuner controls, as well as one of the slowest responding volume control adjustments I have ever encountered!

The Flat-Cap 2x upgrade unit is a dedicated power supply unit for the preamp. Two separate outputs are isolated from each other, even down to having their own windings on the mains transformer. Consequently, the Flat-Cap 2x will power not only the 122x preamp but also a second unit such as Naim's Stageline phono stage or the analogue section of a CD5x Compact Disc player, for example.

SOUND QUALITY

Initially, I started off listening to the NAC 122x/NAP 150x combo without the Flat-Cap 2x upgrade. Connected like this got things off to a good start, the Scissor Sisters 'Don't Feel Like Dancin' delivered with great gusto and excellent pace, the Naims really digging into the soul of the track to extract every last beat. Timing was superb and the dynamics of the track leapt out of the speakers in a quite spectacular manner. Fortunately the rest of the musical spectrum was equally well represented, with the midrange being open and detailed, and treble incisive and clean.

Moving to the latest 180gm vinyl pressing of Phil Collins 'Hello I Must Be Going', the opening bars of 'I Don't Care Any More' came across with real gusto and excellent pace, the Naims really digging into the soul of the track to extract every last beat. Timing was superb and the dynamics of the track leapt out of the speakers in a quite spectacular manner. Fortunately the rest of the musical spectrum was equally well represented, with the midrange being open and detailed, and treble incisive and clean.

Slowing things down a little with the track 'Still Pretending' from Tift...
REVIEW

Merritt's 2004 album 'Tambourine' showed that the Naims were more than just powerhouses; they served up Tift's heartfelt vocals with real emotion and feeling. There was never quite the sense of intimacy and scale that a good valve amplifier will reveal on a track like this, but then few transistor designs can manage this, and the Naims never felt lacking in this respect. My only concern so far here was that the bass guitar, which provides a solid and melodic underpinning to the track, seemed a little blurred with each successive note not clearly defined from its predecessor.

So far so good, then, but at this point I paused the listening session to power up and insert the Flat-Cap 2x into the equation, to see how things changed. This being duly completed, I would say to anyone who doubts the effectiveness of an additional box that apparently has nothing directly to do with the audio signal, you need to listen to this! Cueing up the Scissor Sisters again it was astonishing how much extra detail was coming through, particularly in the bass region, and the whole soundstage seemed to double in size. Replaying Tift Merritt showed that the bass guitar appeared to have been re-strung and was now much tighter and more detailed.

Finally, after all this rocking excitement, I was overcome with a sudden mood of mellowness, and decided to spin the new Nat King Cole 180gm pressing 'After Midnight'.

NOEL SAYS

Naims do have a universality about their sound that suits just about any system. This combo confidently powered any loudspeakers we hooked up - and boy do we hook up a lot here! We have learnt to rely on Naim's ability to cope: always providing a sound with good bass heft, an enveloping midband and strong treble. It is this combination of properties that makes the NAC 122x and NAP150x bigger bodied and faster too than most price competitors. As a valve aficionado I find the Naim interestingly warm and full-bodied, with great bass resolution. Hooking up a valve preamp or two beneficially extended midband depth and sweetened treble in both cases though. There's a lot of potential here to experiment with presentation changes, another plus point available with this combo, but not the simpler Nait 5i integrated. NK
Melody Pure Black 101d Valve Preamplifier

In a very short time Australian designed Melody amplifiers have achieved world-wide acclaim. The company’s Pure Black 101d valve pre-amplifier, for example, has already won recognition amongst Japan’s hi-fi cognoscenti where it is now considered to be one of the three finest pre-amps in the world - regardless of price. Not surprisingly, this highly specified pre-amp features superior components throughout its state-of-the-art circuitry by specialists like Aerovox and Jensen. What is surprising is the price, at just £3,295.

Now Melody amplifiers are available here in Europe and already the French specialist magazine “Revue du Son et Home Cinema” has awarded the Melody Pure Black 101d its highest accolade, commenting “…this pre-amplifier is worthy of association with the best in the world…” Please call for further information.
David says:
I first heard this little lot at the Gothenburg show a few months back, where Naim's Doug Graham was diligently pressing buttons and plugging/unplugging cables in front of a very civilised Swedish audience. We first heard the Naït 5i, then the new 122x/150x, and then the latter with a Flat-Cap 2x. As each new component was introduced, the audience's polite Scandinavian faces showed mild surprise at the scale of improvement. There was also one more present that seemed more than a little impressed—mine.

When Dominic Todd auditioned the old NAC112x/NAP150x back in March 2005, he was more than convinced that it was worth the extra over the stock Naït 5i integrated. Well, the modded 122x pre-amp reinforces this further, bringing even more focus and control to the combo, for just £100 more than the previous combo. We have not had the chance to compare the new and old incarnations of the Flat-Cap, but suffice to say it is still a very worthwhile upgrade.

Naim's favourite party piece, on show dems, dealer dems and press dems alike, is to start with whatever product they have, play one minute of music, then stop and plug in an external power supply. Naim has long believed that the quality of the power supply is crucial to an amplifier's performance, especially that of the preamp. They are right, and this is easily demonstrable. The Flat-Cap 2x adds extra incision to the performance and improves upon the already good resolution.

The only thing that prevents me from recommending the Flat-Cap 2x is that for £925 you can buy the full blown Hi-Cap, which uses a half-sized version of the superior 2-series casing, boasts improved vibration resistance and a dirty great toroidal transformer. Of course, the real question then is how does the NAC122x/NAP 150x combination compare to this. In the real world, this is very important, and as always detailed and composed, and gives consistent results with a wide range of partnering equipment. The Naïms offer very good performance across a great spectrum of music genres. Add their current delivery capabilities and consequent compatibility with a good variety of loudspeakers, and you have a winning combination. The addition of the optional Flat-Cap 2x power supply upgrade takes performance up another level and is well worth spending the extra £550 on.

As a final thought, the NAC 122x/NAP 150x/Flat-Cap 2x combo has now been residing in the Hi-Fi World offices for a couple of months and we only recently realised that we have developed an automatic tendency to reach straight for them whenever a new item arrives for auditioning. So if you're seeking an improvement over your present integrated amplifier's capabilities, this Naim combo fits the bill perfectly.

Measured performance
The NAP150X develops 55W per channel, and 81W into 4ohms, much the same as the integrated Naït 5i. Like the Naït it produces little distortion in the midband, measuring 0.004%. This rises a little at high frequencies, to 0.02% with a few odd order harmonics due to crossover. Some second harmonic appeared at higher output, at high frequencies, taking distortion up to a worst case value of 0.05% - a relatively low value. So the NAP150X is a relatively low distortion amplifier. Frequency response has been curtailed to 20kHz (-1dB), low enough to ensure the NAC122x and NAP150X combo sound smooth to the point of warm. The low frequency -1dB limit was 11Hz, higher than that of the 5i. Sensitivity was very high at 63mV for full output. This is way above anything else and means with CD volume must be wound right down. Like the 5i, the 150X power amplifier has a relatively low damping factor of 15, a feature of Naim's. Output d.c. offset was low on both channels. 

For its size, the power available from this combo is low, but it measures well in all areas. NK

Power
55watts
CD/tuner/aux.
Frequency response 11Hz-19.5kHz
Separation 88dB
Noise -80dB
Distortion 0.02%
Sensitivity 63mV

Distortion

Conclusion:
There is often the temptation to overlook an entry-level item in any manufacturer's range as a cheapened version of one of their better products and not as a worthy product in its own right. This is a big mistake and aptly proven by the Naim combo here. While it is true that the NAC 122x/NAP 150x combination has a traditionally transistor presentation that may not be a valve fan's cup of Earl Grey, it is never harsh or hard but always detailed and composed, and gives consistent results with a wide range of partnering equipment. The Naïms offer very good performance across a great spectrum of music genres. Add their current delivery capabilities and consequent compatibility with a good variety of loudspeakers, and you have a winning combination. The addition of the optional Flat-Cap 2x power supply upgrade takes performance up another level and is well worth spending the extra £550 on.

As a final thought, the NAC 122x/NAP 150x/Flat-Cap 2x combo has now been residing in the Hi-Fi World offices for a couple of months and we only recently realised that we have developed an automatic tendency to reach straight for them whenever a new item arrives for auditioning. So if you're seeking an improvement over your present integrated amplifier's capabilities, this Naim combo fits the bill perfectly.
REVIEW

Note Perfect

David Price finds Note Products' cult PhoNote valve phonostage quite superb - unsurprising considering it's from the fair hand of one Mr. Graham Tricker...

Regular readers will know all about Graham Tricker's exploits at GT Audio. He's perhaps most famous for his restoration work on Leak Troughline tuners, but he has been making single-ended triode amplifiers for about ten years now. One day, a conversation with Peter Empson at Noteworthy Audio concluded that the quality of "what passed for a good phono stage these days" was far from ideal, he told Hi-Fi World.

Graham added that, "I have felt for a number of years that audiophiles have been short-changed and this is quite evident when you take a modern valve amp and compare it with an amp made fifty years ago. Okay, aesthetics may have improved but sound quality most certainly hasn't. Compare this with the automotive industry, with a fifty year old car and one made today and there simply is no contest. Here technology has been put to good use, unlike in audio where technology has been used to make products cheaper and look good".

He did some research and calculated that, "a really good phono stage" could be made for less than £2,000, and the deal was done to make this for Peter to sell through his shop in Aylesbury. The GT Audio version, the Tron Seven, is also now exported to many countries around the globe, and is most popular in the US and Germany. It is identical in internal design, with the exception of two passive components in the power supply and two in the audio circuit, all of which "measure exactly the same".

Graham describes the PhoNote as, "a very clever design". He wanted to use entirely British and EU parts for its construction. The circuit in the PhoNote/Tron Seven is new. "As in all my amplifiers the circuit is very simple, signal paths are kept very short, component quality is very high and construction quality (which can account for up to 20% performance gains) is also very high. A lot of care and attention has gone into minimising noise levels inside the amplifier - hence the special mains transformer enclosure and the induction shield, which separates the power supply from the audio circuit", Graham added.

Where possible, he uses new old stock valves, but these are getting increasingly harder to obtain, and are also going up in price all the time. The voltage gain stages use two 12AX7s, one per channel and the low impedance output stage uses a single 12AU7. Valve makes are Philips, Sovtek or US JAN types. Obviously audiophiles can freely change these valves for their preferred types, however low noise versions must be used; he insists. All the transformers are made exclusively for this amplifier. Signal cabling is silver with PTFE insulation, from an aviation industry supplier.

Both MM and MC versions are available, and the MC version can be specified for medium gain MCs (i.e. 0.4mv - 0.9mv) or low gain (i.e. 0.2mv - 0.4mv). Passive RIAA equalization is employed along with zero global feedback ensuring an ultra low noise circuit design. Different MC cartridge loadings can be provided to accommodate for specific cartridges but each unit comes preset to work with 90% of today's cartridges, says Graham.

The key point here is that the PhoNote inductively loads the cartridge instead of resistance loading as most manufacturers do it (i.e. with a cheap resistor). Inductive loading has a number of advantages over resistance loading, such as the cartridge working better into an inductive load than a resistive load, as no signal is lost across the load resistor. The chassis is a non-ferrous Aluminium case with internal induction shielding between power supply and audio circuit, with silver plated RCA phono connections and a ground lift switch behind.

SOUND QUALITY

Having spent a long time with Whets Audio's solid-state PS.20/MsU.20, which I still think is the best £1,000 phonostage around in many respects - it was fascinating to go back to a tube design again.

Well, the PhoNote is everything I loved about my old World Audio Design KLP-P1 tubular belle, and more, but without its pitfalls. For those who've never had the pleasure of a tube stage, let me explain that it's not all blissful musicality - some are noisy, others unreliable, others prone to hum, others pitifully low in gain. The PhoNote is none of these. It just got on with the job with the efficiency and cool analysis of the
Whest, but also brought the joy of tubes too. As valve phono stages go, it is neutral. There’s none of the rich ‘gloop’ you get from the admittedly much more affordable EAR 834P, which warms everything up regardless of whether it needs it. Compared to the excellent Eastern Electric MiniMax Phono, again considerably less expensive, it has a good deal more detail, bite and bass grip, plus lots more musical insight — yet retains its lovely musical flow. Put against the Whest, it is less detailed, genuinely less so. It has a good reference I’ve heard in many respects. It boasts many more musical insight — yet makes up for in musicality. Best information retrieval, it more than obvious rewards for the extra outlay.

My only criticisms are that it’s about as visually appealing as an industrial fuse box, and has a slightly resonant casing too, so careful placement is advisable. The Troughline out again!

next, you notice the lavish textural quality of the recording - the Gibb brothers’ breathy vocals (thankfully not falsetto for this track), the gently strummed guitars and softly struck tablas and tom toms, the delicate oboe and Cor Anglais playing. Then the song builds up to a crescendo and the Moog bass synthesiser comes in to add power. It’s all there in glorious Technicolor through the PhoNote, and — shock horror — it sounds like real instruments being played by real musicians, not an immaculate facsimile thereof, as per the Whest.

A Deutsche Grammophon pressing of Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony (Dresdner Philharmonic/Hon. Herbert Kege) showcased the PhoNote’s fantastic scale and perspective. Considerably more than three dimensional than the Eastern Electric MiniMax I had on hand as a reference, it delivered a hugely capacious soundstage, with instruments locked in space with immaculate precision. Again the texture of the strings was a joy to behold.

Dynamically, this Graham Tricker design is a star. It is wonderful with old disco 45s as Imagination’s ‘Flashback’ proved. The classic early eighties Swain and Jolley sound came flooding forth through the Quads with wonderful exuberance, and a massive kick drum sound (yes, really — through the Quads of all things!) that would freeze any CD buyer at twenty paces. Fantastically tight as tube stages go (not quite up there with the Whest in terms of attack transients, but oh-so-close), and with wonderfully dynamic articulation, this track proved a hoot.

CONCLUSION

Aside perhaps from the Connoisseur at about eight times the price, this is the best phono stage I’ve heard in many respects. It boasts wonderful musicality and an excellent 'technical' performance (in terms of detail, dynamics, extension, etc.), plus impressively low noise too. It comfortably outperforms both the Whest solid-stater and Eastern Electric tuber, offering real and

obvious rewards for the extra outlay.

The stage we reviewed matches low output moving coil cartridges by using input transformers. Our MC version had very high gain, x2473 no loss, and low noise referred back to the input (equivalent input noise) of just 0.06uV. This is as good as it gets. The gain is meant for high quality, low output cartridges, but because output overload is very high, so high-ish output Ortofons can be used too. For example, 0.5mV from an Ortofon will give 1.2V output from the Phonote, way below its massive 26V output overload ceiling. Distortion was low at 0.12%, pure sonic impact.

Distortion was low at 0.12%, pure

Second harmonic which will have no sonic impact.

Equalisation was perfectly accurate across the audio band, but treble rolls down above 15kHz (-1dB) and bass below 40Hz, because a warp filter is used. This rolls down low frequency gain - always a good idea - to -3dB at 18Hz and -11dB at 5Hz, to suppress warp signals. The Phonote measured very well in all areas. It is perfect for high quality moving coil cartridges. NK

Frequency response 40Hz-15kHz
Separation 65dB
Noise (e.i., A wtd.) 0.06uV
Distortion x2473
Gain 0.13%
Overload 11mV in / 26V out

www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

PHONOTE

NOT PRODUCT

£1,750

Noteworthy Audio
01296 422 224

www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
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the singularly most addicting piece of gear I have ever heard"

"A new benchmark for musical communication"

"One of the truly special products I’ve reviewed in the past 18 years"

Winner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component of 2005 award

"The best tonearm I’ve heard"

Your cartridge can deliver vastly improved results if coupled with a high grade arm. Great tonearms of the past were recognised for what they contributed but we would suggest it’s time to upgrade. Massive performance improvements are now possible, so why not advance your system to a new level? After all, a significant tonearm upgrade offers many times the improvements of those given by cartridge upgrades, and last a lot longer. Our multi-award winning arms are offered with a no risk, money back guarantee should you be anything other than delighted.

Tonearm Models
Enterprise
Conqueror
Illustrious
Encounter
Silver
Ol.1

Closest to the original sound

Ultimate performance

"The best musical results of any turntable I’ve ever heard, regardless of price.

Since I’ve been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, I hesitate somewhat to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in a class by itself. It sets a new reference.”

STEREOTIMES on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

Full information on web site www.originlive.com

Our Motives are clear

www.neat.co.uk
01833 631021

music sounds better neat
The Rondo Bronze is one of the funkiest sounding Ortofon moving coil cartridges yet made, says Noel Keywood...

One of hi-fi’s more awkward questions is how much should you spend on a moving coil (MC) cartridge to get the sort of performance they are famous for? Budget models are usually a let down, sounding either sterile or uncouth. Since a good modern moving magnet cartridge can give a great sound, there’s no point in taking on the difficulties of an MC unless there’s a clear advantage. In the past I felt Ortofon’s Supremes - the MC10, 20 and 30 - were a suitable entry point. Well, they’ve been replaced by the Rondo Red, Blue and Bronze, the latter which you see here...

When the Supremes were introduced many years ago I listened to all three. The least expensive MC10 was a little edgy, but energetic and sufficiently open sounding to be worth having. The top MC30 was arguably over-smooth, whilst the MC20 was a good compromise between the two. The new £499 Rondo Bronze replaces the MC30 and is top of the new trio. The Blue is around £200 less and the Red £200 less, being available for £299 or thereabouts. The questions I had for the Bronze were many. Would it be faster and more grippy than its predecessor, and would it convey the advantages of the breed clearly? As I use a Kontrapunkt b I was also interested to know how close the Rondo Bronze would get.

At a practical level the Rondos are easy enough to fit, but note the Bronze weighs in at 10.5gms - and this is heavy. I put it into a Michel TecnoArm and had to use the larger of its two weights. Otherwise, with conventional body dimensions it will fit any arm, although the rear pins are a tight fit in my SME 312 headshell. Also, the body as two blind tapped holes for the fixing screws and they accept only short screws, so if you have a preferred type, like stainless steel hex bolts, test your hacksaw for sharpness.

Aside from an updated new motor unit, what really sets the Rondos apart from the previous Supremes is the ‘resin’ body. Gone is the resonant, ringing metal body and in its place comes a rather attractive and certainly distinctive looking compound plastic shell. This can surely only be a good thing, as the best cartridge body is no body at all (but this is impractical, for most people, as it becomes a terrible dust trap), and the second best is surely a non-metallic, non-resonant affair such as that fitted to the Rondos.

Where they do follow in the footsteps of the Supremes is in the choice of cantilevers and styli. The Bronze uses a tapered aluminium cantilever, where the Blue and Red have to settle for non-tapered types. At the sharp end is a Fritz Geiger profile diamond stylus with an 80um major radius, hence the FG80 designation. Our measurements show quite clearly that it suffers almost no inner groove tracing loss and like any good Ortofon the Bronze provides a carefully structured and almost academically correct sense of basic tonal balance. This is not a cartridge that’s particularly characterful, and in this sense it is not unlike the Kontrapunkt b I use. Old hands may prefer something with a bit more character, which is not to say colouration. However, I quite liked its sense of correctness: I am not a fan of cartridges with conspicuous frequency extremes or euphonic colour. The Bronze is comes over as incredibly well ordered and tidy in the way it arranges and portrays instruments across the sound stage. Add in a strong dynamic that is, at the same time, very well controlled and you get a presentation that is technically near perfect.

SOUND QUALITY

There are no tracking issues with the Bronze; it always sounds secure, having that confident air of a cartridge not about to lose its grip. The Rondo’s measured frequency response is comparable to that of CD, staying within 0.5dB limits across the audio band - but it reaches far higher than 20kHz, unlike CD of course. Cartridges like this then effectively match or surpass CD in performance, so it is no surprise that their sound can be dramatic at times - or it should be if the cartridge is a good one.

"you get a presentation that is technologically near perfect..."
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Phil Collins singing 'I Don't Care Any More'. His voice was strongly etched and full bodied, so forward as to be almost frightening. The Bronze delivers an 'in your lap' sound that I suspect will have many listeners gasping. The strength of projection behind Goldfrapp's 'Lovely To CU' shaded what I get from the CD version and here the Bronze showed just how advanced it is as a transducer: sixteen-bit PCM from the 1970s isn't in this league at all. It also displayed enormous ability to extract the huge low frequency content from the synth, on this track, keeping a firm grip on the beat, whilst highlighting its sinuous progression. Ortofons have no problem with delivering strong bass dynamics, albeit with more grip and control than rivals, and in this area the Bronze was no different.

The stylus showed its mettle constantly, cymbals always having a gentle but clear presence in the Zuton's 'Valerie'. There's a small tendency for the upper midrange and treble to sound a little hard edged and mechanical at times, against the Kontrapunkt at least, although some of this came from the Michell TecnoArm, as the cartridge sounded darker and smoother, if less forceful, through my twelve-inch SME312 arm and the M2-10 I review in this issue. The Kontrapunkt B gives finer inner detailing too, but then it costs considerably more.

CONCLUSION

The new Rondo Bronze is more than an entry-level moving coil cartridge, I found. In terms of sophistication it is quite a height up the evolutionary tree as MCs go. It offers a tightly ordered and impressively dynamic sound that can be breathtaking. The only reservation some may have is that it is short of joie de vivre, or emotion, a criticism that came up too perfect is always a little difficult though. What you get is a near-perfect picture, if one a little short of the finest details; what you don't get is a Degas. Fantastic at the price in every way I feel, but of course you do need a decent arm, turntable and - especially - preamp if you are to get the most from it, as always with top quality moving coils.
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Arms Race

Thanks to differing design and materials technology, no two tonearms are created equal. The way they’re built, and with what, radically influences subjective sound quality - as Noel Keywood and Adam Smith’s comparison of Michell’s TecnoArm and SME’s M2-10 shows...

Anyone who’s run more than a few pickup cartridges in their time will know that many work better with some tonearms than others. This is no random accident, but a result of the mechanical match between the moving magnet or coil used and the arm’s particular characteristics. Put simply, each type of tonearm sings its own song...

This explains, in part at least, the quite polarised opinions people have about different types of arm - which in truth is more a result of how successful a particular arm’s sonic signature marries with the cartridge they use.

There are certainly ‘schools’ of sound. The classic SME sound - long before the great Series V (and variants) arrived - was open, spacious, relaxed and musical. The Rega sound was always more tonally grey, tighter and more analytical, but better detailed across the midband.

In this feature, we’ve put each school’s greatest exponent against one another. In one corner we have the new £657 SME M2-10, a lightly reworked 3009S2, and in the other the £429 Michell TecnoArm, which is ostensibly a Rega RB250 with some clever tweaks. Sure enough, cartridges do sound appreciably different in either, so which to choose?

CONSTRUCTION TIME

To minimise their sonic signature, all modern tonearms are designed to be structurally rigid, mechanically detuned or damped so no one part rings like a bell. All the same, no matter how hard designers try, pickup arms still exhibit complex vibrational behaviour that influences the sound of any cartridge bolted into them. Arms have a ‘sound’: they are not inert. So, to get serious insight into this phenomenon, we measured the vibrational signature of these arms, as well as listening to them.

There are numerous differences in construction between SME’s M Series range and Rega variants such as the TecnoArm tested here. Most obvious is the SME’s parallel sided, stainless steel arm tube. This is the main distinguishing feature between the M Series and the next models up, the 309/10/12 Series with tapered arm tubes. Tapered tubes are more rigid and, being structurally asymmetric, have dispersed resonant modes, so they don’t ring like a bell as parallel sided tubes tend to do. Garrard combated this problem in their 1964 Lab 80 Series turntable by using a sandwich of wood and aluminium for the arm ‘tube’. It was the introduction of Rega’s renown RB300 cast, tapered arm tube that suppressed the phenomenon in a lighter assembly and, in doing so, showed how much better resolved
low frequencies could sound. Michell use the same casting in their TecnoArm, but drill it with wave dispersal holes on the underside, damp it internally and add a rigidly coupled heavy tungsten counterweight. So the TecnoArm is, at heart, an advanced design.

With their M2-10 arm, SME damp their parallel sided tube internally, to suppress ringing. At the sharp end is a light but strong magnesium headshell, attached by SME’s preferred collar clamp. This allows cartridge tilt (azimuth) adjustment. The headshell can be removed for easy cartridge fitment. Strengthening ridges down either side make for a rigid upper platform that contributes to the good midband qualities of this arm. Real purists can leave the finger lift off, as it is a separate item.

In the TecnoArm a purer, if less practicable constructional approach is used than the SME. The headshell is cast as part of the arm tube, eliminating the joint between the two. The headshell cannot be removed as a result, nor can it be adjusted for azimuth. The fingerlift is permanently fixed as it is cast in, but it is well designed, being rigid and asymmetric. Cartridge fitment and alignment is more difficult in the TecnoArm SME employ precision ball races at the hub to allow free movement in all planes, and so do Michell. Both arms work well in this respect. The SME arm pillar, as always, moves on an adjustable base plate to minimise tracking angle error using a supplied protractor. By removing this from the headshell the cartridge, once fixed, does not then have to be moved. By ensuring it lies parallel with the headshell reference face, a major source of tracking error - misalignment in the headshell - is removed, minimising distortion.

The Michell takes the traditional approach to cartridge alignment in that it has a single, fixed arm mounting point at its rear, and combines this with elongated cartridge fitting slots in the headshell. These permit the cartridge to be moved forward or backward in order to set correct overhang and minimise tracking error. Some care is required to ensure that the cartridge remains parallel during this setup.

Arm pillar height can also be set, again using a firm clamping system, in order to get the arm parallel to the disc surface. The TecnoArm uses a fixed pillar that is easier to fit. Those who like to experiment can lower the pillars to reduce a cartridge’s Vertical Tracking Angle (as well as its stylus rake angle) and see if it improves things a little. With all SMEs this is an easy and quick adjustment to make, and it remains so with the M2-10.

Also adjustable is SME cueing height, using a very small hex key. This is fiddly, as is getting the special washer over the bias pulley support, but then fitting an SME is easy if you know how, but a head scratcher if you’ve never done it before, so most people leave it to their dealer.

Having said that, the reason SME arms are renowned is not only their quality of engineering but also their fine camera finish. The M2-10 arm has phono sockets at the base of the pillar, rather than a DIN socket. The screens are not connected to earth at any point within the arm or pillar, so although in unbalanced format, it would be possible to wire up a fully balanced connection cable using, typically, mic. cable where the twin inner cores went to a phono plug and the screen to the metalwork. The other end would be terminated by an XLR plug as usual.

SOUNDING OUT
Both arms have lowish effective mass. With the M2-10 this is 9.6gms and Michell quote an effective mass of around 10gms - very similar. Once upon a time these figures would have made both arms suited to highly compliant cartridges, but such things...
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aluminata cables

JPslabs Cables
Prices shown in £

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>£25/50m</th>
<th>£50/100m</th>
<th>£75/150m</th>
<th>£250/500m</th>
<th>£400/800m</th>
<th>£600/1200m</th>
<th>£800/1600m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital (SPDIF or AES)</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>1095</td>
<td>1295</td>
<td>1495</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>2095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Interconnect (RCA or XLR)</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>1195</td>
<td>1395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Speaker Cable</td>
<td>3995</td>
<td>4995</td>
<td>5995</td>
<td>6995</td>
<td>7995</td>
<td>8995</td>
<td>9995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of 4 Bi-wiring Jumpers</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Power Cord 1.0 metre minimum</td>
<td>2495</td>
<td>2495</td>
<td>2495</td>
<td>2495</td>
<td>2495</td>
<td>2495</td>
<td>2495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

digital cables

JPslabs Cables
Prices shown in £

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>£25/50m</th>
<th>£50/100m</th>
<th>£75/150m</th>
<th>£250/500m</th>
<th>£400/800m</th>
<th>£600/1200m</th>
<th>£800/1600m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultra</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperConductor FX</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-3</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminata</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>1295</td>
<td>1295</td>
<td>1295</td>
<td>1295</td>
<td>1295</td>
<td>1295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

premium cables

JPslabs Cables
Prices shown in £

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>£25/50m</th>
<th>£50/100m</th>
<th>£75/150m</th>
<th>£250/500m</th>
<th>£400/800m</th>
<th>£600/1200m</th>
<th>£800/1600m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEM SC-3 Interconnect (RCA or XLR)</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>1095</td>
<td>1195</td>
<td>1295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEM SC-3 Speaker wire</td>
<td>8995</td>
<td>8995</td>
<td>8995</td>
<td>8995</td>
<td>8995</td>
<td>8995</td>
<td>8995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-1 (Bi-Wire)</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>1199</td>
<td>1399</td>
<td>1599</td>
<td>1799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-2 Petite (Single run)</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of 4 Bi-wiring Jumpers</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kaptovator AC Power Cord</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

superconductor cables

JPslabs Cables
Prices shown in £

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>£25/50m</th>
<th>£50/100m</th>
<th>£75/150m</th>
<th>£250/500m</th>
<th>£400/800m</th>
<th>£600/1200m</th>
<th>£800/1600m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The SC 1 interconnect (RCA)</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(fully balanced)</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC 1 Bi-wire cable</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Analog AC Power Cord</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Digital AC Power Cord</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power AC for amplifiers</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

entry level cables

JPslabs Cables
Prices shown in £

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>£25/50m</th>
<th>£50/100m</th>
<th>£75/150m</th>
<th>£250/500m</th>
<th>£400/800m</th>
<th>£600/1200m</th>
<th>£800/1600m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ultra interconnect (fully balanced)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra Speaker Cable (Bi-Wire set)</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The BPA-2 AC Power Cord</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JPslabs Cables - why compromise?
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hardly exist nowadays. Ironically, the one compliant cartridge we did put into the SME - a Shure M97XE - did not suit it! But this wasn’t a mechanical mismatch, so much as a tonal one; the Shure’s somewhat old fashioned warm midband, caused by generator droop, wasn’t enhanced one little bit by the SME’s polite yet neutral midband behaviour.

By way of contrast, Michell’s TecnoArm lit the upper midband and treble, whilst at the same time identifying plucked double bass as a another instrument spatially separated, its contribution clear and unsullied. SME’s M2-10 was less able in this department, like arms of yore in fact. That is not to say it lacked bass; both Adam and I actually felt the M2-10 had quite strong bass, it just was not particularly expressive. Across the bass and upper bass regions the TecnoArm was clearly ahead of the two.

Subjective performance got a little contentious above this point and here the whole difficulty of trying to pin down arm ‘sound quality’ got interesting. The SME M2-10 has a clear, silky smooth and gentle midband that is seemingly lucid and uncoupled. I felt it has quite a dark upper midband; there is no zing as bedevilled the lightweight headshells of yesteryear. Treble sounded clear and uncoupled, but then the rigid, well damped magnesium headshell is likely to have most affect on this region and it is a well crafted component in terms of structural rigidity. We measured the arms after listening to them and were pleased to see our subjective findings were explained by their vibrational behaviour.

The TecnoArm does seem to inject a sharpness to leading edges by some mechanism, possibly in its silver cabling. It remains cohesive, however, and both bright and speedy. Assistant Ed. Adam feels it shows the slightly uneven or coarse quality of the RB300 in the midband, however, and was less keen on this area of its sonic signature, along with its ‘lack of emotional involvement’ as he puts it. We both agreed Shure’s M97XE definitely needed the TecnoArm to ‘speed it up’, as well as improve its bass resolution. Otherwise, Adam preferred the SME M2-10 for its open midband whilst I was attracted to the TecnoArm by its wonderful low end resolution, if not by its sharpness and the small sense of some midband imperfection. But then it isn’t very expressive as dedicated pickup arms go. SME do, of course, make one-piece arms in the Series IV and V - but at more than three times the price of the TecnoArm.

Which to choose? Adam consistently preferred the £626 SME M2-10 with all cartridges except the Shure M97XE. I wasn’t quite so sure, feeling Michell’s £429 TecnoArm was very strong all round, except for the slightly bright, hard edge that sometimes added spit to sibilance - something I found less than alluring.

In the end, because of their differing natures what you choose must come down to personal taste. SME’s M2-10 is sonically svelte, if lacking the sheer verve of the TecnoArm, which is dramatic. They sing different songs.

**No tonearm is inert - like loudspeaker drivers, they all have a sound. To measure both tonearms' complex vibrational behaviour, we used an accelerometer...**
The name NAD has been synonymous with good quality budget audio equipment for many a year. From their original classic 3020 amplifier of the late 1970s through to its latest incarnation, the C325BEE, and encompassing a wide variety of matching tuners, CD players and cassette decks along the way (not forgetting the infamous 5120 turntable either!), NAD have always been more than able to make bargain items that performed far better than their price tags would suggest.

However, they are recently becoming well known for more expensive units, and the M3 amplifier here gets about as far away as you can from a basic twenty watt starter amplifier. Weighing in at 23.5kg and measuring 435x135x386mm (WxHxD) the M3 is a real heavyweight - and not just in the physical sense. Power output comes in at a specified 180 Watts and our measurements show that this is conservative, as it topped 200 Watts on test without breaking into a sweat.

No less impressive is the feature count that NAD have packed into the M3. How do seven inputs, (one balanced), two separate zone outputs with their own remote controls; separate outputs for powering an active subwoofer, complete with low pass filter settings and defeatable tone controls with 'spectral tilt' options sound?

Equally impressive are the audiophile features squeezed in as well, including reed relays for input selection; arrays of 1% resistors controlled by digital switching for volume control, and extensive use of surface mount devices to minimise signal paths on the PCB.

Undoubtedly, the M3 appears worth its £1,900 asking price on features alone, but as we all know, "it don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing" so listening duly commenced. Sources included an Eastern Electric Minimax Compact Disc player and Pioneer PLC-590/SME M2-10/Ortofon Rondo Bronze turntable set up through an Eastern Electric Minimax phono stage. The loudspeakers cowering nervously on the ends of the cables from the M3 were our Spendor S8es.

SOUND QUALITY

Expecting to be pinned back against the sofa in our listening room, I started off with some classic rock courtesy of Steve Earle's 'Copperhead Road'. Peeling myself off said sofa and readjusting the volume slightly I could not fail to be impressed by the sheer impact of the M3. If your system is lacking in scale and sounding a bit lifeless then, believe me, this amplifier will well and truly shake it awake!

Bass was very impressive. The high damping factor of the M3's output stage brings even the most wobbly speakers firmly into line and delivers rock solid low frequencies. Detail was excellent and this had the expected effect on rhythm, delivering it with punch, verve and style.

Midrange was equally impressive, being open and well defined. Soundstages were wide and stable, presenting both singers and orchestras in a very favourable light and not missing any subtle nuance of
a recording. Vocals were detailed but had an underlying hardness to them - some singers almost sounded as if they were in something of a bad mood and were forcing out their words with venom. Spinning Holst’s ‘Planets Suite’, however, showed that the dynamic range of the M3 was as wide as you could ever need, and it whispered sweetly on the more pianissimo sections, whilst delivering the full force of the orchestra once they hit their stride.

At the top end of the spectrum, the treble was detailed and clear, but was very definitely quite forward with a slightly metallic ‘sheen’ to it. Whilst this worked wonders in extracting detail and background subtleties from all sorts of musical material, it did mean that some instruments, particularly the likes of pianos and violins, could sound ‘processed’. The M3 is definitely solid-state; thermionic aficionados may not be too impressed! That said, it never becomes harsh or unpleasant and it has all the control and grip many prefer. This is no soft, woolly or warm sounding amp - it is brisk and fast.

This was amply demonstrated by the Corrs track ‘Only When I Sleep’ which I keep tucked away on one of my test compilations. The production of this track is... well, the nicest way to describe it is ‘enthusiastic’ and it can be almost painful on less forgiving equipment. I was wondering if the M3’s forward nature would lead to an hideous aural assault. But I was pleasantly surprised to find out this was not the case. Whilst the strident nature of the track was obvious, the M3 actually did an excellent job of cleaning it up and sorting its usual mid and high frequency blur into some sort of order.

CONCLUSION

It is hard not to like the NAD M3. It certainly represents superb value for money purely in terms of bulk and features - and it is impeccably built. It does not disappoint when you start using it as it really is an absolute powerhouse! It has the ability to drive any loudspeaker you can think of to serious levels and yet it can be subtle and sensible when required.

Obviously, its characteristic sound will not be to everyone’s liking as it has a lively presentation and does add a slight sheen to treble. However, this can be minimised by careful loudspeaker and source matching. With its excellent range of connections and features, the M3 will slot into many a system and inject a breath of fresh air into it. Power corrupts, so they say, and I for one am more than happy to be led astray by NAD’s M3!

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The M3 is very powerful, producing 200W into 8 Ohms and 380W into 4 Ohms - large amounts of power by any standards and arguably more than most systems will ever need. If this is to be used, for high volumes in a big room, say, in a house with distant neighbours, then a high power handling loudspeaker will be needed. If you are expecting a tight, controlled sound, then this amplifier’s high damping factor of 88 probably says more about this than high power: expect dry but strong bass. In fact, current limiting circuits start to operate at around 9 Amps and we had to use short sine bursts to be sure the M3 could deliver 300W into 4 Ohms. Few loudspeakers go lower than 4 Ohms anywhere in their impedance curve by the way.

Distortion levels were low at all power and frequencies, into both 8 and 4 Ohm loads. Our analysis shows second and third order distortion harmonics dominate, suggesting there will be no audible sign of roughness in the sound. The M3 is not a dull sounding amplifier by any means though and full output to 102kHz may help explain this. At low frequencies it reaches down to 3Hz (-1dB).

Input noise is low, partly because sensitivity is low too, measuring 440mV.

This means low output devices, like external phono stage with limited gain, will demand a lot of volume is used. NAD’s M3 is a power house with a great set of performance figures. Expect a dry, clean and lively sound. NK

FOR

- power
- build
- feature count

AGAINST

- artificial treble
High Numbers

With state-of-the-art upsampling technology, Cambridge Audio's brand new 840C CD player promises to polish rough-and-ready sixteen bit into something altogether more finessed. Does it deliver? David Price decides...

Cambridge Audio have been busy. Until recently, they only offered a very worthy range of budget separates, namely the 540 and 640 amplifiers and CD players, which offered great sound per pound for under £250. Well, it's a long way from there to here. At £750, the new 840C is well and truly entering mid-fi territory, and finding itself up against a range of worthy competitors, from Audiolab's £600 8000CD to Naim's £825 CD5i.

Taking Azur upmarket is risky. Any good marketing man will tell you it's easier to go the other way quite frankly, and so the 840C has to really make an impression, in sight and in sound. It's not a bad looking machine, but lacks the visual drama of some rivals - even the clean, classic lines of the Audiolab 8000C somehow seem more striking. Still, it's big and built chunky. Again however, the slimmer Audiolab feels more solid, and its steel wrap case feels less resonant than the 840C's - ringing less when you rap it with your knuckles. The thick 7mm aluminium front panel is nice, as are the extruded side panels. The display is wonderfully informative, with all sorts of legends scattered around it, but lacks clarity and does look a bit over the top, like Japanese players of the late eighties. Again, for me, the Audiolab's better.

This machine has been a long time in the making. Journalists have been aware of its existence for over a year now, and the original press release is dated 'January 2006'! There's a lot inside to get right, and indeed the 840C embraces a raft of proprietary technologies including ATF (Adaptive Time Filtering), asynchronous upsampling technology developed in conjunction with Anagram Technologies of Switzerland. This system intelligently interpolates 16bit/44.1kHz CD data to 24bit/384kHz data, through the use of a 32-bit Analog Devices Black Fin DSP (digital signal processor). The idea is that if the original sixteen bit data is "guessed" up to 24/384, it can be processed in its entirety by the two 24bit/384kHz DACs (also from Analogue Devices) in dual differential formation, which duly gives the benefit of a much smoother and more linear conversion back to analogue, with none of the upper midband and high end distortions associated with stock 16/44. We've found upsampling does work, sort of, although as always it's down to the implementation as much as the theory.

Of course, upsampling isn't unique, but a 384kHz sampling frequency is unusual, and Cambridge Audio says that unlike other products based on standard sample rate converters, which effectively just draw a straight line 'between the dots', the 840C employs a process that involves "a proprietary polynomial curve fitting algorithm which ensures that the interpolated data smoothly fits between the
original data points", no less! It isn't really for us to comment on respective data interpolation algorithms - its success (or otherwise) will only be in the listening.

Each Analogue Devices AD1955 DAC handles a single stereo channel, operating fully in differential mode. Fully differential anti-aliasing filters based on a Bessel linear phase topology follow these.

Around the back, there are more sockets than you'd see in an average CD player. Both unbalanced RCA and balanced XLR outputs are fitted (the latter a nice touch), and two digital inputs are also provided which allow the upsampling and playback of other sources via the Azur 840C.

In addition, a digital output can allow bit-for-bit data or upsampled data at 48, 96 or 192 kHz to be recorded by a suitable device, or indeed connection to an external DAC. There's also a Control Bus In/Out, an IR emitter in connection and an RS232 port are provided for easy multi-room connectivity.

In look, in feel and in features then, the new 840C is a nice, big, mid-price machine. It scores highly on features (we love the DAC inputs), well on build and reasonably on styling. The remote control is the stock Cambridge Audio fare, which I'm happy to say is superb, as anyone who's ever used one will know. In the hotly contested middle market, it more or less pushes all the right buttons here, but how it sounds is really what's going to make it sink or swim...

SOUND QUALITY

Right now, there are several very competitive mid-price designs around, the two most mainstream being the aforementioned Audiolab 8000CD and the Marantz SA7001K1 Signature. The former errs towards a clean, trim, analytical sound in the extreme, and sports fantastic timing. The latter is an altogether warmer and more mellifluous proposition, soft in the bass but smooth and on the sweet side of neutral.

The Cambridge Audio 840 finds itself sitting neatly between the two. It is fractionally on the warm side, but not quite as much as the Marantz. It is tighter in the bass than the Marantz, but is looser than the Audiolab. It is better defined in the midband and treble than the Marantz, but not quite as incisive as the Audiolab. Some ears may find both 8000CD and SA7001K1 Signature too polarised (i.e. hard and soft respectively) in some ways, whereas the 840C offers - in a sense - the best of both worlds.

Going back to basics, the

"It is rather akin to the legendary LP12, sumptuous and smooth but never less than beguiling..."
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Cambridge is a very big hearted and expansive sounding machine, with real physical presence in the way it makes music. It has real confidence and assuredness, yet its iron punch is not excessively sugary. Indeed, put against the Audiolab, the 840C sounds far more natural. The 8000CD is so tonally stark it is almost glassy across the upper midband — icy, even. The 840C heats things up a notch or two, making for a far more listenable, 'Technicolor' sound.

Arguably its greatest attribute is the vast soundstage it conjures up, with huge horizons left and right. The Audiolab sounds constrained by the vast soundstage it conjures up, 'Technicolor' sound. The 8000C was certainly better on capturing the lightning leading edges of the classical guitar, for example. Again, in other respects, the 840C made its rival sound a little robotic.

The Cambridge proved slightly more engaging a listen — so 'liquid' is the Cambridge's rhythmic nature.

CONCLUSION

One of the best sounding sub-£1,000 designs, the Cambridge Audio 840C has a lot going for it, and the solid build, crisp modern styling, excellent remote and state-of-the-art upsampling DAC functionality hardly make it a less attractive buying proposition. A truly special machine that's thoroughly recommended.
When it comes to naming their products, it makes a refreshing change to stumble across a manufacturer who has the creativity to break away from the XYZ123 mould and give their new creation a moniker that sets it apart from the crowd a bit. Scotland's Mowgan Audio are one such manufacturer and, not only have they taken their name from the Celtic god of light, harmony, music, liberation and unity, they have taken this a step further and chosen other suitable Celtic deities as names for their, currently four-strong range, namely Artio, Mellt, Mabon and Ogma.

Although their name is not currently widely known, this could well be up for change if the reaction of our intrepid roving reporter, Sharon, at the Edinburgh Hi-Fi Show at the end of October was anything to go by. She returned with glowing praise for the noises being made in the Mowgan room and demanded we obtain a pair for review!

Seeing the sense of not arguing with a determined lady, we duly present the Melts, which are the second model up Mowgan's present hierarchy above the standmounting Artio, and their most affordable floorstander. Mellt was apparently the god of lightning and Mowgan Audio have chosen a cunning analogy here, as they are keen to make much of the Melts' transient response and fast sound. Your £2,549 buys you a compact and neat two and a half way loudspeaker with impeccable fit and finish. Driver complement is a soft dome one inch (25mm) tweeter and two seven inch (180mm) bass/midrange units. According to my ruler these appear to be closer to six inches across their active area of operation but, having worked in the loudspeaker industry, I know only too well that there are a huge number of approved ways of measuring driver diameters, so I shall let it pass for now!

With the Melts duly installed and run in, I was ready to commence listening. Would they instill me with a sense of inner peace and harmony, or smite my ears with aural lightning bolts? More importantly, would dreadful things happen if I tried playing Black Sabbath or Marilyn Manson? I was keen to find out...

SOUND QUALITY
I chose Jeff Buckley's 'Grace' as the first album into the CD player, but resisted the temptation to head straight for the track 'Hallelujah' and instead picked 'So Rear'. This appeared to be a good choice as Jeff's vocals were truly superb - large and detailed with every subtle distinction faithfully reproduced. I was also pleased to hear that Mowgan Audio's claims of fast bass for the Melts had substance, as the bass tine for the track was deep, detailed and punchy.

Keen to explore this further, I moved the pace up somewhat with the unusually named 'Flight of the Cosmic Hippo' from Bela Fleck. This track has some astonishingly deep and forceful low end action, courtesy of Victor Wooten's mastery of the fretless bass guitar. With the right subwoofer this track can blow light bulbs, and I know because I have done it! The Melts absolutely lapped it up but, although I felt that the leading edges of the bass notes and their pace more than lived up to Mowgan Audio's claims, there was a sense that the trailing edges of the notes were little lost in the urgency to keep up the pace. This did mean that when it came to the bass detail, although it was there, it was a case of having to listen out for it, rather than it
being immediately obvious.

A quick blast of Holst’s Planets Suite revealed that the Melts suit classical material very well. Along with good instrument separation and fine scale, they have an excellent ability to keep up with the faster moments of Jupiter and yet go quiet when needed. In some loudspeakers, differences in scale like this have an unfortunate tendency to come across well on the loud passages and then go dull and quiet on the soft parts or vice versa, and this has you continually reaching for the volume control. The Melts do not suffer in this way.

So, on something of a roll, I was a little surprised to then stumble upon a bigger weakness with my next choice of music. This happened to be the Celine Dion track ‘I’m Alive’ - her voice is something of an acquired taste (and I haven’t), but her vocal style can show up midrange oddities in a loudspeaker very well. Suffice it to say that a minute or so into the track I found myself reaching for the volume control as the Melts were just too forceful and Miss Dion was causing my ears distress. Looking at the measurements, there is a rise in midrange output at just over 1kHz and whilst this will help to bring out vocals generally, if the voice in question is quite strident anyway then it will tip over into unpleasantness - exactly what I found.

Moving back to a more normal voice (sorry Celine) ‘Give It Up to Love’ from the Mighty Sam McClain went into the CD player and things again picked up. A well recorded and emotional performance anyway, the Melts really shone in terms of depth, presence and detail and added a whole new dimension to the song. The smooth yet detailed treble offered by the soft dome tweeter meant that nothing was overlooked but equally, there was no trace of high frequency harshness. Was Sam sat right in front of me? With my eyes shut I certainly could have believed it.

**CONCLUSION**

Loudspeakers from small companies who promise great things can often result in severe disappointment for us poor souls who have to listen to them and then try and be diplomatic to the designers. Fortunately Mowgan Audio have come up with a pair of loudspeakers that are thoroughly competent and enjoyable to listen to, thanks to the fact that they are carefully designed and very well made.

The sound of the Melts is dynamic, exciting and clean and yet they appear quite happy with a wide variety of source material, with the exception of Celine Dion! [Indeed, this might be regarded as a point in their favour - Ed.] Regarding this, my only concerns are aspects of the midrange performance which, although very good for a great deal of music, does have a peak in response, which when set off can become rather sharp. Behaviour of this kind is not uncommon in plastic-based bass/midrange drivers and it is to Mowgan Audio’s credit that it is generally well tamed. Whilst being picky, I would also add that the bass is indeed fast and deep, but at the expense of a little detail.

These concerns aside, however, I personally enjoyed the Melts loudspeakers and found their presentation very satisfying. I am sure that once Mowgan Audio’s name becomes better known, there are many audiophiles out there who will find the Melts are exactly the sort of loudspeaker that they have been looking for. A present from the gods perhaps?

---

**MUSIC**

Jeff Buckley, ‘Grace’ (1994)
Holst, ‘The Planets’
Celine Dion, ‘A New Day Has Come’ (2002)
Mighty Sam McClain, ‘Give It Up to Love’ (2001)

---

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

The Melts have a gentle lift in response just above 1kHz which will serve to intensify vocals and add presence to midrange instrument detail. The treble output is smooth and even up to 16kHz or so before starting to gently roll off. The Mowgans should therefore have a good, even treble without any harshness.

Bass output from the main drivers is consistent and strong down to 60Hz, and then further augmented by the rear-firing port which is tuned to 40Hz. Together with the solid cabinet, the Melts should have good bass weight which can be further boosted by placement close to a wall.

Average impedance comes in at 5.9 Ohms, dipping to a minimum of 4, meaning that the Melts will require an amplifier that has genuine 4 Ohm drive capability. Measured sensitivity is good, however, at 96dB and 50 watts should see them working nicely. AS

---
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Accessing the Source, Unleashing the Performance
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Show Time

The weekend of the 28th and 29th October saw the hosting of the annual Scottish High Fidelity Show. Having despatched our roving reporter Sharon Mehlhorn, we in the editorial team then realised that it was hosted at no less than the lovely Marriott Dalmahoy hotel. Needless to say, we are already fighting over who goes next time! However, in the meantime, here are the highlights from this year...

Mike Jewitt of Revolver with roving reporter Sharon Mehlhorn. The company were treating those north of the border to the aural delights of the new £5,000 Cygnis loudspeakers. More highly favourable comments were heard and we think Revolver have a winner on their hands.

Mowgan Audio were demonstrating their Artio standmounting and Melit floorstanding loudspeakers in their room. It is thanks to this demonstration that the Melits are featured in this issue, as Sharon thought they were superb. We feel sure we'll all be hearing a great deal more from this Scottish company.

Ecosse-Audiostone were making pleasing sounds in their room, thanks to Audiopax amplifiers, including the £12,899 per pair 88Mk2 monoblocks - newly unveiled in Europe. The impressive looking loudspeakers are the new Audiopax Ref150s which retail at £10,739. Sharon assures us they were “fantastic”!
The new Astin Trew range of audiophile electronics offers British-designed excellence at surprisingly modest prices.

Hi-Fi World says - "The music was communicative and convincing... serving up a wide and deep spatiality... superb instrumental separation."

Amplifier - "...proved a most beguiling and musical performer..."

CD Player - "...surprisingly high resolution sound for the asking price..."

For Dealers and full review, visit our website www.astintrew.co.uk. Retailer enquiries welcomed, UK and world-wide.
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HiAudio were flying the vinyl flag courtesy of an Acoustic Solid turntable fitted with no less than two arms from Hadcock and The Cartridge Man. Rumour has it that they will be squeezing three on at January's Manchester show!

Stamford Audio were demonstrating a fine-sounding system that included the £999 Black Cat phono stage and the £150 Hercules PSU upgrade for the Linn Sondek. They also took the opportunity to scatter lots of vinyl around their room - a very nice marketing touch, we thought!

Loud and Clear were living up to their name with their demonstration system that featured some serious Naim electronics including the range-topping £14,000 CD 555 Compact Disc player. Loudspeakers were the rather fabulous £6,500 Totem Winds.
RPM10
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** something of an unexpected surprise. Eastern Electric has launched a walter of very impressive tube-based separates over the past year.

From the decant Phillips CD12 much to the fine build and tub output stage, this player has been engineered properly - and it sounds like it too.

Shadow's extremely helpful New Year Resolutions List...

1. Visit Shadow Audio Web site at least once every day.
2. Subscribe to the Shadow Audio Web Newsletter.
3. If you are a Shadow Audio customer, post a comment about Shadow on their web site.
4. If you are not a Shadow Audio Customer, become one.
5. Find the stunning new 4-page adverts in all the major hi-fi magazines.
6. Call Shadow Audio for free advice, tips or just a nice chat.
7. Call Shadow for the part-exchange and trade-in deals.
8. Take advantage of the 30-day money back guarantee*, expert service, and long-term customer care, which Shadow Audio are renowned for.
9. Enjoy your purchases!

The finest selection of Hi-Fi Products in the UK, all under one roof:


Shadow Audio are the finest selection of Hi-Fi Products

**Something of an unexpected surprise. Eastern Electric has launched a walter of very impressive tube-based separates over the past year.

From the decant Phillips CD12 much to the fine build and tub output stage, this player has been engineered properly - and it sounds like it too.
Look Smart

Denon's S-81DAB 'Smart Series' mini system is certainly the belle of the ball, but is it too clever by half? David Price decides...

If you've ever been to Japan, it will come as no surprise to learn that small "mini-compo" (miniature component) systems hold undue sway on the audio market. Space is at premium because real estate costs a bomb (yes, even more than here), and often there simply isn't room for vast, sprawling hi-fi separates systems in people's houses. The upshot is that premium small systems - where sound quality really does count - are big sellers.

Denon's £600 S-81DAB is basically a CD player (with MP3/WMA support), a DAB/RDS FM/AM radio, and 50W amplifier in a single, sleek (380x97x265mm, 4.1kg) box. Woven into this is a sophisticated remote control system complete with clock and timer, plus a range of connectivity options. The box, available in silver or black, is pressed steel, with an aluminium fascia. The matching remote is plastic, but is a quality item with strangely good navigation - everything from the Linn Classik to the Onkyo CS-515 should take note of this.

Set-up is easy, as you'd expect. It's a case of plugging the power lead in, and the speakers. These come with neatly colour coded wires, but the spring-clip connectors are a concession to convenience that many audiophiles could do without. Still, if you do replace the cables with high quality stuff like Black Rhodium's Tango, you can always buy it unterminated and just cut the ends down to fit - strongly recommended from a sonic point of view.

The compact (150x269x190mm, 3.1kg) speakers were designed by a "leading European team and then tuned by Denon UK engineers to fit UK tastes". The results are surprisingly good as these things go, but for absolute performance, it would be worth deploying a pair of Revolver R45is, which go loud with the Denon's modest power output and really turn it into a proper hi-fi. They sport 12cm woofers and 2.5cm soft-dome tweeters. Anti-magnetic design metal powder has been mixed in the speaker cabinet walls to damp vibration.

As you'd expect, facilities are generous - the most interesting being the front panel iPod port, via a dedicated cable that comes with the S81DAB (the remote can then be used to control the iPod). There's also a front panel mini jack for any line level source. The S-81DAB plays MP3 and WMA audio files stored on CD-R or CD-RW discs, with names of files, artists, and tracks shown on the deep blue two-line fluorescent display. There's an optical digital output around the back, should you wish to use a separate power amplifier or digital recorder. The S-81DAB includes an 'Everyday Timer' that automatically turns on and off the power at a preset time each day, and also a 'Sleep Timer'.

Contrary to what the 'stylish' appearance might suggest, Denon have actually made an effort with the sonics. It's quite listenable indeed, and pretty much up to the levels of the Cambridge Audio 540C, 640T and 540A, for example, which is a very nice sounding entry-level separates system, and the speakers don't disgrace it - although ultimately they are the limiting factor.

Essentially, it's a clean solid-state sounding system, with a spry, crisp treble, an open and intelligible midband with plenty of detail, and a taut bass. The aforementioned Cambridge separates system is warmer, without a doubt, but the Denon is in no way hard sounding. Indeed, its sins are those of omission, with a slightly hazy, opaque midband. The Denon works well on most types of music, sounding cough and composed with classical, decency tuneful and rhythmic with jazz and punchy with pop, although it falls down when trying to reproduce large orchestral music or powerful, layered progressive rock. Here though, it's the speakers that hold it back - move to Revolver R45is, for example, and the Denon really gets into the groove.

It's hard to criticise this system's sonics at the price. It isn't the very best way to spend £600 sonically, but it makes a fine fist of what it's asked to play, is tunable and versatile, as well as being genuinely nice to live with. That looks good to me!
Channa Vithana looks at an affordable vinyl replay system for under £1,000...

have wanted to compile a low cost, high performance sub-£1,000 system for ages. Things started to fall into place with the five globe rated £250 NAD 325BEE integrated amplifier (see HFW, p60, August 2006). Here was a great seven input, remote-controlled budget integrated (with iPod/MP3 connectivity) that had a free flowing and well rounded sound which was consistently musical. Measured by Hi-Fi World; the test bench revealed an excellent 84 watts into 8ohms (compared to the NAD-rated 50W/8ohms) and 144W/4ohms, with Noel concluding that, “the NAD 325 BEE measures very well. It is obviously carefully engineered all round”. In practice, I found the NAD was able to drive a pair of demanding £2,995 Spendor 59e loudspeakers brilliantly without effort. So it is an amplifier that can handle and survive a few loudspeaker upgrades. It measures 435x100x290mm, weighs 8kg and is also available in an attractive silver finish.

With such a big heart, the system needs a great brain (or source, even) so I have chosen the Goldring GR2 turntable, also five globe rated, (see HFW, April 2005, p32) and it comes with a Rega-based tonearm and superb Goldring 1012GX MM cartridge for £265. (Separately a Rega RB250 tonearm would cost £124 while a 1012GX costs £100, which makes the GR2 stunningly good value). One minor criticism of the GR2 in the original review was that, “against more expensive decks, it is a bit bass light”. Consequently, I knew the NAD, with its well defined and tuneful bass delivery, would brilliantly complement the Goldring. The GR2 measures 450x370x120mm and the review sample was finished in an attractive white with matching platter (there is also a black version).

The phonostage choice was easy; the moving magnet Cambridge Audio Azur 540P at £40. Don’t be fooled by its low cost, as I have used this phonostage fronting my high end £3,740 Origin Live reference turntable with complete confidence. It is a great phonostage - it ran a £700 Cyrus Phono X pretty close in sound quality considering the vast price differential (see HFW, p54 October 2005)! The strength of the 540P is its powerful, clean and free flowing sound quality — so it is an ideal link between the Goldring and the NAD. The 540P measures 46x215x133mm and weighs 800g, it is attractively finished in silver with excellent build-quality.

The final piece of the puzzle is a pair of £350 ALR Jordan Entry M loudspeakers. I wanted to address the one slight area where the NAD could be improved, and I just knew the ALRs would do the job. While some of prolific designer Karl-Heinz Fink’s work involves just the engineering side (like the Q Acoustics range of speakers), other projects such as ALR Jordan require him to both engineer and voice the product. Thus I knew the Entry Ms were going to provide outstanding tempo, phrasing and rhythm to give that final polish to the NAD and the Goldring. I could have chosen the diminutive £250 Monitor Audio Radius 90 (which do the same thing) and saved £100 but they are limited in larger rooms.

The Entry M employs a 25mm coated fabric dome tweeter with neodymium magnet, and a magnetically shielded 160mm aluminium-cone mid/bass driver, based on a Ted Jordan design, is specified. The cabinet is made from 19mm wood composite with 30mm reinforcements, and a 22mm rebated, attractively finished, front baffle for extra stiffness. The crossover is a phase-optimised Linkwitz-Riley design with auto-transformer. I have chosen the ALR loudspeaker cable, priced at a very reasonable £1.75 per metre because it matches the cable used internally. The company says it is formed from 2x 2.5mm diameter copper multi-strand cable. The Entry M measures 203x350x290mm,
we made for a thoroughly engaging musical performance. Trumpet, flute and bassoon from the Scarlatti section of the Karl Haas/London Baroque Ensemble 1958 recording had excellent definition, instrumental separation and body. The sound was not sterile or lacking any lyrical quality, because the phrasing of each instrument was first rate — as good as I have heard in LP or CD systems at more than twice the cost. With ‘Be Still My Beating Heart’ from Sting’s ‘Nothing Like The Sun’ LP, the recording sounded expansive and had very high resolution. Every element, from the outstanding production to the different instruments to Sting’s vocals, was immaculately reproduced. I could easily follow the bass lines which flowed serenely, yet were entirely musically intelligible. The sound was vibrant and communicative with excellent instrumental and vocal separation that enabled a clear cut musical insight. The vocals of Terence Trent D’Arby had superb definition, phrasing and timbre. The lilting melodies of ‘Sign Your Name’ were musically intelligible. The vocals of Terence Trent D’Arby, ‘Introducing The Hardline...’ (1987)

Sting, ‘Nothing Like The Sun’ (1987)


Marilyn Manson, ‘Lest We Forget...The Best Of’ (2004)
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When the world's most famous mega corporation gets involved with consumer audio electronics, it means something to the hi-fi world. Just as Apple's iPod has transformed the way no less than 70 million people listen to their music (at a guess, that's probably more than the sale of every hi-fi separate ever made, put together), so Microsoft wants a piece of the action. Whilst the Zune retails for $249 Stateside (about £130 at today's exchange rate), the sheer potential volume of sales is worth billions. In the US in 2006, Apple's 75.6% market share brought it sales worth $7.67 billion, no less. It's these numbers that have brought Bill Gates and his mates (about 230 engineers were reputedly on this project — more than the average luxury car launch) to the party. The result is a little box that holds around 7,500 songs on its 30GB hard disk, and plays music ripped from CD or downloaded from an iTunes-style store. Its real party piece, however, is the facility to "beam your beats" — to send tracks from one Zune to another via the built-in Wi-Fi functionality. Clever stuff, but will it be enough?

The Zune has three key hurdles ahead. The iPod's a mighty slice of industrial design, whose good looks cause customers to go all dewy-eyed. Then there's the runaway success of iTunes Music Store, which has done to legal downloads what Napster once did to illegal ones — make them easy, accessible and fun. Finally there's the PlaysForSure enigma. Before it wanted a slice of the hardware pie, Microsoft went into partnership with a range of names such as Napster, MTV (Urge) and Yahoo! (Music Unlimited) to provide legally downloadable music under this banner — but amazingly, the Zune won't play it. In its first week on sale, the PlaysForSure-compatible players outsold the Zune — so now Microsoft is effectively competing with itself!

THE ZUNE UNPLUGGED

Even the most ardent iPod hater would surely admit that the Apple is a neat bit of kit. The shiny white (or black) front, exquisite stainless steel back and fiendishly clever click wheel create a real sense of occasion, both to look at and to use. Unfortunately though, the Zune is the visual and tactile equivalent of Christmas without sherry and mince pies. Its sea of dull matt plastic can only be a direct response to the iPod's biggest flaw — its 'scratch on sight' shell. True, it won't age prematurely like the Apple, but it already looks distinctly middle aged the moment it emerges from the box. Neither does it feel nice — there's a dash of rubber in the plastic, giving it the sensation of warm dead flesh to the touch. Its portly dimensions don't help either — its vital statistics are 112 x 61 x 15 mm and 159g against the Apple iPod 30Gig's 104 x 62 x 11 mm and 136g. The result is that while the latter feels like an exquisite piece of 'techno jewellery', the Zune seems more akin to an eighties brick-like television remote control.

It gets worse when you use it. Anyone who's ever had an iPod learns to love its 'click wheel' system of selecting tracks. The Zune apes the central round buttons, but adds two more — making it far slower and more fiddly to operate; it has neither the finesse nor the functionality - a real shame. 'Cool hand Cleasby', Hi-Fi World's resident iPod expert, can scroll through 30 Gigabytes worth of music on his in a matter of seconds, and then — click-click-click — he's playing his track. The equivalent search action on the Zune is an altogether more cumbersome affair, taking more clicking and fiddling on those nasty cheap plastic buttons. Still, it pulls back in other ways, not least the screen. Big, bright, sharp and colourful, eyeing the iPod feels like looking through a letterbox by comparison. Better still, the deeper you get into the menus, the more the background zooms in — a clever visual trick.

The bundled software is surprisingly good, offering a nice colourful environment in which to manage your music library and browse tracks at the online store, and every time you plug in the Zune via the supplied USB 2.0 connection, it synchronises with your music library automatically, if you want. The Zune also charges via USB, taking a couple of hours to fill itself with juice and another twelve to empty (an hour or two less than its rival), but switching the Wi-Fi on reduces this slightly, and watching video takes it right down to four. The software rips in WMA (192kbps max), MP3 (320kbps CBR) and WMA Lossless...
although – interestingly the Zune does play AAC, more of which later...

The Zune has some clever tricks up its sleeve. The built in RDS FM radio is nice, but it’s real piece de resistance is its Wi-Fi capability. These means you can send tracks to other Zune users in close proximity, whereupon they can play them three times, but only within three days of receiving them. The system works well [see WIRELESS WORLD], but whether it represents a real advantage over the iPod in practical terms remains to be seen. And if this is proven to be the case, you can bet the next generation of iPod will have this functionality...

**SOUND QUALITY**

If the Apple has the Microsoft on the ropes in looks, style, size, weight, usability, software and sex appeal, then the Zune stands up on the ropes in style, size, weight, usability, software and sex appeal, then the Zune stands up in looks, style, size, weight, usability, software and sex appeal, then the Zune stands up...

and thumps the iPod back in the sonic stakes. But it’s not quite this simple. The Zune, you see, sounds better than the iPod 30GB by quite a margin, but for reasons I’ll go into in a minute, few Zune-ers are ever likely to find out.

Load a 192kbps WMA or 320kbps MP3 into it, and it sounds good, providing you junk the supplied headphones of course (it goes without saying, buy a pair of Sennheiser MX-550s). It is big, beefy, powerful and confident in its delivery. You could call it the digital audio portable equivalent of a Harley Davidson motorcycle – its big-bore motor gives a lazy, effortless quality. Bass is strong and uncompresssed. Switch to an iPod on 320kbps MP3 and you get an altogether cleaner, more antiseptic sound, without that thumping bass and sense of ease when called upon to go louder on transients. Indeed, you could almost call the iPod ‘weedy’ by comparison. Still, the Zune doesn’t have it all its own way, because when both are playing the same 320kbps MP3, the iPod is marginally better detailed, smoother up top and less splashy – the trouble is, it has nowhere near as much ‘oomph’ or get up and go. In the final analysis, the Zune is more musical.

Worse still for the iPod, when you load the Zune with AACs recorded on Apple’s iTunes software (with its excellent MP3 and AAC codecs), the Zune truly flies. Of course, the Zune software doesn’t rip AACs, but if the files are on the PC, the bundled software will find them – and you can then squirt them down to the Zune, which then plays them with relish. Playing 320kbps CBR AAC files (the best quality compressed option from iTunes), the Microsoft player suddenly becomes super smooth, very couth and detailed – as well being punchy and powerful. It really is a nice noise – bass is strong and taut, midband spacious, atmospheric, clean and detailed and treble extended and open. By comparison, the iPod playing the very same files sounds shut-in, sat-upon and breathless.

**CONCLUSION**

Microsoft’s new Zune sounds fantastic, and shows the iPod’s greatest weakness for what it really is. As Patrick Cleasby observed in his Buyer’s Guide in December 2006, Apple’s baby is getting less and less good in the sonic stakes. I hope the arrival of the Zune will put the cat amongst the pigeons, so to speak. Unfortunately though for Microsoft, I do not think their new baby is strong enough to deliver a mortal blow to the world’s reigning digital audio portable champion. It’s stronger in a couple of areas, but these alone don’t knock the polycarbonate prince out for the count. It’s also nice to “beam your beats” to fellow Zuners – but whether this is going to be the case, you can bet the next generation of iPod will have this functionality...

A couple of years back, Microsoft wanted to make legally downloadable music as accessible as it could, so it came up with the PlaysForSure DRM (digital rights management) system. This is now up and running with Napster, MTV and Yahoo music portals, but amazingly the Zune equivalent, the ‘Marketplace’ doesn’t use it! Instead, the Zune has a completely new system, with tracks purchased ‘a la carte’ for 79 cents each using Microsoft ‘points’ (as used with Xbox Live), which can be bought in $5 increments. This works just like iTunes Music Store, so the tracks can be ripped to CD and kept as long as you like. Or there’s the ‘all you can eat’ Zune Pass, which lets you donwload unlimited tracks for a fixed fee, and play them for a fixed time, after which they’re gone – unless you renew your Zune Pass. By and large, the system works as seamlessly as the iTunes Music Store, because ‘Marketplace’ store is an integral part of the Zune software, but right now the implementation is poor - searching isn’t easy and the choice isn’t great - bizarrely, songs currently unavailable for download are listed! Microsoft says there are 2 million tracks, but even big nineties rock bands like REM are nowhere to be found. If the choice of content broadens, the iTunes Music Store will have to start worrying, but that may take some time.

**WIRELESS WORLD**

The Zune’s unique selling point is its facility to ‘beam your beats’. Imagine that you see a friend on the train, also using his or her Zune. You can select a song, press ‘send’ and the Zune then looks for all other ‘receiving’ Zunes in the area. It displays a list, you scroll down to your friend, press ‘send’ and the song arrives on their Zune about ten seconds later, for free. They can then listen to it three times in the next three days, after which it goes ‘dead’ and they can’t access it. It is a brilliant idea, but whether it’s going to revolutionise music as we know it is debatable – especially if the Zune can’t do better than about 20% of the market (when there will be so few Zunes around to ‘beam their beats’, that the facility won’t be of much use). For your information, in its first week on sale in the States, it scraped just 9% of the market share. So we’re remaining ‘agnostic’ on this one – the system works well, and is a nice way to get your friends into new music (and vice versa), but whether it’s going to send shockwaves around the music listening world is another matter...

**VITAL STATISTICS**

- 112x61x140mm
- 159g
- 320x240 pixel resolution
- 75mm LCD screen
- 802.11b/g built-in Wi-Fi
- 30GB hard drive
- RDS FM radio
- Music Store
- MP3 (CBR/VBR), WMA, WMA Pro (2-channel), WMV, JPEG, AAC
- PlaysForSure DRM
- Marketplace
- Handset
- 12 hours battery life
- 3.5 hours charge time
- USB 2.0 connection
- 79c per track
- PRICE $249 US
- £189 UK
- UK launch date to be confirmed

**VERDICT**

Excellent sound and interesting Wi-Fi functionality, but let down by styling, feel, controls and file format restrictions.

**MUSICFON ZUNE**

Microsoft UK

+44 (0)870 60 10 100

www.microsoft.com/uk

**FOR**

- powerful, musical sound
- Wi-Fi functionality
- big screen

**AGAINST**

- plasticky finish
- drab styling
- mediocre user interface
Walrus


Phone: +44(0)20 7724 7224
Fax: +44(0)20 7724 4347
Shop: 11 New Quebec Street
London W1H 7RW
Web: www.walrus.co.uk
Email: contact@walrus.co.uk

Emille KI-240

'MBL 111 RC'
'Dieses ist nicht ein Dalek aus Deutschland?!
Of course not! This is the MBL 111RC loudspeaker.
Here at the shop, we have the even more amazing looking full-range model, the MBL 111E Radialstrahler-Hybrid System loudspeakers available for audition.
Also available for demo too is MBL's top of the range CD Player, the MBL 1531.
'Wirklich wundervoll, yah...'

Horning Agathon Ultimate

Remember when you were taught never to judge a person or an object by its look?
The Horning Agathon Ultimate is a classic example. The technology involved with these loudspeakers is so complex that we decided its best for you to read about them on the web. No doubt you'll also come across the excellent reviews too. Wait till you see the back of the loudspeaker; looks nothing like the back of your fridge...

Basis Audio 2500 Signature

We've just taken delivery of the latest Basis Audio 2500 Signature Turntable, as if there are not enough turntables at Walrus already! No doubt some of you might think it looks and sounds just like another brand of fashionable turntable in acrylic these days! Well, you'll be wrong. For an example, what look like 4 ordinary aluminium legs turn out to be very sophisticated, user adjustable, oil-damped suspension towers...

Brinkmann La Grange Turntable

The Music First Audio Passive Magnetic Preamplifier has been winning awards and accolades for the last year or so. Walrus was one of the first dealers in the UK to demonstrate its virtues.

Emille is a new brand from Korea. As it turns out the Emille KI-240 is one of the best sounding valve-powered integrated amplifiers available in the UK today. We are sure you'll agree with us...

Musically satisfying... modern yet romantic is what comes to mind when describing the sound of this new valve driven line stage preamplifier, the Melody Pure Black 101D.

The real Simon Yorke with his 57 Turntable and Tonearm system.

The new Shanling CD Player, CDT-500, is visually so striking that we thought it best for you to come and see it in the flesh. Meanwhile we can show you what the national flag of China looks like!

Walrus' New Mascot

World Radio History
"a really good pair of headphones supplies insight that even the finest loudspeakers struggle to match..."

dominic todd

This decade has been the decade of the iPod — of that there is little doubt. Yet with the unprecedented success of the portable jukebox there's also been another winner: humble headphones. Whilst there has always been a market for higher quality compact headphones or earphones, it's never been as populated and profitable as right now.

Yes, we've had portable cassettes, CDs and MiniDisc players before, but their ownership hasn't been as high as the ubiquitous MP3/iPod and nor has the average price. We've only like our MP3s and iPods in this country but we also like the expensive ones — typically between £200 - £300.

Of course, another factor helping the headphone market is the general poor quality of the supplied plugs. Apple's. In particular, do the iPods no favours at all and it's a wonder the players became market leaders at all given the sound limitations they impose. Still, what with magazines like this and, of late, even the lads and lifestyle mags' all advocating the use of better quality headphones, we're now seeing a healthy headphone market.

Which to choose? Well, ever since I remember, we've been plugging the Sennheiser MX500s, and their recent successor the MX550s. These little in-ear phones look nothing special, even in the white finish that was finally launched last year to match the iPod. Yet these £25 'phones are probably the most cost effective upgrade you can make to your MP3/iPod. Dynamic range, transparency and purity of treble all take a major step forward from the typical standard fare.

Of course, there's nothing new here. Like I said, the MX500s have been recommended for years now. What has changed, though, is the increasing amount of more expensive earphones. Incredibly, Sennheiser alone now make an incredible 25 variations of in-ear headphones. Perhaps the most popular step up from the MX500s are the CX300s. At £40 they're twice the price of the MX500s but, as we'll see later, by no means the most expensive of earphones. Using what's known as "ear-canal" technology, the CX300s pipe the sound to the most receptive part of the ear. The sound is, literally, more direct and also more resistant to ambient noise too. If your journey to work involves noisy public transport then these are well worth having — just don't wear them whilst riding a bike!

Yet, for all their prolific range of earphones, it's not been Sennheiser that's moved the market on, but the likes of Etymotic and, especially Shure. Both these manufacturers promoted ear-canal 'phones long before Sennheiser jumped on board. Neither company also seemed to be overly concerned by the perceived maximum price that could be charged for a pair of tiny earphones. A price of £200 for a pair of earphones would once have seemed like a joke, but that's exactly what both Etymotic and Shure charge for their ER-4S and E4C models. Take a listen to either, though, and it's hard not to come away mightily impressed.

Like the cheaper Sennheiser's, they both feature different sized sleeves to fit different sized ears. The first aspect to strike the listener is just how deep the bass is from either of these earphones. One simply doesn't expect such deep bass to emanate from such a tiny transducer. Less surprising, but still mightily impressive are the broad, engrossing soundstages, and finely detailed treble responses. If you've not heard either of these, love your music on the move, and can afford them, then both are well worth a listen — just don't lose them! For those really wanting to push the boat out, there are always the Shure ESCs at up to £500...

For all the advancements made by earphones and small headphones of late, a similar level of success doesn't appear to have translated to the full size designs. As a lover of headphones at home myself (I use electrostatic Sennheiser HE60/HEV70s), I'm surprised that more people don't take advantage of their benefits. Yes, they're obviously useless when you have company, but for solo listening a really good pair of headphones supply peerless sound staging, transparency and a level of insight that even the finest loudspeakers struggle to match. Best of all, there's no sweet spot, no complaints from the neighbours and no issues regarding room acoustics. Perhaps as more users try better headphones on their MP3s and iPods they may be tempted to don cans at home, too.

Sadly, Sennheiser don't make any truly high-end headphones any more, but their £300 range topping HD650s are still remarkably good and, when used with a decent headphone amplifier, will give a decent pair of £1000 standmount 'speakers a good run for their money. Yet, even in these times when it appears that everybody listens to music on the go and then watches (flat screen) TV at home, it's good to see that there are still some seriously desirable headphones out there. Grado's mahogany clad RS1s may look a little odd and, at £750, are far from cheap, but boy do they sound good.

If everyone got a chance to listen to headphones like these, then perhaps we'd start to see some of that earphone success move towards the home market. Plug over!
**Vertex AQ equipment:**
"...in some respects it is as fundamental to the sound of the system as the system itself." (hifi+)

Build on good foundations

**Vibration** from transformers, the mains and the system itself causes huge damage to critical elements in the music - and think of the energy created by loudspeakers!

The metal in the cables then conducts mechanical noise round the system, thousands of times more efficiently than air.

Fine detail is destroyed, losing presence, soundstage size, rhythm, bass control and musical flow.

Vertex AQ components drain this vibration into supports and block transmission in the cables.

**Clean Detail** now defines: the start of notes, deeper and tighter bass, a truly 3-D soundstage and wonderfully improved musical flow.

These Vertex components are the foundations for improving any system - at any price, proven.

Your system is not immune!

Remove the supports and swap the cables, even for good alternatives, and the system sounds hard, slow, flat, disjointed and uninvolving.

"...once the Vertex AQ kit is in place there's no going back." (hifi+)

Don't believe us - try before you buy, but don't buy anything else until you have tried!

**Manchester Show** 27/28 January - hear a system with Vertex AQ demonstrated by hifi+ magazine

Customers say we make some of the best sounds in our studio they have ever heard, so you know we can do the same in your home. Our advice takes account of your best components and guides you where change is needed, in stages you can afford.

**Avoid Expensive Mistakes**, enjoy music along the way and save money in the long run.

**Just listen and you'll know**

**CD:** Acoustic Arts, Bel Canto, iCS (Elgar, Delius, Purcell, Verdi, Verona, PB3), Stellio, Wadia, Vinyl Aesthetics, Avid, Clearaudio, DNM, Graham, The Groove, Lehmann, Michell, Origin Live, Sumiko, Blue Point Special, Transangulation.

**Tuners:** Magnat Dynavox. **Amplifiers:** Bel Canto, CAT, DK Design. DNM, Gamut, Halcyon, Hovjano, Sonetto, Stellio. **Loudspeakers:** Audio Physic, Dai, Ethos, Gamut, NEAT, Totem. **Cables:** Argento, Chord Co., DNM, Nordost, Vertex AQ. **Mains:** Vertex AQ. **Supports:** Arcel, Stands Unique, Vertex AQ.

**Icon Audio has surpassed itself...**

"In short (the Stereo 60) is a smooth sounding, well balanced and excellent all round performer that I would recommend in any shortlist of amps that goes up to £2000 or beyond." Hi-Fi News December '06

**Stereo 60**

KT88 integrated 2x 65w rms
Brand new UK design
All Triode Push-pull driver stage
Triode output mode 2x 30w
Choke regulated PSU.
Remote control. Four inputs plus tape loop. Hand built
Huge transformers (weight 23kg)
From £1,399 inc Russian valves
(Upgrades available)

**Stereo 300**

"3008 valves are well known for their smooth warm sound and the Icon made superb use of this property to add real emotion to the performance" HI FI World Jan 2007
Remote control. All triode driver stage
Four inputs plus tape loop
From £1,699 inc Russian Valves

**Stereo 50**

New UK design. KT88 2x 55w
Retro "Leak" style driver stage
Switchable integrated or Power Amp
Switchable Triode output 2x 27w. Silver audio cable. ALPs vol pot. Choke PSU. Tape loop. Standby facility included.
Only £1,199.95 inc Russian Valves

**LA4 Line pre-amp**

"...big beautifully controlled sound... imaging very detailed... distortion an all time low of 0.004%... excellent reliability." LA4 Mon 25s, T Bulbin. HI FI News July 2006

Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
High & low level outputs
Will match any power amp
From £699.95 complete

**NEW**

Stereo 300

"3008 valves are well known for their smooth warm sound and the Icon made superb use of this property to add real emotion to the performance. HI FI World Jan 2007. Remote control. All triode driver stage. Four inputs plus tape loop. Hand built.
Huge transformers (weight 23kg). From £1,399 inc Russian valves.

**PS 1 All Valve Phono Stage**

Listen to the music not the surface noise!

Only a pure valve design can get the best from vinyl. All triode. No feedback.
Passive RIAA. Custom British MC TX option.
Choke regulated PSU. High output.
Volume control. Will drive power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available
From only £449.95 complete (inc £599.95)

**New Passive Preamp.**

4 Inputs, tape loop. Alas Blue Pot, silver Teflon cable
Gold plated terminals only £229.95
Common features: Hand built 'Point to Point' wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control.

Buy with confidence. Established UK Company. Proven quality. Unbeatable advice & back up service. Try for 30 days, return if not delighted*

*For more info visit our website at www.iconaudio.co.uk

Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.

Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk

**Icon Audio** 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

*Conditions apply Visa and MasterCard accepted*
"the 'retro' look is now creeping into the hi-fi arena, just as it has done with cars..."

adam smith

The variety of styling exhibited by some of the equipment that we have received for review in the office here over the past couple of months has made for a few discussions and resulting opinions, most of which were quite different. As with so many things in life, beauty is indeed in the eye of the beholder, but at least we should be thankful that hi-fi designers out there are doffing their respective caps in the direction of aesthetics for all of our hi-fi equipment. This was not always the case...

Back in the good old days when the world was black and white and the term "high fidelity" was in its infancy, all of the hard work went into the innards of an item. As the equipment in question would invariably find itself housed in an enclosure/sideboard/drinks cabinet, to styling. However, when the hi-fi cognoscenti finally realised that these boxes were hardly the ideal resting place for their Garrards, Leaks, Ferrrographs and Quads, the idea of separates was properly born. Even so, this initially consisted of a hastily-constructed teak sleeve into which the equipment was slid, and a hastily-constructed teak sideboard in our lounges before it consisted! This was not always the case...

Fortunately, I think most would agree, this did not last and we then entered the era of 'madcap eighties minimalism'. This swung the pendulum right to the other end of the feature scale and did away with anything unnecessary like tone controls, scratch filters and output meters. Unfortunately, a number of manufacturers also included spare inputs under the heading of 'unnecessary fripperies'. Quite a few cottage manufacturers also included spare inputs under the heading of 'unnecessary fripperies'. Quite a few cottage manufacturers also included spare inputs under the heading of 'unnecessary fripperies', quite a few cottage manufacturers also included spare inputs under the heading of 'unnecessary fripperies!' Quite a few cottage manufacturers also included spare inputs under the heading of 'unnecessary fripperies!', quite a few cottage manufacturers also included spare inputs under the heading of 'unnecessary fripperies'! Quite a few cottage manufacturers also included spare inputs under the heading of 'unnecessary fripperies'!

As an example, it is finally possible to buy separates from the same manufacturer that, when sat above one another in a rack, have all their power LEDs lined up and glowing at the same intensity. This is a very minor point in the great scheme of things, but it is a nice touch and you would be surprised to know how many people it matters.

Loudspeakers are another separate design entity that have assumed an astonishing range of shapes and sizes. As with separates, though, it is often possible to date a unit merely by taking a close look at it. Huge teak box with lots of drive units - 1970s. Smaller box with two drive units, one of which is some sort of exotic plastic - 1980s. Of course, some of the most adventurous looks in the industry have been found at the 'speaker end of the hi-fi chain and there have been some real eye-openers over the years.

However, the real difference here is that these weird and wonderful forms from the loudspeaker design drawing board generally stem from a desire to overcome an acoustic obstacle in order to improve performance. I somehow doubt that Thorens would claim that the delightful blue tint to the acrylic base of the TD2030 turntable reviewed in this issue is for sonic gain, but the huge spikes protruding from the rear of the seminal B&W Nautilus are there for valid and carefully calculated reasons.

A final interesting observation is how the 'retro' look is creeping into the hi-fi arena, like it did with cars. Quad’s latest top-end valve amplifiers, the QC24 preamplifier and II-forty power amplifiers hark back to the original QCII/22, and the latest Slim Devices ‘Transporter’ music server even has digital representations of VU meters on its front panel! Mark my words, we could all be back with huge teak sideboards in our lounges before too long if this continues...
Minimalist masterpieces!

NEW ANTILA CD PLAYER

STunning sound quality and captivating good looks create a striking impression in any environment.

THE NEW ANTILA CD PLAYER WITH ITS UNIQUE MD* ACTIVE DIFFERENTIAL MULTI-DAC CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES BREATHTAKING REALISM AND A TACTILE PANORAMIC IMAGE.

LIPS ENSURES THE ULTIMATE SIMPLICITY IN USE AND FLEXIBILITY FOR THE FUTURE.

ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL YOU TRULY BELIEVE.

TO LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER CALL LEEMA ACoustics ON 01938 811900 OR LOG ON TO WWW.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

BEAUTIFULLY ENGINEERED SOUND

Cupra SINGLE CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

Hydra SLAVE AMPLIFIER

Tingus AUDIOPHILE STEREO AMPLIFIER

Cygnus ADVANCED PHONO STAGE
"forget Blu-Ray and HD-DVD - the future of digital audiophile hi-fi is broadband..."

Paul Rigby

On the face of it, the future of quality music reproduction is quite depressing. After all, CD has ruled the roost for a long time. There was an audiophile backlash of sorts - we saw DVD-A and SACD enter with a fanfare, stage left, and for those of us who care about the quality of music, this introduction seemed like the first brick in the wall of a brave new audio world.

Instead, what happened? We're now watching both DVD-A and SACD leaving, slightly shocked and disorientated, with their tails between their legs, covered in rotting veg and broken eggs, stage right. Am I angry that the music industry didn't do a better job with these formats? That two audio formats existed at all when one might have had a chance and that ridiculous political and revenue-screwing posturing caused confusion amongst recording artists, studios and, most of all, the retail sector? Damn right I am!

So, what, in fact, took CD's place as the dominant music format? Lossy downloads, that's what. Instead of moving up the ladder of quality, a trap door appeared below and sucked us, ladder and all, into an iPod-lined hell. If it wasn't so funny, I'd cry. I still might.

However, like the rotation of your turntable, what goes around comes around. There are lessons in history that we are replaying right now, albeit in a shiny and rather more plastic manner, that might still save us all. We have been here before and here's the links: for vinyl, think Victorian live concerts; for CD, think the 78 and for iPod, think the 45.

Before the introduction of the 78, getting up off your backside and strolling to a concert was the thing to do. Fans of the concert were the 19th century version of the audiophile. Music could be heard in all its glory. Then that dreaded word 'convenience' lead to an explosion of 78-playing contraptions. Why get wet going to concerts? Why suffer sitting behind the woman in the big hair so you can't see the stage? Now, the 78 would make life simpler, the entire orchestra would be present in your living room and all for a fraction of the cost. Different convenience-based reasons surrounded the CD but, like the CD, the 78 restricted sound quality.

Evidence R&B artist, Ivory Joe Hunter, the subject a recent reissue from the specialist label, Ace Records. Because Ivory Joe was a singer-pianist he would quite often lean into the microphone. This artist had a voice to shake the foundations of the Tower of Babel which meant that his recordings experienced excessive distortion, which remained on the studio acetates. "The acetates revealed a level of passion in performance that the 78 masked," said Tony Rounce, archivist for Ace. "We found more music on the original acetates. This music was recorded hot and loud but Ivory Joe caused the VU meter to go into the red and gave the studio engineer apoplexy. By the time the processed music arrived on a 78, you didn't necessarily notice that because it was a fairly primitive medium from a hi-fi point of view. So you didn't hear that he was screaming and shouting."

The 45rpm vinyl appeared when the 'kids' wanted some element of portability and specificity. The portability became fugacity with the Dansette record player and listening to music on the move became the jukebox. Though, with the iPod, you take the music with you on your travels. For the jukebox, you travelled to the music. For the above, the end product, the audiophile nirvana, was the vinyl album.

We are currently facing a similar position. After the 78RPM disc came vinyl. If history is to repeat itself, our next principle audio format will be 'the one'. That is, Blu-Ray or HD-DVD. However, we've been here before and I'm not convinced. While both will achieve success as DVD-killers, due to the HDTV buying frenzy, inherent advanced video facilities and associated support via Sky, as an audio format, both are destined to go the same way as 16rpm vinyl in the '50s - down the toilet. As the 45rpm vinyl single was a cousin to the 'ultimate music experience', the vinyl album, I wonder if tomorrow's equivalent 'ultimate' will derive from the digital download destined for iPods?

I believe that future audiophile music will also eventually arrive via this method. Maybe we will have to wait for the broadband pipe to widen until the next generation of ADSL (i.e. ADSL2+) arrives in the near future to improve possible audiophile data download speeds from up to 8Mbit/s to up to 16Mbit/s or ADSL3+ with speeds of up to 54Mbit/s in 2010 (that's only three years away). Ultimately, you can forget Blu-Ray and HD-DVD - the future of digital audiophile hi-fi is broadband.
Make it a date!

23rd - 25th February 2007
10am - 5pm every day
at the Marriott City Centre Hotel
Lower Castle St. Bristol

Over 130 brands... with more booking every week!

HI-FI, HOME CINEMA, FLAT SCREENS, PROJECTORS, CUSTOM INSTALLATION - IT'S ALL AT BRISTOL

and there are lots more surprises in store!

Here's a sneak peek at some early product launches...

Arcam – see and hear the amazing new Solo Movie.
Denon – launch of the CX3 Series and compact hi-end stereo system.
ProAc – Hexa Tower, A small, very slim speaker.
Quadrapsire – showing the new Qube range.

EXTRA SPECIAL 20th anniversary offers and discounts!

FREE ENTRY to anyone producing a copy of the 1987 show guide!

20th ANNIVERSARY SHOW COMPETITION
20 great prizes with the top prize of a whole system!

A QUIZ for adults (and one for children) to win yet more great prizes

Admission: Adults £8.00; Students and Senior Citizens £4.00; Accompanied children under 16 free

www.bristolshow.co.uk
"audiophiles realise the switch to AAC+ is the only hope of receiving better quality on DAB..."

steven green

The first thing Ofcom did following the announcement that DAB is adopting the AAC+ audio codec was to hold a public consultation titled, "The Future of Radio". Perfectly reasonable in the circumstances, and as Ofcom publicly encouraged the broadcasters to investigate ways of adopting the new standard last year, you would have expected that the consultation would have laid out Ofcom's plans for switching to AAC+ as quickly as possible. Unfortunately, the new codec wasn't the main topic of the consultation - in fact it wasn't even mentioned once! No, in what was probably far more of an attempt to bury bad news than anything else, the consultation (which has now closed) was about switching FM off in around ten or more years' time.

The problem is that Ofcom and the broadcasters are now petrified that there will be a "crisis in consumer confidence", if the general public finds out that there's a crisis in the future. Apparently, if DAB is to be launched, the broadcasters are far more interested in avoiding a "crisis in consumer confidence" if the general public finds out that there's a crisis in the future. Of course, if the new commercial stations switched off in ten or more years' time, they would be the last to start using AAC+; so any attempt to bury bad news would be a failure.

Personally, I think Ofcom is making a fuss about nothing anyway, because even when AAC+ stations are launched the DAB receivers that can't receive them will just carry on receiving the same MP2 stations as they have always done. Furthermore, the vast majority of listeners wouldn't even be aware that any new stations have launched, because the new channels wouldn't show up in the list of stations; so why expect them to be a consumer backlash about stations that people don't even know exist? I really have no idea. Perhaps they've been watching too many of those psychic programmes on TV!

Ofcom didn't have any qualms revealing about what's likely to happen in future; and in my view, I still think Ofcom is a "light-touch" regulator that doesn't understand the broadcasting industry. Even if the new DAB multiplex licence applicants must use the MP2 codec, which was very short-sighted in my opinion - I didn't expect them to propose to use AAC+ for all the stations on the new multiplex, but I think they should have saved a small amount of capacity to allow AAC+ stations to launch two or three years down the line. However, in contrast to Ofcom's actions, comments made by two relatively senior members of the DAB industry were found on an Internet blog, which showed that the broadcasters are far more interested in using AAC+ than they or Ofcom are letting on officially.

Personally, I think Ofcom is making a fuss about nothing anyway, because even when AAC+ stations are launched the DAB receivers that can't receive them will just carry on receiving the same MP2 stations as they have always done. Furthermore, the vast majority of listeners wouldn't even be aware that any new stations have launched, because the new channels wouldn't show up in the list of stations; so why expect them to be a consumer backlash about stations that people don't even know exist? I really have no idea. Perhaps they've been watching too many of those psychic programmes on TV!

Ofcom didn't have any qualms revealing about what's likely to happen in future; and in my view, I still think Ofcom is a "light-touch" regulator that doesn't understand the broadcasting industry. Even if the new DAB multiplex licence applicants must use the MP2 codec, which was very short-sighted in my opinion - I didn't expect them to propose to use AAC+ for all the stations on the new multiplex, but I think they should have saved a small amount of capacity to allow AAC+ stations to launch two or three years down the line. However, in contrast to Ofcom's actions, comments made by two relatively senior members of the DAB industry were found on an Internet blog, which showed that the broadcasters are far more interested in using AAC+ than they or Ofcom are letting on officially.

Overall, although Ofcom's actions suggest that they're playing things safe, it should be remembered that they're a "light-touch" regulator that promotes self-regulation wherever possible", and the comments made by members of the DAB industry on an Internet blog were far more revealing about what's likely to happen in future; and in my view, I still think we'll see AAC+ stations launched in the next few years.
At last! She's Here!!
Alison Krauss & Union Station - Live
Stamford Price: £59.99

At last! He's Here!!
Stevie Ray Vaughan
Texas Flood
Stamford Price: £25.99

They're Joined By!!
Corrine Bailey Rae
Debut album
Stamford Price: £15.45

At Last!!
Yes – Fragile
(AAPP-7211) LP
Stamford Price: £27.99

The Home of Classic, Pure Pleasure, Speakers Corner, EMI, Mobile Fidelity, Akarma, and Sundazed Record Labels
Blues - Jazz - Rock - Classical - Folk - 60's, 70's, 80's, 90's, 00's Pop
Please visit our online shop to fully appreciate the diversity of 180/200gram vinyl in store
Or phone 01223 894999 - Our fully trained friendly staff will be more than willing to help!

NEW YEAR SALE!!!
£2.99
PER ALBUM
2nd Hand Titles see www.stamfordaudio.com

Sole European Distributor of The Hercules Power Supply for the Linn LP12 Turntable!!!

"Thanks for supplying me a product worth every penny that make me enjoy listening to music even more"
One of our many testimonials
As we are constantly told, the UK economy has been robust for many years now; the last big recession was circa 1991. After fifteen years or so UK plc looks stable and relatively prosperous, both features that make it an attractive marketplace for foreign manufacturers. As a result I cannot remember a time when so many producing hi-fi manufacturers, as a result I cannot remember a time when so many producing hi-fi manufacturers. All the same, there’s no doubt of rain this year have put a damper to the festive season. The torrents away from the shops in the run up to Christmas. In the past, the consumer electronics market has relied upon innovation on a global scale to stimulate sales. One of the biggest was the arrival of CD of course, but that was back in 1983. Since then, the technological landscape has become increasingly fragmented and complicated, with competing technologies making the way ahead look increasingly unclear. We just don’t have big sales drivers these days.

There are no compelling new technologies in high quality audio nowadays, and those that exist at all rarely have a clearly defined role to play, nor a clear set of attributes in the way that CD once did. Because of this, both successors to CD, DVD-A and SACD, seem to be on their way out, even though they have much to offer. Neither proved an attractive technology, as much to the music industry that seemingly put little effort into their promotion, nor to a confused buying public. It could just be that Blu-Ray will be used for music in future, because it has been specified to carry up to six channels of 24/192 digital audio, but I have my doubts here.

You see, the music business seriously geared up for surround-sound in the late 1990s, which requires heavy investment in the studio, but it hasn’t happened in the home. Rather, ‘home cinema in a box’ is as far as buyers have been willing to go in allowing all this into their home. This will blunt the attraction of Blu-Ray as a music carrier, as to exploit it you have to install surround-sound - and that just isn’t an option for most people. Full on surround systems are very intrusive. Worse, Blu-Ray will be in competition with HD-DVD to be the format of the future for High Definition pictures. I am hoping Blu-Ray will be a far less complex set up proposition than current DVD based surround-sound systems, but even if it is I am unsure consumers will ever rush out at Christmas to buy such a technological monster for their home. Let’s face it, when CD was introduced, to get into the latest in digital technology you merely had to buy a player and a few discs. To install surround-sound and video properly you must re-plan and even rebuild your lounge. No wonder it hasn’t taken off.

The iPod is a simple to understand, affordable and self-contained proposition - much in the way a CD player was. Hardly surprising then that it has been such a big seller for so long. This is where music sales went to, at least for Britain’s younger buyers - especially those struggling to pay off large mortgages. Music on the move has never been so popular, it would seem, and these items will surely move across shop counters before Christmas.

The portable market apart, there’s every sign that spending will be slow on Britain’s high streets this Christmas, in hi-fi as in other sectors. Britain’s market, one that currently looks so attractive to those overseas, may be slowing down. I hope that I am wrong, and that next year will find Britons no less prosperous than the last, but somehow I am beginning to suspect that too much money is being squeezed out of us all for it not to have a serious affect upon the nation’s well being in 2007.
Blind Willie McTell
Statesboro Blues The Early Years: 1927-1935

This month we're awash with CDs, themed around how record labels place their personality on a record. With Document and this McTell reissue, that means taking an original recording and trying to improve its sound from a poor quality source.

"Some of the 78s were recorded by another colleague using Cedar then the final clean-up was made by me," explained Document mastering engineer Alan Taylor. "Other tracks were in our archive so had been processed years before. Some of them were new tracks, sourced from dedicated collectors. The problem was both trying to get the best out of the tracks and for them all to sound similar in quality. Difficult because there were examples that were in poor condition. Even for those earlier processed tracks, the task had not been completed despite improvements in the original sound. My task was to make the music more mellow and to move to a point where we think the music would have sounded when it was originally recorded."

Taylor is adamant that the result has more to do with the fact that he's a blues fan and, hence, has a more sympathetic ear to the result. And this is the crux of this month's column. Music is in the ear of the beholder. McTell certainly had an ear — he was sheer blues class. He was an incredible guitarist and an excellent singer. He also worked for different labels and, because of politics, recorded under various names such as Georgia Bill, Blind Sammie, Hot Shot Willie or just plain Blind Willie. McTell, especially in these early recordings — surely the highlights of his career — shows both power and the ability to tell stories. The tracks are superbly 'processed' by Document giving the final work both clarity and immediacy. Highly recommended for all guitar blues fans.

HAZELTINE-MRAZ TRIO
Manhattan
ABERCROMBIE-GOMEZ-JACKSON
Structures

Chesky can undoubtedly be classified as 'audiophile' both in how it records its music and in its presentation. Both these disks are Hybrid SACDs, both of these recordings were recorded in a church, a favourite location used for its unique acoustic properties. "Both were also recorded using a single point microphone," added co-founder for the label, David Chesky. "We also like to add as little processing to that recording as possible. We're really going for transparency."

Chesky said that the recording engineer takes a couple of takes for each song and takes the best from each to form the final CD, "We have a special soundfield microphone that we've modified which records in surround. The microphone is split into capsules. You have the M capsule which is the mono signal, S for the side signal, W for the pressure and Z for the height. By adding the capsules together you can get a three dimensional sound signal. If you listen to our recordings, you feel that you're in a real space."

The initial recording is created for the SACD, which is then downsampled for the CD layer on top. As for the resultant sound, yes, you do feel as though you are sitting alongside the musicians sharing their own 'space'. There is a certain intimacy between musician and listener on both of these recordings. In the Hazeltine-Mraz Trio, the group perform music from the likes of Dave Brubeck, Jimmy Van Heusen, Harold Arlen and Ennio Morricone. As you might expect, the percussion provides the biggest shock. Its tonal response is very 'real' — but that's probably because we're all used to the drums being the main studio-processed instrument in any band. Both bass and piano sound remarkably free with room to manoeuvre and the trio work effectively and efficiently together. The trademark church sonics are also immediately apparent and work well. There is some complex stuff here but the artists take the musical exchanges in their stride, skipping through the tempo changes with ease.
PETE TOWNSHEND
Scoop/Another Scoop/ Scoop 3
SPV
Townshend has been the target of a major reissue programme of late. In addition to the headline CDs, other albums include 'Chinese Eyes', 'White City', 'Psychoderelict', 'The Iron Man and Deep End Livin'. Townshend’s Scoop projects are, however, the albums which really get under his skin because they present the man at his most vulnerable. Townshend takes each track, often, the bare bones version of a Who classic or a solo outing which include some tracks such as 'Tough Boys' on Scoop 3 — which changed their names in the final release ('Rough Boys', in the latter case) or, on the same album, Townshend’s 'All Lovers Are Deranged' with the original music he composed for it as opposed to the music that was created for him via Pink Floyd's David Gilmour. Some of his stripped tracks are surprisingly effective. 'Athena', for example, is an excellent piece of work. It is also interesting to hear Townshend’s stripped version of Who songs which are normally sung by his friend and band colleague, Roger Daltrey.

That there are so many of these songs available to us, after all of this time, via personal archives, is not such a big surprise after all. Townshend used home recording technology beginning with the first songs he wrote for The Who in the mid 1960s. He may have been one of the first musicians to actually 'write' songs on multi-track recorders and present them to his band, rather than simply relying on paper and pencil, simply because Townshend can’t write music. Hence, this so-called problem made the recording process doubly important for him. SPV has allowed the music to speak for itself, for good or ill, in a stripped format with varying quality. This personal and fascinating diary should be grabbed at the earliest opportunity by all Who fans.

JOHN PIZZARELLI
Dear Mr. Sinatra
ANN HAMPTON CALLAWAY
Blues In the Night
AL DI MEOLA
Consequence Of Chaos
As Chesky, SPV and Document have their own ways of doing business, so Telarc has its own signature method too. Michael Bishop, Senior Recording Engineer for Telarc says, "the approach for jazz is in the same approach I take when recording classical — in the type of equipment I use, the attention to detail, the signal path and the room type. The standard group process is to multi-track a performance with instrument and performance isolation. It’s hard for a group to swing if each member is in four different rooms; with little or no eye contact the only communication is by way of headphones. They’ve been taken out of their natural environment and put into something artificial."

Bishop prefers the 'live' recording approach in as large a room as possible, although acoustically modified. Difficult, today, as big studies have been busy closing down. Quality kit is used. Multiple mics record the music and Bishop depends on the bleed between the microphones to fill in the gaps. This is similar to how jazz was recorded from the 1940s-1960s. All these albums have utilised this method which gives the recordings both big and intimate sound. However, there’s certainly a freedom and vibe in the performances with, in Pizzarelli’s case, an in-the-Capitol-studio-during-the-’50s-feel and, with Callaway, her night-club-Cleo-Lane-a-like approach. All three albums are highly recommended. Pizzarelli interprets the Sinatra songs 'his way', something Jamie Cullum summarily failed to do on his album, 'Twentysomething', for example. Callaway has a deep, husky even, arguably, 'black' voice for a white gal — she also has obvious power which she restrains for effect during ballads whilst Di Meola’s release is not his best but an eclectic overview and an excellent entrée in his music. PR
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Diverse Vinyl
+44 (0)1633 256261
www.diversevinyl.com

Stamford Audio
+ 44 (0) 1223 894999
www.stamfordaudio.com
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Welcome to the Hi-Fi Show - like no other

Another record for this, the best loved High End Home Entertainments show in the UK; virtually all major suites sold within three months of the previous show.

Northern Sound & Vision (the Manchester Show) maintains an enviable record for the North of England which has historically hosted the biggest HiFi Shows in the country.

Now into its 8th year the show continues to grow both in footfall and exhibitor support, and is regarded as the friendliest and most effective of all UK shows.
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Download your privileged ticket today and save money

Our privileged tickets are unique to us and each year many thousands are redeemed. There's nothing to pay until you arrive and there are considerable benefits to be had.

So don't pay the full whack, save money and get your free latest edition magazines / complimentary programme. Visit www.chestergroup.org and download your tickets today. All you need to do is to print it.
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Transparent Distribution
TV Stands UK Ltd
UKD
Vertex AQ Ltd
World Designs
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Designing Speakers

Part 4 Quarter Wave and Transmission Line systems

Transmission Lines are often considered the true enthusiast's speakers. Peter Comeau looks at their heritage.

Last month we showed how the port of a bass reflex loudspeaker helps extend output at lower frequencies by exciting a Helmholtz resonance in the air volume of the cabinet. The mass of air in the port is, if you like, acting as a passive drive unit that augments the output of the main bass unit.

Now it doesn't take a leap of imagination to translate that mass of air in the port into a second passive drive unit. We call this a Passive Radiator (PR) or Auxiliary Bass Radiator (ABR). The PR can be as simple as a drive unit without a magnet and voice coil, in fact it is quite common to use the same cone and surround as the active bass unit. You can achieve better efficiency and extension by designing a PR specifically for the job, however, and there are several software programs that can help you do that.

Now that we have shown that the port or PR is behaving as a drive unit, albeit a passively driven one, why don't we make the port or PR the drive unit proper? This is what happens in a bandpass enclosure where the port or PR provides all the bass output from the system. Fig. 1 shows a cutaway of a bandpass enclosure and its response.

So we can use a bandpass enclosure to provide bass without the necessity of a crossover. There are downsides to its use in hi-fi, however. For a start the filter slopes approximate to 18dB/octave at each side, better than a vented box but worse than a closed box and, remember, you will need greater overall enclosure volume than an equivalent closed box system because of the added front enclosure. The front enclosure also contributes considerable ringing artefacts and pipe resonances outside the bandpass response, all of which are clearly audible, and can only be controlled using considerable amounts of enclosure damping which reduces system efficiency. The end result is that you don't often see bandpass enclosures used in high performance hi-fi systems.

THE QUARTER WAVE LINE

There is another, high efficiency, way of using a port in the box to provide bass output and that is the Quarter Wave Line. This type of enclosure utilises a pipe resonance to augment output. The principle is well known in musical instruments where a column of air in a tube is excited at one end with the output appearing at the open end of the tube (an organ pipe is probably the best example).

If we leave the line relatively undamped then the resonance, where the length of the line is a quarter of the wavelength, is easily excited and the output from the open end of the pipe is fairly prodigious. In addition the mass load on the driver at system resonance is such that the cone displacement is small for substantial overall output.

However, before we get too excited, the fundamental pipe resonance is not the only excitation. Harmonic modes occur at multiples of the pipe resonance, also at a very high level, and these extend right up into the midrange where they can prove extremely troublesome. Adding damping to the walls of the pipe can reduce the level, and hence audibility, of these modes but the efficiency of the system is also reduced. Similarly, as the most objectionable mode is the third harmonic, mounting the driver up to a third of the way down the line from the closed end will
A BandPass enclosure is a special type of bass reflex where the active drive unit is loaded by an air volume at the rear and front. The rear volume can be a closed box or a vented box (Bose have a patent on the latter principle) whilst the port in front of the drive unit provides the main output.

You can see that the port acts as a filter in front of the active drive unit and has the typical bass reflex performance with a system resonance positioned higher in frequency (blue curve). By judicious juggling of the port area and length, enclosure volume and drive unit characteristics we can flatten the main peak to provide a broader 'bandpass' output (green and purple curves).

avoid undue excitation at higher frequencies.

One variation on the quarter wave line, which made its way into commercial designs from Castle, is to 'tune' the open end of the pipe by restricting its radiating area. Various DIY methods actually use a port tube but Castle's method was more ingenious. By mounting the open end of the pipe slightly above a plinth the radiating area became the gap between the plinth and column walls, and the gap could be 'tuned' to lower the Q of the LF output.

One aspect to bear in mind with quarter wave loading is the length of line required for a truly extended bass response. The wavelength at 30Hz, for example, is 12m requiring a 3m line for efficient output at this frequency - a rather large cabinet ensues! A more common use for shorter length quarter wave designs is to bolster the bass output below 100Hz from full range drivers which typically have weak bass performance and therefore need all the help they can get.

**TRANSMISSION LINE SYSTEMS**

The consideration of line length, and therefore large speaker size, brings us neatly on to the Damped Line system more commonly known as the Transmission Line speaker. TL speakers are a cross between a reflex and a quarter wave pipe. At first this seems an odd combination, neither one nor the other might appear to be a bit of a bodge. And it's true that the 'science' of TL speakers is not at all exact. Only by constructing and experimenting with a TL can you begin to get reasonable results - doing things 'by the book' doesn't often work anywhere near as well as expected.

The concept behind the true transmission line is founded on the principle that the output of the drive unit is completely absorbed, down to all except the lowest frequencies, throughout the length of the line. This concept has rarely been put into practice - the B&W Nautilus being just about the only commercial...
"Astonishing at its modest price point"
Hi-Fi World (December 2006)

Pure Audio Precision

With the lowest noise floor and "jitter" measurements in their class, the Audiolab 8000 series CD player and integrated amplifier represent a superb combination. Engineered to be absolutely pure in their presentation, nothing is added — nothing removed — just pure audio precision.

"Jitter measures just 8 Picoseconds — one of the lowest levels ever recorded in a CD player. The noise floor is reduced through the use of our unique ‘Lazy servo’ mechanism, capable of an EIAJ dynamic range of 111dB.

To find your local dealer visit www.audiolab.co.uk or call +44(0)1480 447700
Both the quarter wave line and TL systems are based on the resonance that occurs in a pipe that has one open end. The column of air in the pipe is easily excited at a frequency where the line is one quarter of the wavelength. Unfortunately harmonics of the fundamental resonance continue to midrange frequencies and require damping to avoid horrendous colorations.

Unfortunately you don't get something for nothing. If the line is left relatively undamped then, just as in the quarter wave pipe, associated modes occur at higher frequencies, usually multiples of the fundamental. These pipe resonances are clearly audible as a boom in the bass and a honk in the midrange. To overcome these modes damping is added throughout the length of the pipe. Naturally such damping reduces the efficiency of the quarter wave resonance, so to prevent lower bass from being damped to insignificance the line is often treated either by lining the walls of the pipe with foam or felt or using an open fibre form of filling such as long hair wool.

With optimum damping applied to remove all the upper pipe modes, the typical sound of a TL speaker exhibits a gradual loss in bass power as the frequency decreases until one reaches the area of the fundamental resonance when power in the room becomes significantly audible. Fans of TL speakers describe this as 'hearing bass only when it is really present'. By that they mean that the resonant boom of the typical bass reflex is missing and, instead, only programme material with considerable low bass content generates satisfying bass power.

But there are ways round this. For example tapering the line and placing the bass unit part way down the line, as well as letting the bass unit drive the line from an upper enclosure, can reduce many of the objectionable resonances without excessive damping and thus yield a bass performance which is more naturally balanced and revealing. We will explore this further when we work on our practical TL project later in the series.

Next month: Horns and Efficiency
World Designs PRE3 is not just a new preamplifier in our modular PRE/PSU/PHONO stage kits, it is a complete rethink of how best to realise the concept of a hi-fi preamplifier. Peter Comeau explains all.

Normally a line level integrated amplifier includes input switching and a volume control, so for CD, tape and tuner you don't need a preamp at all. At best you need a phono stage to boost and equalise the output of your MC or MM cartridge, and this can feed the line level input direct. We'll be introducing just such a valve phono stage later on in this series.

However there are those who prefer to have the preamp section removed from the power amplifier. The justification for this used to be that the high current and magnetic field levels floating round a power amplifier were no place to house a preamp circuit controlling the lower, input signal levels. To this we can add that a sensibly designed preamplifier will do a better job of input switching and signal control than a power amp can.

At this stage who better than the WDPRE3 designer, Andy Grove, to describe exactly how such a preamplifier can be designed. 'This preamp line stage is essentially a small S.E. triode power amp, it has a voltage amplifier, and a power output valve, which drives a load via a transformer. The valve used here is the ECC82 double triode; it's a commonly available, low gain, low impedance type. One ECC82 section is used as the input stage, and is arranged as a plain anode loaded voltage amplifier and is capacitor coupled to the power amp stage, another ECC82 triode, and this section has the output transformer as its load.

Usually it is an advantage for a line stage to have a low output impedance. Long cables and power amplifiers with transistor type input impedances (around 10k), for example, require a few milliamps of real current, even at line level voltages. One of the most common ways of achieving a low output impedance is to use a cathode follower.

There is a potential flaw with this approach however: Briefly its output impedance is "small signal" as it is generated by feedback. In some circumstances this feedback generated output impedance is useful, but if the load is potentially highly capacitive (such as a few metres of cable) then there is the possibility of slew limiting, and some possibility of oscillation. The new WDPRE3 line stage uses a high ratio output transformer, approximately 20:1: A quick calculation illustrates that, even if the transformer secondary were loaded with a 10k transistor amp input, the power amp stage would see a load of 4 MOhms. Compared to the ECC82's 10k (approximately) anode impedance this load is insignificant. Even if the load were 600 Ohms the valve's load equates to about 240k, which is still very high.

In itself the design of the output transformer was an interesting exercise. There is an interwinding screen between primary and secondary. This isolates the secondary from the primary, and means that the secondary can be floated with respect to ground, or grounded via a 10 ohm resistor. This enables ground loops between two power amps, and between the power amps and the preamp to be broken, resulting in less hum.

If there is any disadvantage to this type of line stage it's the very fact that the transformer has such a high ratio. To get 2Vrms at the transformer secondary requires 20 times that on the primary, so the output valve has to swing quite a lot of volts at its anode. However, because the load is so high
more or less infinite), distortion remains fairly low and is innocuous. The maximum output voltage is limited too; 6 or 7 Vrms is the maximum. This is something which must be borne in mind, not so much when using a power amplifier - if you have a power amp which requires 7Vrms for full power there's something wrong with it - it's when using a line integrated as a "power amp". A line integrated amp has a volume control at its input, turning down the volume effectively reduces the input sensitivity, so it's best to set the volume on the power amp in this case to maximum, or nearly so.

It's not such a big issue in practice as I've said, no power amp has an input sensitivity of 7Vrms - usually it's around 2V or less. The volts this line stage can deliver are REAL; if you want a laugh, connect a speaker to the line stage output, it will play. It opens up possibilities in power amp design, it means that you can drive the cable hard, and put a transformer at the other end, at the power amp input, and achieve a fully balanced link (or use a power amp with a fully balanced input).

Apart from the purely electrical arguments, after trying many different line stage topologies I found this type to be the best sonically. The high ratio line stage was one of those "slightly bizarre" ideas I had a few years ago, I tried it and it worked. There are more "technical" topologies such as SRPP, Mu followers, cathode followers, 10 6DJ8s in parallel and whatever else, but my argument is always: "What are you looking for? If you want transistor-like specifications then use transistors, they are better at it. If you want good sound, then look somewhere else."

So there we have it, a preamplifier capable of driving any load and maintaining its linearity no matter what cables or partnering equipment you prefer to use. The preamp does, of course, include our relay switched input board for the shortest, and cleanest, signal path, and is powered from a separate PSU in its own, matching, case. The output can be taken from the phono sockets via twin core and screen cables for pseudo-balanced operation, grounded at the power amplifier for optimum signal transfer and to minimise the effects of interference. Breaking the ground loop between preamplifier and power amplifier, and utilising an output stage capable of driving any cable and load, ensures the cleanest possible transfer of music from your source, whether it is CD, radio or vinyl. The WDPRE3 does exactly what our concept of the perfect preamplifier says it should.

Next month — Layout, construction and the PSU.
OLDE WORLDE

Performance Tuning

Classic radiohead Haden Boardman pens a personal paean of praise to what is, in his view, the ultimate audiophile tuner, the Sequerra Model One...

Radio has always played an important part in my life, and as I get older I find myself listening to the wireless more and more. It's funny that over the past fifteen years my radio choice has varied between various valve and solid-state devices. Some years ago, Hi-Fi World was of course responsible for putting the classic Leak Trougline valve tuner back on the hi-fi map. However, good as the Leak set up is, it never fully satisfied my listening experience...

Although more open and musical than the Revox B760 mine replaced, it was also quite coarse and coloured sounding, and could get slightly ragged without a strong signal. Convinced that my entire system had to be valve, I sought out the ultimate tube tuner; the Marantz Model 10B. Although this beast was better than both the aforementioned, after spending so much money on the thing, I simply could not justify its cost, and I sold it. For many years I remember that Richard Sequerra was one half of the team responsible for the Marantz 10B tuner (Sid Smith being the other designer). The Model One is nowhere near as famous as its earlier tube counterpart, despite a massive increase in sophistication. Launched in 1973, at a colossal US cost of $2,500 (a Marantz 10B was $750 only a year or so before, and a Quad FM3 roughly came in at $160), the unit remained in production for several years, and there is some "spiritual" succession today with the DaySequerra HD radios (America-only). There have always been a couple of legends that I have not been able to play with - one is the Luxman version of the 10B (only ever seen in Japan), and the other is this - the Sequerra Model One tuner you see before you.

Those with a memory will remember that Richard Sequerra was one half of the team responsible for the Marantz 10B tuner (Sid Smith being the other designer). The Model One is nowhere near as famous as its earlier tube counterpart, despite a massive increase in sophistication. Launched in 1973, at a colossal US cost of $2,500 (a Marantz 10B was $750 only a year or so before, and a Quad FM3 roughly came in at $160), the unit remained in production for several years, and there is some 'spiritual' succession today with the DaySequerra HD radios (America-only).

Most FM tuners follow fairly established lines, a front end, IF strip, demodulator and stereo decoder; where Model One differs is in the details... The Model One was launched as the ultimate in FM tuners, no expense was spared in either the unit's design or execution. This is the only radio set I know that uses a fully balanced RF front end, all the way through to the FM demodulator.

Tuning is via electronic potentiometer adjusting the tuning voltage between 7.4 to 32 volts. The IF (intermediate frequency) stage uses what is described as an eighteen pole Papoulis filter, each section containing three separate coils and two trimmer capacitors (IF alignment on this FM set may not be so easy). This section is followed by a five-stage limiter, and then on to the FM detector stage, a unique circuit called "Travis-Smith", which uses two peak detectors to attain an incredibly low distortion figure of under 0.05%, microscopic compared to most FM set distortion figures.

The stereo multiplex decoder is of course state of the 1970s art. A phase-locked loop design, the circuit has been called by its designer a "quasi-vestigal side band processing circuit"! Special filter circuits remove any trace of the original multiplex signal, and the tuner's own 38kHz oscillations, with a resultant signal-to-noise ratio in excess of 70dB. About the only redundant feature in the UK is the Dolby noise reduction.

Of course the main thing you cannot miss from the front panel is the oscilloscope, or as Sequerra call it, the Panoramic Analyser. This entire article could be dedicated to the level of sophistication built in with this unit. It serves four main functions. "Panoramic" mode displays 2MHz of the FM band, showing signal strength of the tuned station, and any other stations close by. "Tuning" not only shows signal strength (from microvolts to a volt!), but also modulation and multipath distortion. "Vector" displays stereo separation and location. Fascinating to watch, Sequerra provides facilities to connect the Vector display to the...
outsputs of any other audio device, not just stereo, but quadraphonic! So far I have resisted the temptations to reverse wire this to my preamplifier.

Connections to the rear are a pair of fixed audio outputs, a pair of variable audio outputs, four channel vector scope input, detector output and a Dolby test point. There are numerous presets for the scope, an accessory input for remote control/ presets, and a simple three tag aerial connection for 75 or 300 ohms. Even by today’s standards, this thing is a technical tour de force. Its complexity is awe-inspiring, build quality is high and finish is excellent. I may not be a huge fan of the Ight display, which is not exactly subtle, but the early LED display is from instrumentation (care of Hewlett Packard) and so, of course, is the oscilloscope. Pulling the lid off it did slightly remind me of the Marantz 10B. You can see similar architectural lines to the layout. Despite the very solid state nature of Model One. Everything is screened off in cars, and I have not been brave enough to break the seals and nose inside them.

When this tuner first arrived with me, it had not been in use for around fifteen years. Poor thing needed a good clean up. I slowly powered the unit up on a Variac, as not to shock it too much. Virtually every bulb on the front fascia had failed, switches were sticking, but the tuner burst into life. ‘Mixing It’ was on Radio 3, Black Boys of Alabama; a recording of quite immense bass - even in the workshop, with a small pair of monitors, it was clear just how clear this tuner was!

Richard sequerra very kindly sent me a list of spare parts for the displays; all of which were available from American parts supplier Mouser, and within seven days the Model One decent quality CD player and the direct speech on Radio Four was a revelation. It really does go much closer to the broadcasts then I have ever experienced before, with total freedom from sibilance, fuzzy noises and hiss. Oh how I long for a pure analogue connection between studio and transmitter, and how I look forward to a real live concert, I cannot imagine just how good this device could actually sound. I am convinced its performance is in a class above anything currently broadcast by the Beeb...

“its performance is a class above anything currently broadcast by the Beeb...”
Northern Sound & Vision
The Quality Home Entertainments Show
Radisson SAS, Manchester Airport
27-28 January 2007

Northern

The Northern Sound and Vision, held at the Radisson SAS hotel, Manchester Airport, is always a heart-warming affair. Noel Keywood previews the forthcoming events of Saturday 27th and Sunday 28th January 2007...

Your stomach may have reached the ceiling by now, and the brandy has most likely run out. Another Christmas is over, hopefully Santa will have delivered you a nice new digital stylus pressure gauge - far more interesting than an iPod - and the turkey sandwiches have been eaten by the dog. It's time to get a big bottle of champers to celebrate the New Year - and it's also time to think about a lovely Hi-fi Show.

Isn't "lovely" better applied to Catherine Zeta Jones? Well, yes, but this Manchester show has gained a deserved reputation for being friendly and enjoyable. It has a relaxing atmosphere and is held in an elegant venue, the SAS Radisson Hotel at Manchester airport. As this is conveniently situated smack-bang in the middle of the three terminals and right near the railway station, difficulty of access is not a viable excuse for not attending! I went for the first time last year and loved it. I also learnt why the Show is gathering a good reputation and how this is attracting an increasingly large range of exhibitors. Being an exhibitor myself, as well as hi-fi buff, I see it from both sides and feel that the Shows like this are just what we all need. A nice bit of relaxation, plus the opportunity to see and hear some amazing pieces of specialist hi-fi. And all that walking around will help to shift some of the Christmas pounds!

So who and what will be there? Well, me! And somewhere between me at one end of a scale of loveliness and Catherine Zeta Jones at the other lies a whole host of interesting hi-fi products and people. The Show is full at the time of writing this a couple of months beforehand I should add. And for some reason it is getting a strong reputation from European companies, possibly because it is so easy for them to get to, and attend once having arrived.

Having done some considerable research to save you the bother, we have discovered quite a few new and exciting products that will be pushed, blinking, into the public glare for the very first time. Perhaps the most intriguing of these will be found in the A.A.P.Tech room, where VEF Radiotehnika RRR will be making the long trip from Latvia to show their new FS100 flagship floorstanding loudspeakers, FS10.1 three way loudspeakers and HC9.1 home cinema surround sound setup. The company have existed since 1927, and assistant ed. Adam recognises their name from a 1970s radiogram that he used to own! This apparently had separate and large loudspeakers, which he assures us were surprisingly capable, so they could be well worth a visit!

Moving back to home territories, and Naim Audio will be occupying two rooms and using one of these to unveil their much anticipated SuperNait integrated amplifier, although whether it will be resplendent in a red cape and y-fronts is still yet to be confirmed. As well as power output and input count increases over the standard Nait, the most interesting new feature is an additional digital input available through optical or coaxial connectors, that accepts sampling rates from 32kHz to 96kHz. At last, your digital television outputs or...
computer-stored music files can be given the Naim treatment! Sticking with two channel audio, those nice people at Arcam will be demonstrating the DIVA series CD73 Compact Disc player through their new A70 amplifier. This is the new budget item from the Cambridge-based audio wizards and incorporates some filter-down technology from their more expensive products. As an example the A70 is the first budget Arcam amplifier to feature fully electronic operation of all user controls, which brings gains in reliability and sound quality.

On the dealer side of things, Orpheus Audio will be showing off some new equipment from Shanling, in the form of the CD500 CD player and A500 reference amplifier. They will also be exhibiting new loudspeakers from Acoustic Zen and Duevel, in the form of the Adagio and Planet models respectively. Looking at pictures of these, it seems that there will be some very impressive sights in their room, as well as sounds.

Whilst thinking of impressive items, Chord Electronics will be showcasing a new entry level pre and power amplifier. The power amplifier is called the SP1650 and the preamp carries the equally catchy name of CPA2500. Knowing Chord, I think we can fully expect great sound, superb build and no doubt, shiny styling.

Sugden Audio will be demonstrating an exciting range of new items, alongside Focal JM Lab’s loudspeakers. Up first will be the new Mk2 versions of the A21 amplifier and CD21 compact disc player. However, even more exciting are the new Masterclass items, which are in the form of the MBA4 monoblocks, the LA4 preamplifier and the BDT4 Compact Disc player. As an added bonus, all that Class A fabulousness running in one room should help to keep the January chills away!

We would also like to welcome a new name to the crazy world of hi-fi shows in the form of Robson Acoustics. This company, based in Cumbria, are hitting the market with a range of rather spectacular looking loudspeakers that are both designed and manufactured in the UK. Making use of exotic materials like Cumbrian slate, granite and a range of hides, they promise a “bespoke service where no design concept is rejected” so those pink velour loudspeakers you have always fancied could now be within reach. They will be demonstrating their Arabis loudspeakers along with another couple of new models that are still to be confirmed.

Finally, and the biggest news of all, this year, we are delighted to announce that Hi-Fi World will be sharing a room with World Designs. Peter Comeau and his team will be showing their WD88VA and WDCEL84 valve amplifiers, as well as unveiling the new Pre 3, PSU 3 and Phono 3 modular preamplifiers that we are currently covering in the magazine (see Page 89 for this month’s instalment!).

On the Hi-Fi World side of things, we will be demonstrating some of the equipment that has impressed us recently and, no, we’re not going to spoil the surprise by telling you what it is going to be! We hope to have a large dem room, where we’ll be playing a selection of exquisite kit, including B&W’s show-stopping 801D loudspeakers, no less!

Members of the team will be on hand all weekend to answer your queries and offer assistance and we also hope to be hosting more of the regular ‘audio clinics’ that proved so popular at the Heathrow Hi-Fi Show in September 2006. As if this wasn’t enough, the room will also feature a display of the impressive electronic test equipment from Rhode and Schwarz, as used by ourselves for equipment measurement.

So there we have it. A brief selection of the veritable cornucopia of aural delights that awaits you in Manchester has hopefully whetted your appetite suitably, although we have yet to confirm whether Catherine Zeta Jones will be attending. Don’t forget to pop over to us and say hello!
COMPONENT SUPPLIERS

Audio Synthesis
PO Box 50 Nottingahm, NG9 1DX.
Tel: 01159 224138 Fax: 01159 229701.
Email salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk.
Website www.audiosynthesis.co.uk

VISHAY BULK FOIL RESISTORS - unquestionably the world’s finest resistor for audio applications. Thousands of POS0.3W 0.5% 50ppm 1% values in stock at the lowest possible prices eg. values up to 20K at £1.50+vat. HIGH PURITY SILVERWIRE - Teflon insulated >99.99% purity, 0.6mm and 1.0mm diameter. Ideal for internal wiring, interconnects or speaker cables.

Noteworthy Audio Limited,
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury,
Buckinghamshire, HP20 2LH
Tel: 01296 422224
email: info@noteworthyaudio.co.uk
web: www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Suppliers of a selected range of audiophile valve kits & components. Including the Stoeckel range of valve amplifiers. Audio Note one times oversampling Dac Kit 1.1 and Lowther drive units. Plus a range of components and accessories from Eichmann, Furutech, Wonder Solder, Caig and many more. For a list of the extensive range of manufactured products and the special offers we stock please see our website or call for details. We are open from 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday, with demonstration stock of our kits available - please call in advance to book an audition.

Audiocom Int. Ltd
Unit 14 Pier Road, Pembroke Dock,
Pembrokeshire, SA72 6TR
Tel: 01646 685601 Fax: 01646 685602
Website: www.audiocominternational.com
E-mail: info@audiocominternational.com

Extensive range of audio passive and active components including DACT, Black Gate, Sanyo, Elna & Vishay. We are the manufacturer and sole distributors for Astral ASD series and Insvisus discrete regulators. Visit our online store for pricing and information. Secure online ordering available.

LOUDSPEAKER KIT SUPPLIERS

Audio Laboratories (Leeds)
3 Kildare Terrace Industrial Estate Leeds
LS12 1DB UK
Tel/Fax +44 (0)113 2440378

Arkless Electronics.
Tel. 01670 829891
E-mail: arkless.electronics@btinternet.com
Specialist in repairs, restoration and modifications to all amplifiers, valve or solid state, ancient and modern. Design service for companies and hobbyists. Amps, preamps, phonostages, active crossovers, psu’s etc custom built to order. Kits built/debugged. Please enquire for any other services. Ex design engineer for well known hi-fi companies.

IPL Acoustics,
Chelsea Villa, Torrs Park,
Ilfracombe, North Devon, EX34 8AY
Tel/Fax: 01271 867439
Please visit website for full catalogue of products: www.iplacoustics.co.uk

Impact Audio
Unit 102, The Courtyard
Radway Green Business Centre
Radway Green, Crewe,
Cheshire, CW2 5PR.
Tel: 01270 882423 Fax: 01270 882424
email: info@impactaudio.co.uk
Website: www.impactaudio.co.uk
Main UK distributors of VI$AT0N loudspeaker kits, drive units and accessories. We offer over 35 professionally designed kits from one of Europe’s leading manufacturers. Drive units include the MHT 12 ribbon tweeter, TI 100 titanium cone midrange and the new TIVV range of high power woofers. Contact us for a free catalogue or visit our website for full details.

Wilmislow Audio
50 Main Street, Broughton
Astley, Leicester, LE9 6PD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Email: sales@wilmislowaudio.com
Website: www.wilmislowaudio.com
Contact us for a copy of our FREE Full Colour Catalogue or visit our Website with secure online ordering.

The UK’s largest supplier of loudspeaker kits, drive units and components. We also have a range of subwoofer kits & amplifier modules available. Official UK distributor for ATC, Morel, Fender, Scan-speak, Seashell and Voigt. Beware of imitations, we only stock drive units made by the genuine manufacturers. We offer a full repair and upgrade service on most makes of loudspeakers.

VALVE AND OUTPUT TRANSFORMER SUPPLIERS

Chelmer Valve Company Ltd
The Stables, Badow Park
Great Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex,
CM2 7SY
Tel: 01245 241300 Fax: 01245 241309.
Email: sales@chelmervalve.com
Web Site: www.chelmervalve.com

Premium range of audio valves, tested/selected for low noise, hum, microphony; power valves burnt-in. Huge stock of valves/tubes of all types, audio valves (inc. NOS types), industrial etc. Also large stocks of semiconductors. Many obsolete types.

Billington Export Ltd
1E Gillmans Trading Estate
Billinghurst, West Sussex RH14 9EZ
Visitors by appointment only
Fax: 01403 783519
E-mail: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk
Web: www.bel-tubes.co.uk

Guaranteed new/old stock valves for audio & industrial use. Use Vintage types including Mullard, GEC, Telefunken & RCA. Large stocks of Chinese & Tesla. Major stockists of the Billington Gold brand. Free catalogue on request. Attractive prices on large orders. Minimum order £100.00

REPAIRS & RESTORATION

The UK’s Leading Service & Restoration Specialists. Repairs/Restorations to Modern/Classic/Vintage valve hi-fi, musical and cinema amplifiers, control units etc. We will even build that kit for you or design something special. Please visit our Website at: www.audiolabs.co.uk for complete details of our comprehensive services. Alternatively, contact us at:

Audio Laboratories (Leeds)
3 Ilkwood Terrace Industrial Estate Leeds
LS12 1DB UK
Tel/Fax +44 (0)113 2440378

To advertise in this space please call
020 7372 6018
or email:
advertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk
GOING, GOING, GONE!

Has anyone else noticed how the growth of the internet is changing the way we hi-fi enthusiasts behave towards each other? I have been making changes to my system for thirty years (getting there...) and until a few years ago buying and selling my used hi-fi has been fun. You could be unlucky and get the odd rogue, and some people have always been economical with the truth; but usually you found those you were dealing with were honest, fellow enthusiasts. Everyone knew that bad behaviour would end up affecting us all and I have made many good friends this way; some I have now known for years, and we still buy and sell our stuff to each other. But things are changing... and not for the better.

The growth of internet sites has fostered a much harsher mentality where the object is purely to get goods at the very lowest price. We are now creating a generation which meets Oscar Wilde's dictum of people who know the price of everything and the value of nothing. I find that the notion of a band of fellow enthusiasts with lots in common is dying out. Using the internet you get brusque demands, lots in common is dying out. Using the internet you get brusque demands, descriptions of goods are often exaggerated, or just plain false. If you do finally manage to speak to people they are suspicious and often seem driven by nothing but price. Just to add to the mix there are plenty of scammers out there preying on us. The sellers are all enthusiasts and also tend to be regulars, so most wouldn't dare sell any duffers as their reputation will suffer!

Sadly eBay is having something of a knock-on effect here as well, as some sellers are increasing prices to somewhat unrealistic levels as that's what one sold for on eBay last week. That said, I will not be giving up on eBay any time soon as there is still too much rare and unusual equipment on there that gets me all childishly excited. I like to think that I can pick the good items from the suspect ones, but each new transaction adds a further element of nervousness as I wait to see if my new bargain will arrive in one piece, if it arrives at all.

The sellers are all enthusiasts and also tend to be regulars, so most wouldn't dare sell any duffers as their reputation will suffer!

Laser Death

Adam, rest assured that the laser in your Marantz CD94 is not about to die unless you send it for service. Laser diodes and their balancing diodes are vulnerable to static electricity before installation. If you experience mistracking it is more likely to be a dusty lens or an imperfectly set-up focus error servo. If your mystery turntable has no nameplate could it be a Revolver kit or something else supplied by MOTH?

Leslie Bourne

Thank you for setting my mind at rest! I can assure you that I have had no tracking problems at all with the CD94 but whenever I see
CARTRIDGE SELECTION STYLUS HEADPHONE SELECTION

Golding

Elektra £33 £28 GEX £24
1006 £76 £62 GEX £54
1012 GX £95 £76 GEX £67
1022 GX £126 £104 GEX £96
1042 £144 £117 GEX £108
Ercoa LX/H £135 £113 GEX N/A
Elite £238 £194 GEX N/A

GRADO Award winning Headphones
Prestige Series SR-60 £75
SR-100 £90
SR-125 £140
SR-225 £175
Reference Series RS-1 £635
RS-2 £450

REPLACEMENT STYLUS

Goldring

Elektra £33 £28 GEX £24
1006 £76 £62 GEX £54
1012 GX £95 £76 GEX £67
1022 GX £126 £104 GEX £96
1042 £144 £117 GEX £108

GEX £24
GEX £54
GEX £67
GEX £96
GEX £108

Eroica

DUH £135 £113

Lyra

Dorian £495 £395 EX
Argo £795 £635 EX

GEX £24
GEX £54
GEX £67
GEX £96
GEX £108

EE2 £16

GRADO - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX - Exchange price same make moving coil cartridge

Order direct online or Tel/Fax (01757) 288652
MANTRA AUDIO (HEW), Town End House, Skupwith, Selby, North Yorkshire YO8 5SZ

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES, TUBES AND SEMI-CONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.
UNIT 4, DAUX ROAD, BILLINGSHURST, WEST SUSSEX, RH14 9SJ

PHONE 01403 785 600
FAX 01403 785 656

A selection of our stocks of New Original Valves/Tubes.
Many other brands available

STANDARD TYPES

ECC83 EJ 4.00
ECC85 RFT 12.00
ECC88 BRIMAR 6.00
ECC89 MULLARD 10.00
ECL81 MULLARD 4.00
ECL82 MULLARD 6.00
EF86 PHILLIPS 20.00
EL84 MULLARD 40.00
EZ81 MULLARD 12.00
EZ80 MULLARD 5.00
G33/37 MULLARD 25.00
G33/3 MULLARD 25.00
G234 JAPAN 15.00
S48 BRIMAR 7.50
6V6GT BRIMAR 7.50
12B1/17 BRIMAR 12.00
12E1 STC 10.00
13EI STC 85.00
807 HYTRON 7.50
811A USSH 10.00
6880 MULLARD 10.00

SPECIAL QUALITY TYPES

A2900/CV6091 GEC 17.50
E122C SIEMENS 10.00
E88CC MULLARD 20.00
E88CC/CV492 MULLARD 15.00
E88CC GOLD PIN TESLA 8.00
ECC81/CV4024 MULLARD 7.50
ECC81/162 MULLARD 10.00
ECC81/301 MULLARD 12.50
ECC82/CV4033 MULLARD 20.00
ECC82/M136 MULLARD 22.50
ECC83/CV4044 MULLARD 40.00

AMERICAN TYPES

5R4G Y LA 7.50
5U4GB SYLVANIA 15.00
5Y3G TESLA 10.00
6B8GT SYLVANIA 22.00
6H8C GE 20.00
6FQ7 SYLVANIA 7.50
6L6GC SYLVANIA 12.50

OTHER TYPES

E88CC TESLA 4.00
ECC81 RFT 4.00
ECC82 RFT 8.00
E84G USSR 8.00
EL84 USSR 4.00
EL34 SVETLANA 10.00
E134 E1 6.00
KT88 SVETLANA 30.00
6CA7 E1 8.00
6L7GT USA 7.50
6SN7GT USA 10.00

Please visit our NEW website www.langrex.co.uk

These are a selection from our stock of over 6000 types. Please call or fax for an immediate quotation on any types not listed. We are one of the largest distributors of valves in the UK.

Same day despatch Visa/Access acceptable, Obsolete types a speciality. Credit card min order £10.00.

Open to callers Mon-Fri, 9am-4pm, Closed Saturday.

Add 17.5% VAT to total inc UK & P&P small orders £5.00, Large/high value/0'sea please enquire.
Adam's eBay bargain; an SSC Baltica turntable. Does anyone know its history?

...it mentioned anywhere, a doom-laden comment is invariably included regarding the lasers failing and their now unobtainable status. The biggest problem I have found with the CD94 is with the multiple belts that are used in the drawer loading and laser positioning mechanism - these have to be replaced every few years and mine are on their way out again so it would appear that I need to wield a screwdriver in its direction once more.

As to my mystery deck, the time has clearly come to call upon the collective knowledge of the Hi-Fi World readership and so here is a photo of the beast. All I know so far is that it is a well-made and weighty two-speed belt driven unit, with a sticker under the platter that informs me that it is an SSC Turntable Baltica - who SSC were and where the Baltica came in their range is still a mystery. It appears to use the same arm as the Acoustical 3100 turntable that dates from the late 1960s. I assume this is the original item as the top plate is specifically cut to accept it and the cueing device. If anyone can tell me anything about this unit and its history, I'd love to hear from you!

DUAL DECISION
I have recently purchased a used DUAL CS-503-1 turntable and I am looking to identify what would be a suitable range of replacement cartridges for this model. Alternatively, it has the original Dual DMS 249E cartridge. Could you please recommend a replacement stylus, if available?

Alan Salisbury

Well, its good news, as the Diamond Stylus Company (www.diamond-stylus.co.uk; 01492 860880) will sell you a replacement DNS 249E stylus for the sum of £25. Alternatively, although a good budget unit in its day, the CS503-1 doesn't really warrant a huge amount of expenditure on a new cartridge. However, if you feel you'd really like a change, one of my personal budget favourites, the Audio Technica AT-95EBL, will work well in the arm and never fails to impress me as to how much better it sounds than its price would suggest, which also happens to be £25. AS

DESIGN DIFFICULTY
I am eighteen years old and am just about to start my design and technology project for A level. You may think I'm absolutely mad but I have decided to build some scaled down mini Bang and Olufsen Beolab 5s - that's right, the ten grand ones! However, I have no idea what drivers I should use or where to buy them? Any suggestions would be helpful.

Oily

Now that's an intriguing prospect! Really it depends on how much you want to scale down, as the real thing uses a fifteen inch subwoofer, six inch upper bass driver, three inch dome midrange and a one inch tweeter. Depending on your budget, drivers can be sourced from the likes of Peerless, ScanSpeak, SEAS or Audax, or if you're really cash-strapped, then your local Maplin store has a reasonable range. Personally, I would be interested to see the finished result but, bearing in mind that the real thing uses some serious digital signal processing, room correction is critical. AS
and 2500Watts of amplification per speaker to achieve its sonic performance, I'm not so sure I'd be quite as keen to hear them... AS

EUROPA UBER ALLES
Some years ago I removed a tonearm from an old Japanese record player. I now would like to mount it on a Thorens TD 150. As I do not have a mounting template my problem is how to find the right distance from the arm pivot to the spindle. Is there any simple method to find it out (no mathematics beyond the basics please)?

Another issue: I very much appreciate that you also review vintage products. Regrettably, you seem to focus on British and Japanese equipment. What about Philips or Saba Telewatt tube amplifiers (the Philips AG9015 or Telewatt VS56 really sound excellent)? What about B&O, Grundig (they both have superb tuners), Cabasse, etc.?

Philips Black Tulip, Holland's 1970s attempt to stem the Japanese tide. Is it a classic?

From old hi-fi catalogues I know that these brands have been on the market in Britain. Therefore they should be obtainable for a review.

What about vintage full range loudspeakers? In German internet chat rooms there is much hype about Saba Greencones, Isophon and Telefunken full range loudspeakers. On flea markets you get them for a few pounds (from radios, portable record decks etc) and they have a really astounding sound quality. Combine them with a T-amp and you will be surprised to have a top sound quality system at extremely low costs.

Johann Pummer

The makes you mention hardly existed in the UK Johann. Although Philips have been in the UK since the 1930s they have never had much of a presence in the top end of the market. Even Black Tulip got re-labelled Black Turnip and disappeared as fast as you might imagine. Only Dual and Thorens from Germany were popular; plus Ortofon from Denmark. B&O kept aloof from the serious hi-fi market, as they detested criticism and comparison. All of us here at Hi-Fi World go to vintage hi-fi fairs, and we know what is to be found.

Most pickup arms use a turntable spindle to arm pillar (centres) distance of 220mm. With a cartridge fitted you should get an overhang of 10-12mm or so, when the cartridge is in the centre of its adjustment range within the headshell. The cartridge should be at a tangent to the LP grooves at 7.5mm (inner grooves) and 12.2mm from LP centre - use a protractor to check this.

I can sympathise with your concerns regarding items we may miss but the simple fact of the matter is that we try and concentrate on equipment that was well known in the UK - as far as I am aware Saba and Philips were never particularly common over here for higher end equipment, with the possible exception of the latter's Black Tulip range which purported to be high end but, er... wasn't! As for B&O, I am a closet fan and so will be doing my best to sneak some in and said it is still on, still work in progress. He's done an enormous amount of thinking, and I would expect it to be seriously capable. Pricing is another matter: there has been talk of anything from £1,500 to £4,000, with the first sample out sometime in 2007. Well, here's something that might get Simon to put his skates on: October's Hi-Fi World Park Inn Heathrow Show saw yours truly and Pro-ject supremo Heinz Lichtenegger proping up the bar late one night. After my second ginger ale, I picked up enough courage to tell this charming Austrian that, however much I like what he's doing (and I do), he should be thinking outside the box and start to

The story goes that when I paid Simon Bennett a visit at his North London premises a year back, to view his latest products (his company, Absolute Analogue, imports Plinius, Reference 3A and Aurum Cantus, to name but three brands), we got talking about turntable design. Simon and I are both rather enthusiastic about this subject, and subsequently had extensive telephone conversations over the next few months, about what we thought would be the best way to do an ideal turntable.

We soon agreed on Direct Drive as superior, theoretically, to belt drive, and then began talking about all other matters of turntable design. We talked about isolation (I cited Pioneer's 1979 model year PL600X and PL-L1000, both of which I own, as being ideal types, as they are, to my knowledge, the only suspended subchassis Direct Drives I know, and I also mentioned Loricraft's tennis ball halves suspension system used in their Garrard 301/401 plinths). We spoke of platter materials (I cited SoundDeadSteels Isoplatmat, which SDS's Les Thompson had recently developed, as a great material).

We also talked about the best DD motor to use (some are torquier than others) and all sorts of other detail points. It had become one long fantasy Direct Drive brainstorming session...

Anyway, Simon called me again early last summer to announce he was going to make a DD himself. He'd gone away and done a lot more research, and had now found a DJ deck he regarded as a suitable candidate to modify heavily. At this stage, he couldn't say what it was, but I got the impression that it was going to be more than a lick of paint and new headshell! For example, Simon was talking about junking everything except the motor and servo control circuitry - effectively then, it's a whole new deck. Last week, Simon e-mailed in and said it is still on, still work in progress. He's done an enormous amount of thinking, and I would expect it to be seriously capable.
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Anyway, curiosity got the better of me and I went in. I had a great chat with the guy behind the counter and to my horror ended up spending money. I mean like over £100(!) in exchange for an Audio Technica OC-30 moving coil cartridge, complete with genuine SME headshell (£30) along with a small Denon step up transformer (model HA500, £90). Over the years I had often wondered what all the fuss was about moving coils, without ever really getting the chance to find out (they always seemed so expensive, why so I wondered?) so until now I had remained convinced that the practicality of my good old Shure was the way to go for me.

Boy was I in for a shock! I have been grinning from ear to ear ever since! I have no idea how you rate the Audio Technica or the Denon but suffice to say the little MC has unearthed the most magical detail from those old grooves. I just can't believe that the microgroove format (soon to celebrate its 60th birthday) was capable of such resolution. Sorry I can't have been listening to what you fellows were saying, but rest assured my listening room is now littered with LP covers every night as I rediscover my old favourites.

The rest of the system is pretty bog-standard, mostly purchased second-hand but decent quality, consisting of Leak valve amps, Croft Micro preamp, Garrard 401, SME3009, home made horn speakers using a mix of PA components (I'd be interested to hear your views on this - how about a DIY feature?).

I feel the moral of the story here is that there really is no need to spend loads of your hard earned to enjoy this hobby, and perhaps more importantly to develop your system. And here's a tip to fellow Shure V15 users: do yourselves a favour and go try an MC - it's never too late! Keep up the good work!

Guy Cooper

I know what you mean - like you, I found it very difficult to go back to an MM once I was drawn in by the sound of MC. Funnily enough I also own an Audio Technica, the AT-OC9. Sadly, it is no longer in the best of health and so I am having to live with an MM once again whilst I ponder my next upgrade. To use the sort of vehicular analogy that our esteemed Editor is so fond of, it's like going back to a rough old four-pot engine after years of living with a creamy smooth V8! AS

Alright Guy, you don't have to spend big money, but only if you can find Leak amplifiers and a Garrard 401 turntable at small money! Those days are over; because the rest of

make a high-end Direct Drive. Instead of the look of horror I'd expected (I've tried this before on other turntable manufacturers, you see...), there was a wry smile. He replied in such a way as to make me believe that this could be a possibility.

Now, I am being deliberately opaque here, because I don't want to pre-empt any announcements, but I think things could be seriously interesting if the new European Prince of Turntables himself is thinking this way.

Back to the present, and yours truly has now shelled out on a Technics SL1200 of his very own. You might remember that Hi-Fi World's own Stewart Wennen produced a design for a Rega armboard mod for the Technics, some three years ago, in these very pages. This is now on sale through Origin Live for £39, and I have ordered one of these. Next, I am going to pull the deck apart, upgrade the mains cable, isolate all the electronics using Dynamat Sorbothane sheets, change the bearing oil to VDH TLF, rebuild it with an Origin Live Silver tonearm and - cue fanfare - design an outer plinth for it, introducing an extra layer of isolation, which I am having fabricated in black acrylic. This project, I hope, will appear in the next vinyl special issue in April 2007, and then we'll put it against some of our favourites, such as Noel's 401 (if he'll let me)!

Finally, we do still have a Japanese Direct Drive Superdeck Shoot Out coming up, featuring the Onkyo PX-100M, Trio L-o7D, Sony TT-S8000, Pioneer PL-L1000 and Technics SP10 Mk3, but we are still waiting for Britain's resident Direct Drive guru Richard Peachey of Vantage Audio to finish beating the Onkyo and Sony. This man was behind the Trio L-o7D feature we did in April 2005, and we are forever indebted to him for his help and assistance in making this possible. Unfortunately, a large number of readers decided they'd contact him after the feature was printed, the result being that he's been snowed under with work since then, and this has delayed our feature! DP

The issue of torque and servo feedback in Direct Drives is interesting. Technics speed sense toward to platter periphery to improve speed sensing resolution. We deliberately hounded Vestax for their top Pro DD turntable to see how Direct Drive is engineered today, as you'll find elsewhere in this issue. Hope it is of interest to all you 'Direct Drivers'. NK

THIS IMMORTAL COIL
I have been a keen reader of your august journal for some years now, on and off - I bought my first copy way back in '93, when I recall you were reviewing a Marantz 100: that was cool! I thought! Anyway, I never felt the urge to put pen to paper but something happened the other week and I figured I should attempt to relate the experience to those who, like me, have not bothered making any changes to their systems for years, either through lack of funds or simple complacency (I plead guilty on both counts). So here goes.

I happen to go to my local town the other day with the family and after dropping the car off we all went our separate ways. I usually end up browsing through the charity shops, hoping to find some elusive LP, when I came across a newly opened second-hand place, full of old and not so wonderful audio gear, along with an eclectic mix of guitars, keyboards, drums and, er, PlayStations...
MAIL

Ortofon Rondo Bronze prototype, disguised as an MC30!

the world wants a listen. Like me I suspect, you just happened to acquire these items before the internet and eBay got under way - one of the few benefits to predating the internet. I'm partial to running a Moving Magnet cartridge through a valve phono stage, which is lovely to listen to, if not the same as running a Moving Coil through same. NK

Agreed Guy - and the good news is there is better to come! I got good results from 0C5s and 0C9s through the nineties, but remember that is an eighties cartridge, and that something modern like a £500 Ortofon Rondo Bronze will really get things cooking! Spot on with car analogy Adam - wish I'd said that! DP

DAZED AND CONFUSED

I'm currently using a small headphone-based system consisting of Cambridge Audio Azur 640C, Musical Fidelity X-CAN v3, Sennheiser HD600 and van den Hul The Name interconnect. Recently, I got quite a bargain for Musical Fidelity X-Ray v3 and am really happy with my purchase and seriously considering getting a full setup. I'm writing hoping you can give me some advice on the following.

I noticed some colouration in ProAc Studio 130 midrange, and am not sure if insufficient run in or system mismatching was the cause of it. Otherwise, I really like the openness, spacious soundstage and wide dynamics of these loudspeakers. There are some good reviews on Studio 140, but haven't heard it yet.

Other speakers that I'm considering include ProAc Tablette Reference 8 Signature, Sonus Faber Domus Concertino, Spendor S5e, Focal/MLab Cobalt 806 or 816 and B&W 705 or 603 S3. My room is medium-small. Also, for the standmount speakers, can you recommend suitable stands?

With the matching MF X-series amp no longer available, I auditioned Musical Fidelity A3.5 integrated and really liked it. I'm also considering Creek 5350se, Pathos Classic One, and Sugden A21a.

Finally, can you also recommend some cables and interconnects for the system? Nordost Blue Heaven, or Chords? Please help!

Lee Y.N.

Hi Lee. In a small room you have the luxury of not needing much power, which means you can use a Sugden A21a Class A integrated. This is still the best sounding design at the price, with the big proviso that power is not needed. To this, I would hook up a pair of Revolver R16 standmounters (£500). Again, they are very sensitive for speakers of their type, and play great music with the Sugden. If you want to go the Class AB way, then I think the Vincent SV-236 is the answer, paired to Acoustic Energy AE-1 Classics, on Parstington Dreadnought stands. This is a cracking combination.

Once again, the most important thing here is the speaker-amplifier matching. This is critical and simply reeling out a list of speakers is fine in theory, but it is an academic issue. You should always look for synergies, and there is no more profound one than the electro-mechanical match between amplifier and loudspeaker.

Hope this helps! DP

GETTING IT TAPE

I want to convert my old audio tapes to CD, partly because I don't have a tape deck any more. I have been trying to find a combo with a tape deck and a CD writer. There seem to be plenty of VHS to DVD combos, so why not audio? Can you help??

Daphne & Glyn

Well, a brief scan of the StudioSpares catalogue reveals none other than the Tascam CC222, which is a combined CD-RW recorder/player and a cassette recorder/player. Heck, it even has an RIAA phono input if you wish to do some vinyl recording! Retail price is £495 plus VAT and delivery. StudioSpares can be contacted at www.studiospares.com or on 08456 441020. AS

CZECH MATE?

Dear Editor. I am surprised that you do not feature Xavion (from Czechoslovakia) loudspeakers anywhere in your lists. Are they not easily available in UK? I am interested in the new Xavian Mia Bookshelf speakers. - do you know of any reviews?

Thanks
Davin Seremban,
Malaysia

Always keen to discover new brands, I had a look on Xavian's website and I must say that their loudspeakers look rather impressive and appear to use good quality drivers. Sadly, they are not a name known in the UK and it seems that they have no UK distributor so it looks like they are currently destined to remain a
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though the M12.2s are, amplification of the calibre of the Naim NAC 202 and NAP 200 (or even the 122x/150) is deserving of even better transducers.

As to your lamp issue, unfortunately halogen items can indeed cause buzzes in sensitive hi-fi equipment. You might have to resort to switching it off when records are actually playing...

**A GOOD DEALER?**

I always like to take unbiased advice before making a purchase. My daughter is still using the Yamaha K-300 cassette deck which I bought as a result of a Quest Test by one N. Keyword some twenty five years ago...

Anyway, after years of upgrading, tweaking and general fiddling about, ten years ago I settled down with a system 10ft from the back wall. The walls are cheap plasterboard and hollow and the wooden floor has all the rigidity of a thin poolside. The problem, if you hadn't already guessed, is that the Quads just don't work in here either physically or sonically. So sadly they will have to go, but what to replace them with, without losing too much?

I have spoken to a number of dealers, but most of them have never heard of my present components just "we've got so-and-so in stock, come in for a listen." The honourable exception was a chap called Poresh at Riverside Hi-Fi, who was familiar with my existing system, and understood exactly what I wanted to achieve. His suggestion was a pair of Martin Logan Frescos, and he offered to let me try them at home to see if I liked them. On the face of it these would seem ideal wall mounted, so that's one problem out of the way, and the flat panel technology appeals. After years of listening with electrostatics I think I might struggle a bit with box speakers, no matter how good.

Before going ahead, could you please let me know if you have any experience with these Frescos? If I do take this route, will my Quicksilvers be a good match, or should I consider a change of power amp? Or is there anything else you would recommend, bearing in mind they will have to be small and able to work well if placed close to an end wall?

I am not at all interested in deep bass, as from previous experience I should be more than happy to add a REL to deal with the bottom octave. I shall also need an equipment stand. There used to be dozens on the market, but all I can find via Google is the Townshend (ugly) and the Russ Andrews Toritye (£600 - I don't think so). I have in mind a simple glass and steel unit and I still have some Medite platforms which could be added if necessary. Any suggestions? Would it be okay to use the top shelf for the turntable, or would a wall-mounted shelf be better? (I understand Rega do one, but it's not even listed on their web site).

Finally, not connected with the above but I thought it might amuse you, as I suspect we are of a similar generation. My second wife was some twenty years younger than me and not surprisingly our listening tastes varied quite a bit. I usually have Radio 4 on most of the day, while she preferred endless pop music, Radio 1 or commercial stations. When she first moved in with me I pointed to the glowing valves in the Quicksilvers and explained that my wireless was too old for that sort of stuff and would only receive the Home Service. I got away with it for about nine months, until one day she was idly pressing buttons on the...
LOW LIFE

Thank you for your insightful reviews and good guidance through published responses to readers queries, all of which have helped me shape my own sound system over the years. I went into home cinema but missed my old hi-fi so much that I’ve brought my two-channel equipment back into service and also upgraded it a bit recently. My system consists of the following: Quad 99CDP2 (using the fixed output), Creek OBH-12 passive preamp, Quad 909 power amp, B&W 805 Signature and dedicated stands, all wired up using Townshend Isolda DCT300 interconnects and matching Townshend Isolda speaker cables. I also use an Isol-8 Minisub 2 and AC leads, which improved the system significantly (lower noise floor, tighter sound, better detail). I like female vocals, piano music, jazz and a bit of pop/rock. I am now wondering what my next step is to achieve my ultimate goal from this system.

I have had enough equipment over the years which play loud well, but I am after something that sounds great at low listening volumes. I live in a terraced house and I can only use the system late at night - it is a rare treat when nobody is in the house and the neighbours out, so I can go loud!

In electrical terms, I think I am after amplification that draws a big current even at low listening volumes, because I think that is what will give the sound the presence and soundstage I am craving for. I am pleased with my set-up and my planned next upgrade was to buy a second Quad 909 and another pair of Isolda speaker cables, to bi-amp and bi-wire, not to go loud but to draw more current into the system. The cost of such upgrade would be about £1,500. Is there a more efficient upgrade, to achieve my goal of great low volume listening, perhaps a better power amplifier instead of the Quad 909? I only use digital source so do not need an integrated amplifier or a fully fledged preamp with several inputs. I can stretch to £2,000. My dealer let me home audition a Lyngdorf SDA2175, which is uncannily smooth and detailed, but (again) better at higher volumes than low; it also lacks emotion and the soundstage seems narrower than the Quad 909. I have not tried but like what I read of the Sudgen A21SE integrated amp or the A21a power amp, but wonder if either has enough power to drive the 805s?

I like my system because it has detail and clarity in the treble and mid regions, and the sound stage and dynamics are quite good, and the bass not bad either, even at low volume (i.e. you can hear it). I do miss the deep and very controlled bass from the PMC FB1+. I used to have, but they took up too much space in our new living room and they also never sang until you cranked up the volume. If there is a power amp that draws a big current but is not powerful enough.

I am after something that sounds great at low levels - we once privately put them against a certain power-sapping £6,000 speaker and, they won! Better still, it means you then have the capability to go valve. Tube amplifiers really work well at the lower end of their power envelope, when the output transformers are nowhere near saturation point. To wit, consider Unison Research’s S2K (£1,495), which has 12 watts of KT88 power. This is enough for a smallish room with very sensitive speakers such as the Revolvers, and will fill the room with the warm, bouncy sound that you crave.

Oh, dear! Oh, dear! There are many esoteric points of hi-fi I will probably never understand, but sometimes when something jumps up and hits me in the eyes I feel I have to respond. In the review of the Ortofon Stylus Balance, Stewart Wennen says that “the gauge is set in Newton metres (Nm), not grams”. Now even I can see in the photo that the scale is in mN (milli-Newton), which are units of force, not Newton metres, which are units of torque! Ortofon are being entirely logical in choosing to scale the balance in mN (unit of force) rather than grams (unit of weight). Grams are not a unit of force except in the presence of an appropriate gravitational field, such as we have on the surface of the Earth, or in an equal inertial acceleration. Actually, it’s probably simpler: Ortofon used to state the required tracking force of their cartridges in units of mN, and sometimes gave the approximate equivalent weight in grams at an approximate conversion of 10 mN = 1 g (as given in the instructions for the old Ortofon M 20, FL 20 and VMS 20 series cartridges and the SME 30H arm wand). However, my old Ortofon Concord STD has the tracking force given only in mN, but I see my newer Ortofon MC cartridges have the tracking force given only in grams.

To convert more exactly from mN...
to grams, divide the force in mN by 9.80665 m/s² (acceleration due to gravity at the surface of the Earth) to get the equivalent weight in grams: e.g. 2.5 g is approximately equivalent to 24.5 mN. For practical purposes here, a scale factor of 10, as used by Ortofon, instead of the more precise 9.80665, gives an error of less than 2% in the conversion.

Well, having got that pedantic rant off my chest, may I finish by saying how much I enjoy the mag. I particularly enjoy the reviews of older (more affordable!) equipment and the DIY articles.

Gerard Lardner

Aha! A man that knows his gravitational units. Thanks for your elucidation. This confusion has arisen in the past and may explain why Ortofon decided to ditch technically correct milliNewtons for good, old fashioned gravitational grams. As all us hi-fi buffs live on planet Earth, even if some contest this (!), the difference is a little academic I feel, if fun to discuss.

You might be interested in our own newly found accelerative environment - at the end of a pickup arm. I was joking to Adam, our Assistant Editor, the other day, as we were reciting the equations of motion, that someone in our readership will have fun reading these measurements made with an accelerometer. Us electrical engineers start to struggle with amplitudes, velocities and accelerations! I look forward to hearing what you and other mechanical guys might make of our tinkering. Interesting literature on things that vibrate - a subject that raises big laughs from the girls in the office - can be found at www.bksv.co.uk/Literature/Primers.

NK

Name the Tannoy. We asked Tannoy and give their reply below.

SPOT THE TANNOY
Hi, hopefully you can help me identify these speakers made by Tannoy in the 1960s. I picked them up at a house clearance auction with a couple of Quad 11 amps, control amp and tuner, Thorens TD 124 Mk I and an SME 3012 Mk I with Shure M55E cartridge, plus lots of spares. I won't say how much I paid, but it was less than a nice meal for four! They measure 16.5 D x 25.25 W x 33 H inches and have the serial numbers 052538 & 54 on the labels. The model definition looks like 15 Dual but it is hand written in pencil so has faded. They look very similar to the Canterbury but the dimensions are slightly different. Your assistance would be much appreciated.

Alan Vincent

You've got us guessing Alan. A meal for four costs £16 from your local chippery or, I was horrified to learn recently, £1,100 at Claridges for a Christmas Day meal. So that gives us quite a price range. And I'll be eating chips for Christmas.

NK

The general consensus is that it's a Tannoy Corner GRF (Guy R Fountain...obviously!) that was manufactured from 1956 - 1966. TANNOY HYBRID

I'm hoping you can help me resolve a little problem. My system consists of a Rega P3 turntable with full Origi

Listening to this section requires listening to the audio or video content that is not available in the text format.
Naim I12x and Naim 150x pre-power amps, Naim CD5i and Neat Elite S.E. loudspeakers. I read with interest your December issue and the classic amplifier test. I auditioned the Naim Nait Si and felt it wasn’t as explicit as my pre-power set up and a changed amp costing in excess of £20,000 with my present amps.

The key element was emotional engagement which I feel my Naim combo lacks. Admittedly, the amp was over £5,000 and hooked up to a Moon Andromeda and what looked like very expensive speakers. The sound was sublime, better than I ever thought possible for the cost. So reading about the Vincent hybrid 1 wondered would this be a corrective, for I quote in reference to the Naim Nait Si: “It isn’t the last word sonically. But it costs much more, so alternatively try a Croft Micro.

Good though the Naim are, you will indeed gain an increase in emotional involvement with an amplifier like the Vincent SV-236. Its valve preamplifier stage ups the emotion quotient nicely but the Class A/Class B solid state power amplifier means you won’t lose too much of the detail and authority that Naim equipment does so well.

Des.

BAFFLED

Whilst I thoroughly enjoyed Peter Comeau’s article on baffles in the November 2006 issue may I, with due tidiness, raise a query or two? Whilst it must be true that putting two edges against wall and floor extends the baffle, it is surely unlikely that this extension would count for much since the pressure short circuit is amply available at the other two edges? One might as well claim that placing the drive unit in the top corner of the baffle rather than in the centre extends the baffle in a similar way. Clearly there is an advantage to be gained by juxtaposing edges with wall and floor but, as Briggs suggests, isn’t it largely a matter of reflections?

The real gain, of course, is that the unit can be placed low and off-centre. Briggs also shares your concerns with regard to baffle rigidity. Your claim that a box is inherently more rigid is, of course, correct, but there is pressure within, especially if the box is closed - can there really be much such pressure on a baffle? I see that one needs rigidity in case there is transmission from the unit’s chassis but that is perhaps fairly easy to deal with.

You’ll be amused to know that my first baffle was a half sheet of plasterboard and the hole for the 12in Goodmans unit (meant for radiograms and TVs - miniscule magnet!) was cut with mum’s bread knife! Later, having dug out much earth, I mounted a better unit in the floorboards - adequately sealed by the detritus of ages, plus a heavy carpet. That was very fine but I thought a more powerful magnet would be an upgrade, only to find that I had less bass. Finally, on an open baffle system, is the distance to cancellation the determinant, the longer way round, the sum of the two, or their average?

Ronald Swains

No need for tidiness, questions are always welcome! I think the problem with understanding the behaviour of the open baffle system is in the concept of cancellation. As I pointed out in the article, cancellation of the front and rear radiation does not occur abruptly at the frequency where the baffle is a half wavelength in dimension but, instead, the bass level falls away slowly at 6dB per octave. So there isn’t a pressure short circuit until well below the frequencies at which cancellation starts to affect output.

As far as the edges of the baffle are concerned you will, of course, experience cancellation at the highest frequency where the distance from the drive unit to the baffle edge is shortest. So to make the most of the floor extension you should design a 3-way system where the bass unit should be placed close to the floor. In this position floor reflections boost the upper bass too, which can be an added bonus or hindrance depending on the design. We will be covering these aspects in our practical example later in the series and, of course, most open baffle builders have already found this out by experiment! In-room the overall effect is, if you like, an average of the baffle dimensions. What you might lose from the shortest dimension is made up by the longest. In fact, most open baffle users are surprised by the level of extended bass in a typical room, as many Quad ESL57 owners will attest.
As for rigidity you have, naturally, lost the pressure effects evident in a closed box but you do have to beware of the mechanical vibration from the drive units causing resonance in, what is in effect, a free edge radiating plane. This isn’t so easy to deal with as you might think, which is why Gilbert Briggs went to all the lengths of producing and marketing the Sand Filled Baffle. PC INTERESTING DECADE

Dear Sir, being a record collector from my childhood and, consequently, one of those who affirm the superiority of analogue performance compared to digital sources, I am glad to see the participation of our beloved magazine Hi-Fi World in the revival of the vinyl era. A few years ago I purchased a Henley Eastern Electric Minimax all valve phono stage - Noel’s favourite.

MC50 moving coil phono stage, with which performance was very modest with my Ortofon MC30 Supreme. However, I decided to open the phono stage and change the internal wiring to 20AWG Audioquest silver plated solid copper wire. The improvement was astonishing; this small £200 box suddenly took on the performance of a high-end device.

I was happy until I came across an advertisement for the Lehmann Decade Phono stage costing 1200 Euros. Although I realise it has not been covered by you in the magazine I would be grateful for your opinion about buying it as an upgrade. Also, I was surprised to see many small capacitors in my Henley phono stage connected to the PCB through nickel supports instead of pure copper ones. I think it is a determining factor in compromising sound quality, don’t you?

Thanks and regards,

Nadim El Awar

I haven’t heard the Lehmann Decade, only the Black Box, which was excellent. However, with an MC30 Supreme you may well like to consider stepping up to an all-valve stage with input transformers, such as the Eastern Electric Minimax. High quality valve stages like this are a superb experience.

Nickel isn’t likely to improve the sound, but then various metals are used on boggers electrical parts, which is why custom components have appeared and are used on the best products, but you do pay of course. NK

BURNING DVDS

I have tried to get help from suppliers and manufacturers on an ongoing problem, but no-one seems willing (or able) to respond. I am hoping you might be able to spare the time to assist me on the above subject, which saw you publish in March 2005 a letter I wrote to Hi-Fi World magazine (to which I am a subscriber). I followed the advice you gave in response to the letter, i.e. invest in a good front end and a 24/192 sound card and continued to transcribe well recorded vinyl to DVD-A discs produced on my computer but with increasingly mixed results. Hence the problem that seems to be increasing in frequency, which is that more and more of the discs I burn play perfectly well through my Marantz DV8300 Universal player for about 95% of their playing time, BUT, there is increasingly a tendency for what can only call dropout, i.e. for no discernible reason during playback there are periods of total silence lasting from anywhere between 4-5 and 10-12 seconds. Playback resumes more or less at the point at which it ceased. On very rare occasions some discs suffer more of this problem and don’t play well at all and I have put this down to faulty media (the disk used). I have tried a variety of disks from numerous manufacturers and always burn at the slowest possible speed with as few other programmes running at the same time, but cannot believe that the problem lies totally with the blank discs used. As well as trying to clarify what the problem is I have tried to isolate where the problem might be - the basic Wave file recordings made via the sound card play back without fault through the sound system linked to the computer (both before & after editing) and when I down sample these to 16/44 and play via a wireless Squeezebox unit into my hi-fi system. Both my DVD writers produce perfect CD copies when I produce them, whether via down sampled 24/192 Wave files or via original 16/44 files. I currently use a 6 month old Dell Dimension 9150 computer (2Gb RAM & 300GB hard drive) with an M Audio 24/192 sound card installed. Editing is via Adobe Audition 2 and the DVD-Audio authoring programme is Discwelder Bronze. Discs are burnt, either via the Dells NEC/Optiarc DVD writer, or via a 2 year old Sony DRU700A DVD Writer that I had in my previous computer and have also had installed into the Dell. The faulty playback problem occurs whenever DVD writer is used. All connections in the hi-fi playback system are OK. My suspicion is that the problem might lie with the Discwelder DVD-Audio authoring programme, or within the Marantz player, or lastly but least likely the new Chord 64 DAC I have recently purchased and installed in order to improve CD playback. I use the down sampled digital out from the Marantz into the Chord DAC. Whilst I have my suspicions I cannot find a way to verify them. Minnetonka support have not responded to my emails and the people at Marantz don’t seem to know what the capabilities or limitations of the DV8300 are with regard to appropriate media to use in their machine. Chord are prepared to check the DAC and modify software in order to interface with the Marantz if necessary, but I have no way of knowing if the DAC might be the problem. Commercially produced SACDs and DVD-Audio discs play perfectly well through the Marantz and via the DAC.

Yours gratefully,

Hugh Duff

This is a little too complicated to be able to pinpoint with certainty. My first suspicion here is buffer overrun in the DVD burner, due to the amount of data being sent. The fact that two different burners exhibit the same problem appears to rule this out, but as there are only a limited number of DVD mechanisms and much OEMing, plus buffer sizes tend to be similar, it could be the source of your difficulties. I see you are using a Sony DRU700A DVD and I have had great results with the older 500A, so this raises some doubt in my mind.

That leaves the Marantz player and its sensitivity to various discs, the sound card and any memory it may be using to buffer data, or Disc Welder Bronze.

To be honest, I do not have a sufficiently deep knowledge of any of these items to be able suggest where such a problem may lie. The only way is to substitute the items, as I am sure you realise, or to be lucky enough to hear from a Hi-Fi World reader who has an answer - as they usually do! So if anyone can help, Hugh, please write in. NK
WIN A FANTASTIC MARantz PM7001KI SIGNATURE SA7001KI SIGNATURE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER - SACD PLAYER COMBINATION WORTH £1,200!

Here’s your chance to win a superb Marantz SA7001/PM7001 Ken Ishiwata Signature SACD player and integrated amplifier combination!

This is what David Price said in his review back in November 2006:

“The new £600 Marantz SA7001 KI Sig is an intriguing machine. It incorporates engineering lessons learnt during the construction of the company’s flagship £2,500 SA-11 and £1,100 SA-15 components and, in fact, uses the same 24bit/192kHz Cirrus Logic CS4397 ‘Super DAC’ found in the Marantz SA-15. As you’d expect from a Ken Ishiwata Signature machine, there’s a goodly sprinkling of hand picked, audiophile grade passive componentry, including Schottky diodes and Marantz’s Current Feedback HDAMs (proprietary High Definition Amplifier Modules, which replace cooking ‘op-amps’). These components work in a dual-mono, symmetrical circuit topology for “short, direct and mirror imaged signal paths”. All digital, analogue and control circuits are separated and shielded in their own enclosures to prevent crosstalk and other unwanted interference. Independent power supplies for each dedicated system block secure are used, and there’s KI’s trademark copper-plated chassis, with a thick anodised aluminium front panel, extensive bracing and shock-absorbing feet. The transport features a servo and decoder mounted on a four-layer glass epoxy board for lower noise interference.”

“The SA7001 KI Signature is a great sounding machine, and the sort of upgrade it provides over decent budget machines is quite profound. It is more than ‘price competitive’ in its class, and is truly excellent both on CD and SACD. What we have here is what’s fundamentally a warm, smooth, soft machine that’s been steroidally enhanced, and the result is more incision, more dimensionality, and more detail. As with all KI Signatures, the midband is the beginning and end of its sound. To wit, you get a very open and expansive soundstage. It’s sumptuous and possessed of a fine palette of tonal colours; things don’t sound black and white. It’s a lot of machine for your money, put crudely. Its lovely, lucidly musical midband, fine tonal colouring and a big stereo soundstage make this a great machine – and excellent SACD might please some too.”

Every aspect of the design and construction of the PM7001 KI Signature stereo amplifier has received Ken Ishiwata’s personal attention. The copper-plated chassis and rear panel reduce signal-degrading electromagnetic interference, while its rigid dual layer chassis and solid aluminium front panel virtually eliminate mechanical vibration. Delivering 2 x 70 watts into 8 ohms, this 2-stage constructed Current Feedback amplifier features symmetrical circuits for perfect image balancing, and uses audiophile components and the new HDAMs to preserve the music’s dynamic structure, tonal quality and stereo image. Power handling characteristics have been reshaped and the large toroidal transformer is designed for this renewed circuitry. Its low impedance, wide-bandwidth power supply ensures a massive reserve of energy, to drive even difficult speakers with ease.

If you’d like a chance to win this superb combination, then all you have to do is answer the following four easy questions. Send your entries on a postcard by 31st January 2007 to: February Competition, Hi-Fi World Magazine, Unit G4, Argo House, The Park Business Centre, Kilburn Park Road, London NW6 5LF.

RULES AND CONDITIONS OF ENTRY

- ONLY ONE ENTRY PER HOUSEHOLD
- MULTIPLE ENTRIES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY DISQUALIFIED
- PURCHASE OF THE MAGAZINE IS NOT A PRE-CONDITION OF ENTRY
- NO CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE ENTERED INTO
- THE EDITOR'S DECISION IS FINAL
- NO EMPLOYEES OF AUDIO PUBLISHING LIMITED, OR OF ANY COMPANIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRIZES, MAY ENTER

entries will be accepted on a postcard only

NOVEMBER 2006 ASTINTREW CD-PRE-POWER SYSTEM WINNER:
Mrs J Guy of Caerau, Cardiff
Living Voice  Auditorium  Melt  che
JBL  7I - 6K  floor standing  speakem as  new
Linn  Sr -ka  E  months old
ATC  Active 40  OIO with  cable  X  Cern
Rotel  RE1970  8X  Power
Quad  4  CC-  1.1ayer  with  digital  pre amp, £ 650
Quad  34  Pre £ 195
Perreaux  po  sm3  pre  amp  £ 195
Perreaux  3 power  amp £ 595
Nairn  2.5  £ 145
Nairn  82  Pr.  amp £ 995
Nairn Fe -Cap  Olive Green  £ 425
McIntosh  MA6850  In! Amp  Newf  4500  £ 2250
Linn  LK28C  Foxed  £ 350
one  of  the  worlds finest  new  £ 6570
Linn  Kairn  i>ro amp bribiani  PSU  £ 595
Linn  Kbal  Boxed  £ 895
Krell  KA'/  4CeiXi £ 2195
GAMUT  02e Boxed  Mint £ 1750
Audio  Arcam
Bow  /yea..  integrated amp £ 22)  new  £ 1195
Bel Can:io  5E  P2  valve pre amp  iipgraded  £ 1195
Avreavox  ', aria  6L6 mom  bras  £ 350
Arcam  FM.  030 top  end  pe -amp £ 110Cinew £ 595
Ire l
OR USED. WLL BUY GOOD QUALITY EQUIPMENT AS
Save £74
Nitty Gritty
record cleaners

*while stocks last

It takes just a few seconds but makes such a big improvement to the sound. Isn’t it about time you cleaned your precious records properly?

Buy a Model 1.5fi (Black - £549) and it will cost you only £475*, or Pay £25 extra for the Oak version ( pictured). Price includes free cleaning fluid* for 50 records and free shipping* to anywhere in the UK.

Don’t miss this superb offer!*  

RPM-Audio Ltd • (tel) 07790 907 737
mail@rpm-audio.co.uk • www.rpm-audio.co.uk

SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
At V’audio we do try and look out for something that little bit different from the usual products available at your average Hi-Fi shop, if only because we are not a shop, and deal more directly with our customers. The AVI products we mainly sell because they sound excellent, are very good value, and within the budget of the average customer.

The Integrated Amp and CD Player at around £1500 each, plus one of their floorstanders ( Duo, Trio, Brio for £1300/3250/4950 respectively), take some beating. The Brio is a particularly good bargain, if you can afford it! For something different, we have the Electrocompaniet (E/C) range of electronics, with the EMC-1UP top loading CD player, being a particular favourite at £3200. Their new Multiplayer will be available shortly.

On the speaker front, the Nola range from the USA, competes with the best in the world, particularly the Viper range (see www.nolaspeakers.com), and we are looking forward to the most recent addition, namely the Viper Reference, which we should have in around December. Larger than all the others in the range, this replaces the original Signature, and similarly has an outboard cross-over, and uses bass drivers from their $100,000 Grand Reference IV. The Signature sounds great with the E/C front end. Will report once in stock and evaluated! Do phone for a chat or demonstration.

V’audio Hi-Fi Consultants  
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 1EJ  
TeTeFax: 0117 968 6005  
email: lvvhifi@yahoo.co.uk


CHECK OUT OUR WEB SITE FOR EXDEM OFFERS
HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL: 07860 511111
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

SOLID STATE
THE ALCHEMIST PRE & 2 MONOBLOCS (ULTRA RARE £15000 NEW)
MINT/BXED £2975
SONY TA-E1 PRE-3ATM-PWRS (AMAZING)
MINT/BXED £2450
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD-202 RECEIVER (SUPERB)
MINT/BXED £1995
SONY TA-9000 ES PRE & TA90-ES POWER AMPS
MINT/BXED £2125
AUDIOPHILE SYNTHESIS DECADE POWER AMP (ALMOST UNUSED)
MINT/BXED £1295
McCORMACK RLD-1 REMOTE PRE & DNA-125 POWER AMPS
MINT/BXED £2250
LUXMAN M-105 DUAL MONO CLASS A POWER AMP
MINT/BXED £1995
GRYPHON ALLEGRO SPEED DUAL MONO PRE AMP (6 MONTHS USE)
MINT/BXED £1995
CONRAD JOHNSON FPR PRE & PHONO STAGE
MINT/BXED £1495
BEL CANTO PRE-1 PREAMP & EVO 2.2 POWER AMP
EXCL/BXED £2695
PERREAX SA-3/PF-150 PRE (MM/MI)POWER AMPS (300 WATTS X 2)
GC £995
ROKSAN LS-2 PRE
EXCL/BXED £1995
MARANTZ MA-7000 200 WATTS THX 4 OFF 3 MONTHS USE
MINT/BXED £1295
MARANTZ PM-555E REMOTE INTEGRATED
EXCL/BXED £195
ROKSAN D-6 PRE AMP & PHONO STAGE
MINT/BXED £275
PIioneer A-400
MINT/BXED £1995
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-100
EXCL/BXED £275
TCO SEA-SE (COLIN WONFOR £3800 NEW) 20 WATTS X 2 CLASS A POWER AMP
EXCL/BXED £995

VALVE AMPS
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY REMOTE INTEGRATED
MINT £3450
TRILOGY 918 PRE/PHONO/STAGE
EXCL/BXED £1295
AUDIOPHILE RESEARCH VSS5 POWER AMP
EXDS £1795
AUDIOPHILE INNOVATIONS FIRST AUDIO 2A3 POWER AMP
EXCL/BXED £1995
AUDIOPHILE RESEARCH LS-5 PRE AMP RARE BLACK
EXCL/BXED £1995
CONRAD JOHNSON PV-5 PRE INC PHONO STAGE (SERVICED)
EXCL/BXED £195
UNISON RESEARCH 945 INTEGRATED (SUPER AMP)
MINT/BXED £1695
AUDIOPHILE INNOVATIONS 1000 SERIES 111 (116 VALVES)
EXCL/BXED £995
ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PRE AMP
MINT/BXED £1995

LOUDSPEAKERS
TANNYD GRYF MIRRYM TW
GORGEOUS £4495
QUAD 980 ELECTROSTATICS
MINT/BXED £2895
MARTEN MILES II CHERRY (8K+) NEW
EXCL/BXED £3750
AUDIOPHILE PHYSICS CALDERA 110 (NEW BTW)
EXCL/BXED £3750
JL LABS WHIZ ZIP (6307 NEW)
MINT/BXED £1995
EGGLENSTOWORKS ANDRA II ($19000 +++)
EXDEM £995
MIRAGE M18 B POLAR LOUDSPEAKERS
EXCL/BXED £1995
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5 SPECIAL BUBINGA WOOD FINISH ( £22.5K NEW)
EXCL/BXED £1995
CURA CA-30 BRIDS EYE MAPLE (2700+? NEW)
EXCL/BXED £1250
TRINITY AUDIO TRIDENT FLOORSTANDERS TR-WIRE
MINT £395
PRAG 120 STUDIO 150 CHERRYWYCK
EXCL/BXED £795
AUDIONOTE AOE-1 ROSEWOOD
MINT/BXED £795
CASTLE HOWARD 2 (PREMIUM BEECH FINISH)
EXCL/BXED £1995
TLC CLASSIC-1 FLOORSTANDERS CHERRYWOOD
EXCL/BXED £995
KEF I-9
AS NEW £595
KEF I-7
AS NEW £595
KEF 01
EXCL/BXED £175
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE-109
EXCL/BXED £195
REL STORM-1
VGC £275
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AAW-FB110 SUBWOOFER
MINT £275

TRANSPORTS/DCS/DO/DVD
LECTOR-OP-77 2 BOX VALVE OUTPUT PLAYER WITH AES/EBU
MINT/BXED £1695
PIONEER PD-99 ULTRA RARE FLAGSHIP PLAYER (SURPRISING)
MINT/BXED £1225
CEC TL-1UTH TRANSPORT/DX-71X DAC & VOL. CONTROL
MINT/BXED £1995
TRICHORD DIGITAL TURNTABLE
EXCL/BXED £450
MERIDIAN 563 BALANCED DAC
EXCL/BXED £495
THETA CARVEN CD/DVD TRANSPORT RARELY ON THE MARKET.
MINT/BXED £1495
THETA DATA TRANSPORT
VGC £495
AUDIOPHILE ACS CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
GC £325

CHORD 1500E 2 DAC'S + EXTRA 96/192 KHZ MODULE
MINT/BOXED £2795
& VOLUME CONTROL (£680 NEW)
MINT/BOXED £375
MSB LINK DAC 24/96kHz MODULE (FANTASTIC FOR THE MONEY)
MINT/BOXED £450
Z SYSTEMS Z-3arc UPSAMPLER (£1450 NEW)
MINT/BOXED £395
MICROMEGA CLASSIC SOLD (£2500) XLR/PHONO OUT
EXCL/BXED £995
DENON D-700-300 200 CD MULTIPLAYER
DENTON DVD 2800 (GOLD)
MINT/BXED £395
PRIMARE V-25 CD/DVD PLAYER (PROGRESSIVE SCAN (£1000 NEW)
EX/DX £450
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO D-500E
VGC £38
MUSE MODEL 2 DAC BALANCED/TCB
EXCL/BXED £475

VINYL
QUASAR LE SKELETAL BRASS/ACRYLIC TURNABLE SUPERS
EXCL/BXED £1725
FORSELL AIR FORCE 1 REEF/ARM/FLYWHEEL
EXCL/BXED £7500
ROGUE AUDIO STEALTH PHONO STAGE MM/MMC (£300)
EX/DX £995

VINTAGE/CLASSIC/RARE
TRANSCIBRIPERS & SKELETAL ARM (COLLECTORS ITEM)
LOVELY £795
QUAD 33/303/FM-3 TUNER (ALL QUAD SERVICED)
EXCL/BXED £345
QUAD FM4
EXCL/BXED £1995
AUDIO INNOVATIONS FIRST AUDIO
VGC £795
MICHAELSON AUDIO CHRONICS
GC £395
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-100 INTEGRATED
MINT £195
PIONEER A-400
MINT/BXED £175
KLIPSCH LEGENDARY CORNER HORSH BIRDS EYE MAPLE
EXCL/RING
SNELL TYPE A-B
EXCL/RING
SNELL TYPE C & AMERICAN OAK
EXCL/BXED £995
IM PRO MONITOR VIII
T+A TMR-100 TRANSMISSION LINE FLOORSTANDERS
VGC £750

NEW/EX.DISPLAY
AUDIO RESEARCH VSS5 POWER AMP
EX.DS £1795
MARTEN MILES-3 (RETAIL £595+)
BRAND NEW RING
AMPHON KRYPTONS (£3500)
BRAND NEW (£750
EGGLENSTOWORKS ANDRA II ($19k+)
BRAND NEW £995
EGGLENSTOWORKS ROSA
BRAND NEW £995
EGGLENSTOWORKS FONTAINE II
BRAND NEW £995
CELESTION A-2 / SANTOS ROSEWOOD ) LAST PAIR (£1500+)
EXNEW/BXED £995
ELECTROCOMPANET EC 4.7 REMOTE PRE AMP
EXNEW/BXED £995
PERPETUAL TECH P-1A 24/96 UPSAMPLING DIGITAL ENGINE
BRAND NEW £795
PERPETUAL TECH/MODWRIGHT SID.2 MODULAR PSU (LAST 1)
EXNEW/BXED £995
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGY P-1/AVP-3 PSU ALL SIG-2 LAST 1
BRAND NEW £1795
AUDIOPHILE DDS III CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT (NEW OLD STOCK)
EXNEW/BXED £395
AUDIOPHILE DDS DII V1.1 HDCC DAC/TOS/COAX/EBU'S/2X (NEW OLD STOCK)NEW/BXED £275
AUDIOPHILE DDS DII V1.1 HDCC DAC/TOS/COAX (NEW OLD STOCK)
EXNEW/BXED £250

TUNERS /TAPES/DAT/MINIDISC/MSC.
SONY TT777S DAB/FM/FM TUNER
EXCL/BXED £375
QUAD FM4
EXCL/BXED £195
LYNX THEA TUNER (VERY RARE)
VGC £195
HITACHI FT5500 MINI
GC £99
SONY MDS-JB800 MINI DISC
GC £160

RACKS/STANDS
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 (1 ONLY)
BRAND NEW £195
SOUNDSTYLE XS 104 SHELF (2 ONLY)
BRAND NEW £195
SOUNDSTYLE STATUS RANGE ST-105
BRAND NEW £275
SOUNDSTYLE STATUS RANGE ST-100
BRAND NEW £250
SOUNDSTYLE ST-95 M DX PACK (1 ONLY)
BRAND NEW £195
SONUS ELITE 4 SHELF
MINT £275
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 (1 ONLY)
EX.DISPLAY £169

CABLES: PLEASE SEE WEB FOR LIST
WEB SITE www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk UPDATED DAILY!
www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ...what are you up for?

Quality used vintage & modern equipment bought, sold, part-exchanged most welcome!! audio cables & accessories -
bigname speaker cable and interconnects/mail order specialists worldwide.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Na P5 (2500)</td>
<td>£1750 IN CUBO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NuForce PR-B</td>
<td>£875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuforce REF 9 PER MONO BLOCK</td>
<td>£2750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnepan Reference 1/25 Mono Power Amps</td>
<td>£4750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Integrated</td>
<td>£550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve A1 Integrated, Class A, 100 WATTS</td>
<td>£4499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve SNAPS, LOST SERVICES</td>
<td>£875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag McLaren Classic Pre-Amp HM, MC (9500)</td>
<td>£1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Integrated, Black Warm but Dynamic</td>
<td>£3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkwitz VSW Wired Pre-Amp Dual Mono</td>
<td>£2450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad 44 Pre-Amp with Large Console Control</td>
<td>£3250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad 3/44 HPA's,ResponseBody: Power Amps Always Available</td>
<td>£4750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure 311 and 12 Pre-Amp and Power Supply</td>
<td>£4750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure Stereo &amp; Power Amp</td>
<td>£4750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD Players</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micco CDD Top Loading 24BIT 16X CD Tube CD Player</td>
<td>£375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic Frontiers Anthem</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossini Clarion CD, Boxed</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roffa Kindy CD II New Boxed</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USHER CD-1 (Astounding!!)</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioNote CD I DAC as New, Boxed (£50)</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leetti CD-out Valve CD player</td>
<td>£825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napa CDI</td>
<td>£725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marantz CD17 MKII Ex Demo</td>
<td>£825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Innovations For-TE CD-Tuner Boxed as New</td>
<td>£825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrus DAC &amp; PSII As New and Boxed</td>
<td>£725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrus CD-T &amp; PSII As New, Boxed</td>
<td>£825</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tunable Accessories</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin Live Silver Arm</td>
<td>£899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Graham Slee Phono Stages</td>
<td>£899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartridge-Man Cartridges</td>
<td>£899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oki Rokki Record Cleaning Machine</td>
<td>£899</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FEBRUARY 2007 HI-FI WORLD
TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"  

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the enviable position to transform its performance into the league of super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at a level exceeding that of some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm into a real giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."

**Hi-Fi World on Structural Modification**

Structural modification awarded 5 star rating by

- Structural Modification - £75
- Internal Rewiring - £70
- External Rewiring - £70
- High conductivity phono plugs £20
- Slotted arm tube - £85
- If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm (manufactured by Rega) £124

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3 days

"The single most important upgrade you can ever make to any record deck concerns the motor drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a word, gobsmacking."

**Common Ground Magazine**

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."  

**Listener Magazine**

"The LPI2 remains a classic ...but upgrade kits by Origin Live can bring a vast improvement to it's performance"

**Hi-Fi News**

**Universal Turntable Motor Kit**

- Standard DC Motor Kit - £199
- Advanced DC Motor Kit - £339
- Ultra DC Motor Kit - £570
- Upgrade Transformer - £75
- Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129 with kit

Here at Origin Live we've been experimenting with Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of a drop in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2 speed control box. Why not order now? - see web site or phone.

**Origin Live**

Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877  

E-mail: info@originlive.com

www.originlive.com

**Trade in your old moving coil cartridge & save up to 60% off the RRP**

- **Cartridges & Stylus**
  - Van Den Hul
  - Zyx
  - Jan Allanerts
  - Denon
  - Cartridge Man
  - Audio Technica
  - Goldring
  - Sumiko
  - Transfiguration
  - Grado
  - Ortofon
  - Reson
  - Clearaudio
  - Koetsu
  - Shure
  - SME
  - Graham
  - Moth
  - Cartridge Man
  - Clearaudio
  - Haddock
  - Michell
  - **Turntables**
  - Michell
  - Clearaudio
  - Ear
  - Acoustic Solid

**Hi-Fi Furniture**

- B.C.D.
- Custom Design
- Optimum
- Ash Design
- Apollo
- Sound Style
- Sound
- Organisation
- Alphason

**Cables**

- Virtual Dynamic
- Black Rhodium
- Transparent CQD
- Ortofon Nordost Supra
- Wireworld

**Audio Analogue**

- Moorio
- Gamut
- Sony
- Creek

**Headphones**

- Ergo
- Shure
- Beyerdynamic
- Stax
- Sennheiser
- Sony
- AKG
- Grado
- Audio Technica

**Cassette Decks**

- Pioneer
- Sony

**Dockers**

- Pure Digital
- Denon
- Sony

**Phono Stages**

- Heath
- Graham Sleek
- Weath Audio
- Trichord
- Moth
- Creek
- NAD
- Ear
- Tom Evans

**Speakers and Amplifiers**

- **E Talon**
  - Highly acclaimed on the Continent and now available in the UK
  - www.salago.com

**Speakers and Amplifiers**

- E Talon...
  - The mirror image of live music
  - Highly acclaimed on the Continent and now available in the UK
  - www.salago.com

**Distributors sought**

For further information:

- info@etalonacoustics.co.uk
- telephone 01626 357070

www.etalonacoustics.co.uk
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPEAKERS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Montant Short MS902 speakers</td>
<td>£9995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tannoy Westminster Royal HE speakers</td>
<td>£9995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hales Trancendence 5 speakers</td>
<td>£395</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands</td>
<td>£995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elac CL330 Jet speakers with stands</td>
<td>£995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin Live OL-2 speakers</td>
<td>£250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEF Concerto speakers</td>
<td>£150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRE-AMPS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark Levinson 26S Balanced Pre Amp</td>
<td>£2500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Levinson 28 Pre Amp</td>
<td>£995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naim Nac 92 with Nap 90/3 amp</td>
<td>£995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceed PAV pre-amp</td>
<td>£195</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD PLAYERS &amp; TRANSPORTS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micromega Drive 3-DAC1 balanced output</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony CDP-M11 CD Player</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MISCELLANEOUS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 meter pair Mandrake Balanced Interconnect</td>
<td>£995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPS &quot;The Power AC Plus&quot; 2 meter Power Cord</td>
<td>£195</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES &amp; TONEARMS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trichord Delphi Phonostage with PSU</td>
<td>£995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Sonic Eminent cartridge (new)</td>
<td>£295</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AMPLIFIERS**

- Exposure 15 Integrated Amp
- Mark Levinson 20.5 Reference Monobloc
- Mark Levinson ML432 Power Amp
- Kora Trinity 100 3B Monoblocs
- Mark Levinson 383 Integrated Amp
- Classe A CA201 Power Amp
- Arcam Alpha 8P Power Amp
- Audionote Nero mono-blocks

**PRE-AMPS**

- Mark Levinson 26S Balanced Pre Amp
- Mark Levinson 28 Pre Amp
- Naim Nac 92 with Nap 90/3 amp
- Proceed PAV pre-amp

**CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS**

- Micromega Drive 3-DAC1 balanced output
- Sony CDP-M11 CD Player

**MISCELLANEOUS**

- 1 meter pair Mandrake Balanced Interconnect
- JPS "The Power AC Plus" 2 meter Power Cord

**TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS**

- Trichord Delphi Phonostage with PSU
- My Sonic Eminent cartridge (new)

**AMPLIFIERS**

- Exposure 15 Integrated Amp
- Mark Levinson 20.5 Reference Monobloc
- Mark Levinson ML432 Power Amp
- Kora Trinity 100 3B Monoblocs
- Mark Levinson 383 Integrated Amp
- Classe A CA201 Power Amp
- Arcam Alpha 8P Power Amp
- Audionote Nero mono-blocks

**PRE-AMPS**

- Mark Levinson 26S Balanced Pre Amp
- Mark Levinson 28 Pre Amp
- Naim Nac 92 with Nap 90/3 amp
- Proceed PAV pre-amp

**CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS**

- Micromega Drive 3-DAC1 balanced output
- Sony CDP-M11 CD Player

**MISCELLANEOUS**

- 1 meter pair Mandrake Balanced Interconnect
- JPS "The Power AC Plus" 2 meter Power Cord

**TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS**

- Trichord Delphi Phonostage with PSU
- My Sonic Eminent cartridge (new)

**AMPLIFIERS**

- Exposure 15 Integrated Amp
- Mark Levinson 20.5 Reference Monobloc
- Mark Levinson ML432 Power Amp
- Kora Trinity 100 3B Monoblocs
- Mark Levinson 383 Integrated Amp
- Classe A CA201 Power Amp
- Arcam Alpha 8P Power Amp
- Audionote Nero mono-blocks

**PRE-AMPS**

- Mark Levinson 26S Balanced Pre Amp
- Mark Levinson 28 Pre Amp
- Naim Nac 92 with Nap 90/3 amp
- Proceed PAV pre-amp

**CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS**

- Micromega Drive 3-DAC1 balanced output
- Sony CDP-M11 CD Player

**MISCELLANEOUS**

- 1 meter pair Mandrake Balanced Interconnect
- JPS "The Power AC Plus" 2 meter Power Cord

**TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS**

- Trichord Delphi Phonostage with PSU
- My Sonic Eminent cartridge (new)
bel canto
e.One REF1000

With REF1000s in your system it will sound like you are connected directly to the music source, the loudspeaker and amplifier effectively disappear in the large and compelling sonic picture. Call or e-mail for more details.

On demonstration and in stock.

Jeff Rowland
302 amplifier

302 transports you into a dimension of reproduced reality that is uncompromising and unrivalled in the world of high-end audio. Innovative ICEPOWER™ power conversion technology makes the 302 a truly formidable amplifier. Call or e-mail for more details.

On demonstration and in stock.

Paul Benge
English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road
St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex, TN38 0TU

English Valve Company
PROTEUS

Proteus is a completely new integrated valve amplifier built to exacting standards. Each amplifier is totally hand-built using the best quality components and materials. Call or e-mail for more details.

On demonstration and in stock.

T: 01424 445107
M: 07842 126218
E: paul@valve-amps.co.uk
W: www.valve-amps.co.uk

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk  ...what are you up for?
Digital

Audio Synthesis DAX 22 Bit Balanced S/H 3500 1799
Audio Synthesis DAX 22 Bit Single ended S/H 2999 1499
Arcam Diva C092 Silver dCS Ring Player S/H 799 449
dCS P8 SACD/CD Player factory sealed full warranty 750 3999
dCS Verdi LaScala SACD/CD Transport/sampler 9000 4250
dCS ElgarPlus DSD DAC latest specification S/H 9500 4250
Densen Beolab 30 x demo 2500 1499
Orpheus labs Zero CD player x demo 4600 2999
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H 6280 1299
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Ocosm/Balanced S/H 2980 6999
Wadia 302 Black x-demo 4000 2999

Analog

Crown Jewel Ltd Edition MC Cartridge 100hrs 625 399
EDAR E34P MM Volume Phono stage S/H 575 379
Heed Audio Orbit 1 TT PSU New & Boxed 225 179
Kuzma Stabi/Sogr TT Turntable New & Boxed N/A 1399
Mc Cormack Micro Drive Phono Stage S/H 650 399
Phonomena Phono stage MM/MMC BINB 650 399
Phonomena BPS Battery supply for phono BINB N/A N/A
Rega P2 Bias Turntable S/H 270 179
Roksan Shiraz MC 600 hrs S/H 1200 599
Roksan Xenexes Aphasnon XPSII S/H N/A 549

Preamplifiers

Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier x-demo 625 399
Audio research LS1 Hybrid Preamplifier S/H 1798 649
Conrad Johnson PV10bL Valve Preamplifier x-demo 1299 799
Conrad Johnson PV4HL Remote controlled valve x-demo 2339 1750
Conrad Johnson Premier 18LS x-demo 4000 1999
Convergent Audio CAT SL 1 Signature Black S/H 6000 2399
Densen B200 Preamplifier S/H 1100 799
Electrocompaniet EC4.7 Preamp S/H 1499 699
Electrocompaniet EC4R Preamp S/H 1799 599
Krell KRC3 Preamp S/H 3998 1750
Krell KRC3 Preamp S/H 3998 1750
Orpheus Two Preamplifier x-demo 3200 1999
Roksan L1 Preamplifier (requires PSU) S/H 2999 1299
Roksan 700 x-demo 2339 1599
Sugden masterclass Preamplifier x-demo 7600 4999
Tag Mclaren PA20r Line stage S/H N/A 329

Amplifiers

Audio Research VM220 Valve mono Amps x-demo 9000 7499
Audio research VT100MKIII Valve Power Amplifier S/H 6400 3999
Bel canto EC02 Genii x-demo 2880 1898
Conrad Johnson MV06 SE Valve Amplifier S/H 2500 1895
Conrad Johnson Premier 350SA x-demo 8000 5999
Crod TwinStar Power Amplifier S/H 2500 1299
Densen Beat 340 x-demo 1800 999
Densen beat 350 monos x-demo 2500 3999
Densen beat 300s x-demo 1800 999
Orpheus Three power amplifier x-demo 2995 1799
Roksan S1 5 stereo power amplifier silver S/H 1499 599
Sugden masterclass monos x-demo 6600 4999
Sugden AL51 Stereo Power Amplifier S/H 825 449
Sterfornst! SF100 integrated S/H N/A 229

Loudspeakers

Audio Physics Yara Monitor Cherry x-demo 549 399
Audio Physic Spakr 2 maple X-demo 1699 1199
JM Lab Micro Utopia Classic x-demo 4700 3750
JM lab Chorus 714a Style x-demo 479 349
JM lab Electra 927 be Anniversary S/H 2800 1699
Martin Logan Aeon One Oak x-demo 3189 2300
Monitor Audio Radius 360 Subwoofer Cherry S/H 350 249
Pen Audio Rebel 2 x-demo 695 699
Pen Audio Chalm Active Subwoofer x-demo 1995 999

Cables and Accessories

Audio Note 1m ANVx AES/EBU balanced Digital S/H 2999 1499
2999 1499 Sonus Faber Leather Stands, fixed height, x-demo 3500 1799
3500 1799 Sonus (aber Concertino Home Piano lacquer S/H 4600 2999
4600 2999
digital MDC2 1m RCA/RCA 75ohm Digital Cable new boxed 4799 3499
Nordost Shiva 2m mains cable x-demo 449 299
Nordost Vishnu 2m mains cable S/H 449 299
Nordost Vishnu 2m mains cable S/H 449 299
Shun Mok 1pr Spatial Controller x-demo 450 229
Shun Mok Ultra Diamond Resonators of 3 x-demo 710 399
Siltech SPO18M 1.5m IEC to shuko S/H 279 110
Siltech SPX20 1m IEC to Shuko S/H 229 99
Siltech SX220 1m IEC to Shuko S/H 229 99
Siltech Octopux 2m SPO18M 8 way mains block Shuko S/H 499 229
Siltech LS181 Classic 2x3m Silver & Gold Speaker cable BNIB 3950 2999
Siltech Forbes Lake 1m Balanced G5 Signature Interconnect S/H 2850 1299
Sound Organisation Record Rack with CD insert S/H N/A 40
Spectral ML 350 19tr Interconnect RCA-RCA x-demo 1400 799
Spectral ZChord II 2m mains cable x-demo 999 499
Spectral AC2 2m mains cable S/H 1500 499
Transparent The Link 1.5m RCA-RCA S/H 190 99
Transparent Music Link Ultra 1m RCA-RCA S/H 968 499
Transparent Music Link Ultra 2m RCA-RCA S/H 1129 579
Transparent Music Wave Plus 2x 7.62m x-demo 1199 579
Western Electric 300b Valves 1Pair NEW 650 549

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies

Densen Beat 800 AM/FM Tuner x demo 850 599
Magnum Dynalab FT101A Etude FM-Tuner S/H 395 199
Isotek Substation special version S/H 1250 599
Isotek Gube2X S/H 1600 795

Suppliers and installers of High Quality Audio Systems

47 Laboratory + Living Voice
ATC + Lyne
Audio Research + Magnum Dynalab
Cardas + Mark Levinson
Clearaudio + Martin Logan
Conrad Johnson + Mimetism
Copland + Nordost
Crystal Cables + Primakula
Dartzeel + Primare
dCS + ProAc
Densen + Rega
DNN/Reson + Siltech
Electrocompaniet + Sonus Faber
Finite Elemente + Sugden
Jadis + Transparent Audio
Koetsu + VPI
Krell + Wadia
Kuzma + Wegg 3
Lavardin + Wilson Audio

Midland Audio X-change are looking for Audio Research, Krell, Mark Levinson, Naim Audio, SME, Wadia.
BRISTOL & BATH

THE RIGHT NOTE
Tel: (0117) 968 6005. Are you happy with your system? We find that most audiophiles listen for most of the time to systems that are ‘not quite right’. Forget the ‘Best Buy’ reviews and putting a system together like a patchwork quilt. Let us assess the vast range available, you judge the results. We’ll help you to plan a system for the future, even if you spread the purchases. Leave ‘upgrade-itis’ behind, save money and enjoy music all the time. Just listen, and you’ll know.
Amps: Advantage, CAT, DNIM, Gamut, Spectral.
Speakers: Audio Physic, NEAT, Verity Audio. Tuners: Magnum Dynalab. Credit Cards Accepted.

V’AUDIo

CORNWALL

BIGEARS AUDIO
To find a system that will allow you to hear the music instead of the equipment phone Bigears Audio. Here you will find an interesting array of new and good quality used equipment phone Bigears Audio. To find a system that will allow you to hear the music instead of the equipment phone Bigears Audio. Here you will find an interesting array of new and good quality used equipment phone Bigears Audio. To find a system that will allow you to hear the music instead of the equipment phone Bigears Audio. Here you will find an interesting array of new and good quality used equipment phone Bigears Audio. To find a system that will allow you to hear the music instead of the equipment phone Bigears Audio. Here you will find an interesting array of new and good quality used equipment phone Bigears Audio. To find a system that will allow you to hear the music instead of the equipment phone Bigears Audio. Here you will find an interesting array of new and good quality used equipment phone Bigears Audio.

CHESHIRE

ACOUSTICA
17 Hoole Rd, Chester CH2 3NH. www.acoustica.co.uk. Tel 01244 344227. All the best in HiFi & Home Cinema from Amphion, Arcam, ART, AudioLab, Ayre, B&W Nautilus, Classe, Focal, JM Lab, Monitor Audio, Naim Audio, Primare, REL, Rotel, Spendor, Sugden, Thiel, Wadia. We offer full demonstration facilities, interest free credit and delivery & install systems throughout Cheshire, Merseyside & North Wales. Opening hours are Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 to 5.30.

LEICESTERSHIRE

DIVINE AUDIO
The Courtyard, Bennett’s Place, High Street, Market Harborough, LE16 7NL. 01858 432999
Leicestershire’s freshest hi-fi and home cinema retailer, offering a service that you expect in an environment that will excite you. Stunning cinema and two channel demonstration facilities, comfy chairs and coffee! We get outstanding results from Arcam FMJ, Art Loudspeakers, Chord Company, Focal JM Lab, Infocus, Isotone, Kube Design, Loewe televisions, NAD, Nottingham Analogue, Opera, Parasound, Pass, ProAc, Pro-Ject, PMC, Quadraspire, Sugden, Unison Research and a few other surprises. Open Tuesday – Saturday 9.30 – 5.30 or by arrangement. Free parking 01858 432999, www.divineaudio.co.uk, info@divineaudio.co.uk.

SUFFOLK

AUDIO IMAGES
128 London Road North, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR32 1H. Tel: 01502 582853. info@audioimages-hifi.com. www.audioimages-hifi.com
Castle, Denon, Harmon Kardon, Jamo, Mirage, Rostwell, Rotel, Sugden, Screen Play, Synthesis, Triangle, Tom Evans Audio Design, Vienna, Vincent, Volta Cables. Refreshingly different selection. Dem Room, Professional AV installer’s from budget to high end. Full credit facilities. 9.30 to 5.30 Mon & Sat
PRODUCT TESTING IN HI-FI WORLD

Hi-Fi World measures all incoming products before sending them out to reviewers and is unique in having such a rigorous vetting system. It reflects our dedicated approach to assessing audio equipment. Nothing gets by before thorough scrutiny.

In-house measurement is costly and time consuming, yet it has always been central to our belief that both readers and manufacturers deserve it, because there is no alternative if complex technologies are to properly assessed.

Measurement achieves many things. It ensures a product is working properly before it is subjectively auditioned. We pick up problems like loudspeaker drive units wired out-of-phase by accident, digital filters that roll-off in a bizarre fashion due to design error, a transmission line loudspeaker with no bass (!), amplifiers with excessive d.c. offsets, excessive jitter and all manner of other funnies.

Manufacturers published data is then checked against our measurements. There is usually little problem here. The reviewer is then given the results. This gives useful guidance on what to watch out for in listening tests. For example, if three CD players use the same chip set they may well sound much alike in their basic attributes, if not identical. This is useful information for a reviewer.

Hi-Fi World uses a range of test equipment from around the world, including a Rohde & Schwarz UPL for testing CD and DVD players. Amplifiers are tested with 8903B Audio Analysers from Hewlett Packard. Tuners are measured with a Leader 30125 Lab generator to ensure our listening room and conditions are balanced.

Hi-Fi World measures all incoming products before sending them out to reviewers and is unique in having such a rigorous vetting system. It reflects our dedicated approach to assessing audio equipment. Nothing gets by before thorough scrutiny.

In-house measurement is costly and time consuming, yet it has always been central to our belief that both readers and manufacturers deserve it, because there is no alternative if complex technologies are to properly assessed.

Measurement achieves many things. It ensures a product is working properly before it is subjectively auditioned. We pick up problems like loudspeaker drive units wired out-of-phase by accident, digital filters that roll-off in a bizarre fashion due to design error, a transmission line loudspeaker with no bass (!), amplifiers with excessive d.c. offsets, excessive jitter and all manner of other funnies.

Manufacturers published data is then checked against our measurements. There is usually little problem here. The reviewer is then given the results. This gives useful guidance on what to watch out for in listening tests. For example, if three CD players use the same chip set they may well sound much alike in their basic attributes, if not identical. This is useful information for a reviewer.
MANUFACTURERS

meet your maker

A reference guide to Britain's manufacturers and distributors

CREEK AUDIO LTD
12 Avebury Court, Mark Road,
Hemel Hampstead, Herts, HP2 7TA.
Tel. 01442 260146
E-mail:info@creekaudio.com
Internet: www.creekaudio.com
The beginning of 2006 saw Creek Audio launch two exciting new ranges, EVO at entry level and its high end - Destiny. At the same time, Creek's most popular products in the past 5 years, the 5350SE amp, CD50mk2 CD player and T50 tuner are now badged as Creek Classics. The OBH miniature range completes this new Creek line-up.

EPOS ACOUSTICS
2 Avebury Court, Mark Road,
Hemel Hampstead,
Herts, HP2 7TA
Tel. 01442 260146.
Email:info@epos-acoustics.com
Website: www.epos-acoustics.com
Innovative design and superior sound distinguish EPOS speakers from other brands in similar price categories. Nine models in total including a 5.1 surround system. All available in 3 finishes. Supporting stands and plinths complement the speakers. In addition to its two channel appeal, Epos is now equally sought after in the fast expanding world of home cinema.

MONITOR AUDIO LIMITED
24 Brook Road, Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 7XL
Tel 01268 740 580.
Fax 01268 740 589
E-mail: info@monitoraudio.co.uk
website: www.monitoraudio.co.uk
Monitor Audio designs and manufactures British loudspeaker systems of the highest quality. Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing and perfecting the implementation of metal drivers, innovative crossovers, and exemplary speaker cabinet construction and finish to further the ideal of achieving sound which to the original is "as close as it gets".

PMC/BRYSTON
PMC & Bryston are Emmy award winning Loudspeaker & Amplifier manufacturers - Used throughout the professional world as reference. Our clients record for Deutsche Grammophon, Decca and countless blockbuster Movies. The identical, award winning ATL (Advanced Transmission Line) technology is used in all HiFi designs from the DB1+, TLE1 Sub through to the Active BB5 XBD.

PMC Ltd
43-45 Crawley Green Road,
Luton, LU2 OAA.
Tel: 08704 441044 Fax: 08704 441045
Email: sales@promonitorco.uk
website: www.pmc-speakers.com
website: www.bryston.ca

SUGDEN AUDIO PRODUCTS
Designed and manufactured in the UK each Sugden product is hand-built by one highly skilled technician. A full range of pure class-A amplifiers are available including integrated, stereo power and the incredible Masterclass balanced monoblocks. The class A HeadMaster offers a pre-amp with three inputs a fixed and variable output with remote control. The HeadMaster can be used as a control unit in a high quality audio system and excels with headphones. Please contact us for product information, dealer list and brochures.

Tel: 01924 404088
email info@jesugden.co.uk.

To advertise in this space please call 020 7372 6018 or email: advertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk

hifisound by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts north east

they used to say, it’s grim up north...


... not any more

30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 7TE. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: world@hifisound.co.uk

turntableworld!

Aesthetix, Avid, Clearaudio, Decent Audio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Graham, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth, Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon, Project, Roksan, Rothwell, Graham Slee, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord, Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI.

probably the largest analogue dem selection in the UK

...there is no better analogue decision
turntableworld! is at hifi sound 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, DL3 7TE. Tel: 01325 241888 or email: world@turntableworld.co.uk
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WANT TO HEAR MORE MUSIC?
Then get rid of the noise!
NC - the total solution to mains noise and interference

Fit a Trichord Clock 4 and 'Never Connected' power supply to improve the performance of your CD or DVD player. Let us undertake the work for you in our Modification Workshop.

NC Never-Connected

Contact us now to see how we can help you to reduce the noise in your system:

Trichord Research
Tel: +44 (0)1684 311600
Fax: +44 (0)1684 311928
sales@trichordresearch.com
www.trichordresearch.com

audioXpress... It Just Sounds Better
Your Favorite Audio - One New Magazine!
- PROJECTS
- REVIEWS
- THE NEWEST TECHNOLOGIES
- AUDIO CLASSROOM
- and Much More!

Subscribe To This Great Monthly Publication Today!

audioXpress • PO Box 876 • Peterborough, NH 03458-0876 USA • Phone: 603-924-9464
Fax: 603-924-9467 • E-mail: custserv@audioXpress.com

ORDER ONLINE AT: www.audioXpress.com

matrix hi-fi
NEW AND GOOD QUALITY VINTAGE DECO Hi Fi

65-67 DARENT ROAD, DARTFORD
KENT DA1 3UT, U.K.
TEL: 01322 826700 729239 227068
FAX: 01322 329909
We stock a full range of valves (tubes) from famous manufacturers. The list below is a selection of favourites. If you don’t see what you want - please ring or e-mail. We are happy to match valves on request.

- **EL84M Russian (Sovtek)** £11.49
- **EL84 JJ (to Tesla Specification)** £9.75
- **JJ 300B (popular and reliable)** £83.50
- **EH300B Gold Grid** £69.00
- **Svetlana KT88 (outstanding)** £36.50
- **Sovtek 6550 WE**
- **Sovtek 5881** £12.49
- **EL34 ElectroHarmonix** £11.85
- **EL34 JJ (balanced and precise)** £15.49
- **5U4G Sovtek** £9.94
- **GZ34 JJ** £16.99
- **S687 WB Philips NOS (gutsy)** £12.49
- **Svetlana 6N1P** £6.50
- **6SN7GT EH (to RCA spec)** £10.25
- **ECF80 EI** £7.30

**VALVE BASES**
- **B7A Chassis Mount** £4.70
- **B9A Chassis Mount** £4.70
- **B9A PCB Mount** £4.70
- **Octal Chassis Mount** £4.70
- **UX4 Chassis Mount** £16.98

**BOOKS**
- **Valve & Transistor Audio Amps** by John Linsley Hood £24.50
- **Self on Audio** by Douglas Self £26.50
- **Valve Radio & Audio Repair Handbook** by Chas E. Miller £22.50
- **Valve Amplifiers** by Morgan Jones £29.50
- **Building Valve Amplifiers** by Morgan Jones £19.50
- **Life & Works of A.D. Blumlein** by R.C. Alexander £18.00
- **Understand Amplifiers** by Owen Bishop £19.50
- **Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook** edited by Ian Sinclair £34.50

**Eichmann Bullet Plug**
- phono plugs - pack of 4 £25.00
- Neutrik Professional Gold Plated phono plugs - pack of 2 - Red/W £1.69
- Gold plated, teflon insulated phono sockets - pack of 2 £4.75
- Silver plated speaker terminals pack of 2 £9.40
- Twin speaker Terminal Set chassis insulated - Red/Bk £2.94
- Chassis mount earth post nickel plated £1.23

**POWER SUPPLY PARTS**
- **UF5408 700V 3A rectifier diode** ultra-fast recovery £1.25
- **Cree CSD4060A rectifier diode** Schottky 600V 4A £6.75
- **Jensen 4700uf 16v DC** 4 terminal electrolytic £25.85
- **RIFA 47uF 100V DC** PEG Axial Al Electrolytic £2.99
- **RIFA 100uf 100V DC** PEG Axial Al Electrolytic £4.25
- **Polyester 0.1uf 630v DC** WIMA Metallised film £0.55
- **Polyester 0.47uf 630v DC** WIMA Metallised film £1.29
- **Panasonic FC 220uf 500V DC** Low ESR Al electrolytic £8.95
- **Bridge Rectifier 25A 700V** 28.5mm x 7.5mm £3.25
trade ads

Dealers must not advertise in the Private Classified section. Monthly consecutive insertions will be considered Trade advertising. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions.

UPGRADE THE musical performance of your audio equipment with my range of high performance voltage regulators. Dramatic improvements to dynamic scale, tempo and stereo image stability. New for November, high speed, wide bandwidth, low noise voltage regulators for replacing standard three terminal regulators. Call 01931 712822 for details. email: paulhynes@freezone.co.uk www.paulhynesdesign.com (Mar)

MAGNA ACUSTICA
Speakers clearance, ex-demo, feature cross-over less full bandwidth with fast transient response, deep bass together with high frequencies and uncompressed mid-range, only £950. Tel: 07810 370 010 or Email: vi@vnewlim.com (Feb)

FOR SERVICE, Repairs, Upgrades and Re-Manufacturing of all valve audio equipment. Leak Troughline specialists, realigned etc. For more information contact E.F.G. (London) Ltd inc. E. Gane and Son Est 1948 on 020 8743 2727 (Feb)

RARE, DELETED and new vinyl records for sale. Free monthly 20 page catalogue. 1000s of vinyl LPs, EPs & 45s. 99% ex to mint condition - all at fair prices with many bargains! 60's & 70's Rock, Pop, Jazz, Folk, Soundtracks, Blues, Psychedelic & Progressive. Selling vinyl since 1989. Do not miss out. Write or phone: Sugarbush Records (HFW), 8 Hawkenbury Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Tel: 01892 541 746. Or browse website: www.sugarbushrecords.com (Feb)

AMAZING CABLES! DIY or ready made solid silver interconnects, speaker cables and powercords, with world-class connectors. True high end performance at real-world prices. Sole UK agent for Voodoo. Cable of Germany - www.voodoo-cable.com Tel: 0115 982 5772 after 7pm, Email: bob@skydivers.co.uk (Feb)

FOR SERVICE, Repairs, Upgrades and Re-Manufacturing of all valve audio equipment. Leak Troughline specialists, realigned etc. For more information contact E.F.G. (London) Ltd inc. E. Gane and Son Est 1948 on 020 8743 2727 (Feb)

RESS TRADING for HIGH QUALITY Valve Amplifiers: Repaired, restored, upgraded. Kits assembled. Experienced Engineer. Free estimates and fair prices. Tel: 01525 756 935 Website: http://www.valveamprepairs.co.uk Email: amps@dhaen.co.uk (Feb)

WWW.GOLDFIDELITY.COM Specialists in rare & hard to find original MFSL master recordings 24 karat gold CD's, unbelievable sound. New & used. Free delivery. Credit cards accepted secure online ordering (Feb)

FEBRUARY 2007 HI-FI WORLD
Contemporary or classic, March’s Hi-Fi World boasts the best of both worlds! We’ve a wide range of kit, from bang up-to-date to gone-but-not-forgotten. In the former category, you can read about Melody’s wonderful high end tube preamplifier, a great sounding all-Linn system, Naim’s newest DVD design, plus Vincent’s innovative hybrid valve pre-power amplifiers. There’s also a group test of the latest and greatest affordable CD spinners and a beautiful pair of Italian ARS loudspeakers. Those of a classic disposition will enjoy our look at several generations of classic tuner, an evergreen Tannoy pro-audio power amp. and Sony’s ‘high tech’ Biotracer turntable. Here’s some of what we hope to bring you:

NAIM n-VI DVD SYSTEM
MELODY P1688 SIGNATURE PREAMPLIFIER
ARS AURES F1 MONITOR LOUDSPEAKERS
VINCENT SA-T1/SP-T100 PRE-POWER AMPLIFIER
LINN MAJIK CD PLAYER/KONTROL/MAJIK 2100 SYSTEM
ORTOFON TANGO MC v DENON DL103 MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE

CD SUPERTEST: CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 840C, MYRYAD MXC6000, ROKSAN CASPIAN M-1 & VINCENT CD-S6MKII

CLASSIC TUNER SUPERTEST: AIWA AT-9700, LEAK TROUGHLINE & SONY ST-3950
SONY’S LEGENDARY PS-B80 BIOTRACER TURNTABLE
TANNOY SR840 - PRO POWER AMPLIFIER

PICK UP THE MARCH 2007 ISSUE OF HI-FI WORLD, ON SALE DECEMBER 30TH, OR SUBSCRIBE AND GET IT DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR: p68
classifieds ads order form

RATES - ALL ADVERTS MUST BE PRE-PAID
Maximum length per advert is 30 words, each additional word is 50p extra. Telephone numbers and e-mail addresses are treated as one word. Model numbers are treated as one word i.e. Quad 303 = two words.
Please tick the box for the advert required

Private magazine advert
Private magazine advert display black box
Trade magazine advert
Trade magazine advert display black box

£10 per month
£15 per month
£10 per month
£15 per month

Please write or type your advertisement copy in block capitals with one word per box.
We will accept photocopies of this form.

Dealers must not advertise in the Private Classified section. Monthly consecutive insertions will be considered Trade advertising. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions.

World Radio History

PRIVATE & TRADE CLASSIFIED ADVERTS COPY DEADLINES
MARCH 2007 - 5TH JANUARY 2007
APRIL 2007 - 6TH FEBRUARY 2007
D-based collections of music often proclaim to cover all the music from this artist or that era but then you quickly find gaps which not only disappoint but generate cynicism that you're being ripped off. If you are one such victim, this series of box sets, which focuses on the singles from the legendary record label Motown, will restore your faith in mankind. This is not an original album, but Motown singles, like an album, are a body of work - so this collection deserves attention.

Formerly only available as imports from the USA, this landmark series is now being distributed into the UK along with the brand new set, Volume 6. This limited, ongoing series covers the lot. Every single Motown ever produced. So that means every A and B-side and all, and I mean all, subsidiary labels. That includes Tamla, Motown, Gordy, V.I.P, Soul, Rare Earth plus the temporary labels such as Divinity (Gospel), Mel-o- dy (Country), Workshop Jazz, Miracle plus all the rock/pop, blues and jazz recordings Hitsville ever put out. You also receive first and second pressings which vary slightly on different takes.

There is only one word you can use to describe this collection - beautiful. In fact the series is building into a complete work of art, both in the substantial body of work featured within the sets and for the superlative production values that have been set for the incredible packaging. Each set is presented as a bound book. Within the front cover of each book is a replica 45rpm jukebox vinyl single (jukebox because there is no spindle holder in the centre of the record). After that follows a wonderful glossy, colour reference book which tells the story of every featured track in the set along with label photos, sleeve and artists pictures plus company document images.

Within this section you will also find informative essays written by notable figures. For example, Volume 2 features text from Claudette Robinson from The Miracles and noted author Gerald Early. Dedicated fans will also appreciate the multi-tiered index which groups the singles by artist, label and title. Further into the bound book comes the CDs themselves, slipped into an open topped sleeve with, on the facing page, a full track listing.

The music itself has been superbly mastered. Harry Weinger, Vice President of A&R for Universal Music described the search for the raw material. "There isn't tape for every song. I'd say 15% of them have no tape left. Motown, in the early days, especially, was not saving their masters because who knew it was gonna last? I think the challenge was not being able to really compare different versions, because so many of those songs are rare. We know what 'Money (That's What I Want)' sounds like and we know what 'Please, Mr. Postman' sounds like, or we know what 'Shop Around' sounds like, but there's two different versions of 'You Can Depend On Me'. There's this relatively unknown guy called Herman Griffin, there are these lesser-known artists such as Nick and the Jaguars, too. You have to dig deep to find their 45s. I think the challenge is making sure what you've got is the definitive statement. We have since discovered that there are probably a couple of little things that are a little bit off, but not by much."

However, even utilising masters, the task of recreating the finished singles was sometimes a daunting task. For example, sometimes the reissue team would find a master that didn't have a vocal on it or, "this is the only version of whatever song and you'd play it and there wouldn't be hand claps or there wouldn't be background," added Weinger. "or it would be the exact version of the song you want but there's no background or vocals. So that was a big challenge."

When masters proved elusive, and to fill in the master gaps, the reissue team had to contact dedicated collectors. "We worked with a number of different collectors. Keith Hughes in England had a professional ex-BBC turntable at home and he had mint copies. He would burn them onto CD off of his professional BBC turntable. Then they'd come to New York and go through a series of high-end cleaning."

The task has proven to be well worth it. A candidate for the most impressive series of box sets there has ever been, The Complete Motown Singles series is utterly breathtaking.
Zingali Loudspeakers has been my passion. A crusade since I first heard a pair of Overture Twos almost nine years ago. Today the brand's signature model finally has arrived. It is a loudspeaker as beautiful as it is unconventional. It only bears the name of its creator and its owner. It is the first loudspeaker model to have no name, perhaps reflecting its neutrality.

It is the result of 20 years development to achieve the perfect loudspeaker, a transducer which adds no colouration and thickness, and subtracts no dynamics or harmonics. Coming from the land of Gucci and Ferrari, you need not ask if it is musical. It glues you to your seat; wherever you are in the room as there is no stereo sweet spot.

Happily, at 124cms height it is neither the size nor the shape of a wardrobe. At £15,995 per pair it offers very good value against much more expensive and inferior flagship rivals.

The entire range, however, may be neglected for similar reasons of compact size and prices. Don’t allow your expectations to limit your hopes. At £1,995 you may not believe it is an upgrade from £5,000 loudspeakers, but the Overture Ones have also been refined over the years and employ exactly the same technology; wave guiding which avoids the limitations of internal volume and external chamber (room acoustics).

The secret is Zingali's patented Omniray Horn. The result is a lifelike presence and energy. Inner detail is reproduced.

Avoiding the need for a conventional crossover, the efficiency and load suit 8 – 400 watt amplifiers without compression. In all rooms, small or large.

Limited Introductory Offer
Anticipating a price increase in January 31, 2007, we have four pairs Overture Ones to sell at £1790 while stocks last. That’s two speakers, two pedestals, including VAT and UK shipping. Home approval throughout the UK by arrangement as our prices are direct from the factory.

To hear what you’ve been missing, take advantage of this limited introductory offer.
The new B&W 800 Series
Incorporating B&W crossover technology

Audio signals are like spring water. The further they flow from their source, the greater the risk to their natural purity and vitality. Like a glass of cool, clear water, fresh from the stream, nothing compares to hearing music with the cleansing clarity it was created with.

At B&W, we like to get listeners as close to the source as possible. The signal path in an 800 Series speaker couldn’t be any shorter, simpler or sweeter. By optimising, in every detail, the mechanical design of the drive units, we minimise the need for extra electrical components in the crossover. Less quantity, more quality. Every component we do use is handpicked after painstaking listening tests. Together in the 800 Series crossover, they deliver sound with every original nuance and texture intact.

Not all water tastes the same. No other speakers sound like the 800 Series.

www.bw800.com
Visit our website and order your free DVD
Call +44 (0)1903 221 500